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NOTICE.
The information in this book is merely general guidance on the various data
and opinions, sometimes contradictory, issued by multiple sources.
It can not be used without prior consultation with your regular doctor.

To María José

“En ti está la delicia como está la crueldad en las espadas”
(J.L. Borges.)

The Strange Case of the Missing Myelin
Rafael González Maldonado

Cover illustration. Acteon and Diane(Tiziano; The National Gallery, London.)
The myth of autoimmunity: Acteon is devoured by his own hounds, who do
not recognize him. In multiple sclerosis, the lymphocytes destroy the myelin
because they perceive it as something foreign or strange.

Prologue

A year ago, the author of this book introduced an original and attractive
style of scientific communication with the publication of The Strange Case
of Dr. Parkinson. Despite all its intrinsic value, it might have gone down as
an isolated dot on the scientific biography of Rafael González Maldonado.
The publication of the book that you hold in your hands represents another
point of interest on that biography. And two points —as we learned in the
early years of that archaic form of schooling we received— make a line. In
this case, an intellectual path.
I am not going to analyze the scientific background of this work, which
constitutes an impressive review of the current situation of multiple
sclerosis: its etiopathogeny, physiopathology, clinical presentation, diagnosis
and treatment. The bibliography is very complete, carefully chosen and upto-date, à la page, as they say in French.
The wealth in new and established scientific data alone would justify this
publication as a book of reference for physicians in general, and an
intensive course, of sorts, for many neurologists. But what makes this
editorial route original are the language and the resources that the author
makes use of in order to communicate alluringly, “charming” the reader
into the often arid (for the uninitiated), extense and confusing terrain of
neurological pathology. As Hugo Liaño stated in the prologue to The
Strange Case of Dr. Parkinson, the author has hit upon the philosopher’s
stone of written communication in the medical field.
Scientific communication is becoming more and more cryptic, in part owing
to the enormous increase in the amount of scientific facts and concepts,
and the need to condense them in articles and books that can be read in a
relatively short time. Yet the abundance of neologisms, latinisms, loanwords,
acronyms, conventionalisms, initials and eponyms that saturate today´s
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medical texts make them intelligible only to insiders. Thus, an article on
cardiology is barely comprehensible for an endocrinologist or
rheumatologist; and this happens in all the specialized fields of medicine.
Often the reader has to go back over an article searching for the meaning
of initials that clog the text, rending useless the author´s intentions of
saving time by economizing with words.
Behind the evolution of the cryptic text hides, most likely, a desire for
control by a reduced group of persons. The possession of knowledge —
considered, rightly, as the key to power— and the control of its diffusion
through language have been wielded from primitive societies to modern
ones by closed circles that adopt rites and liturgies apt only for the
initiated, with the unfailing presence of a high priest, a sanhedrin, and some
novices or neophytes.
This has gone on, historically and transculturally, since the time of the
Pythagoreans, on through the Masons, and Rosicrucians, up to the secret
Melanesian societies studied by R. H. Codrington, or the Hung society in
China. These groups use language as their main differential element with
respect to the rest of the community, and this language tends to become
artificially complex. A steady outpour of books and publications attempt to
placate this centrifugal force in the sphere of scientific communication,
which would leave a black hole in the layman´s knowledge of Science.
Such texts come into being with one of two original sins: either their
authors are authentic experts on the topic in question, in which case,
usually but unfortunately, the language used is too difficult for the general
public to understand; or else, the authors are aficionados with only a
superficial understanding of the topic, who mistreat and twist scientific
reality. In the first case, the language is what suffers; in the second, it is the
concept.
As a counterpoint to all this, our century has seen the development of
journalistic-commercial communication, with objectives that are
diametrically opposed to those mentioned above. In this case what matters,
above all, is attracting the attention of the mass-individual, who is blunted
by multiple competing stimuli, and then transmitting an idea or concept
reduced to elementary terms, with a simple, concise, clear and convincing
language that is accessible to a “massive, heterogeneous, anonymous and
geographically disperse” public (C.C. Hopkins, McDougall).

The neuropsychological foundation of this approach is the conditioned
reflex, with its reciprocal game of stimulus and response. The stimulus
must be strong and specific enough to attract the attention of the person
to whom it is directed. Capturing the attention of the reader is, then, the
primary objective of journalistic-commercial communication, and for that
reason the textist (a horrendous word used in the world of publicity, but
which is useful for distinguishing the publicity writer from the real writer)
has no qualms about using tricks, conventionalisms and more or less coarse
appeals to the reader´s instincts or subconscious underlays.
Where, on the graph of written communication, do we situate the work at
hand? Is it scientific exposition or journalistic narrative? It is precisely in
the analysis of this junction where the originality and excellence of this
book lie.

The Strange Case of the Missing Myelin is, indeed, a scientific work. The
volume of information and the rigor with which it is expounded are
determinant. It does not fit the usual mold for works of scientific diffusion,
yet it does manage to introduce or clarify, with meridian transparency, and
for any person interested, whether patient or doctor, the fundamental
aspects of the problem and the “state of the art” of the disease.
The Strange Case of the Missing Myelin is not a journalistic narrative, yet it
uses language honestly to allure and hold the interest of the reader. The
author resorts to a wide range of tools. Just as the Argentinian gaucho
slinging bolas or the western cowboy and his lasso manage to bring down
the wild pony, this author captures one´s attention. The enigmatic chapter
headings urge the reader on to decipher their meaning. The short
paragraphs prevent fatigue. The anecdote, the diaphanous wording so quick
to offer an explanation when technical terms come up, the literary quotes
and historical or mythological footnotes, all contribute to pleasureful
reading. And so the didactic intentions of the author are fulfilled. The
profusion of humanistic references is so great that at times we are left
wondering whether the humanities are being taught through pathological
medicine, or vice versa. In any case, the combination is perfectly suited to
its purposes.
The analogy with the myth of Actaeon, King of Tebas, who was devoured
by his hounds at the wrathful orders of Diana, strikes me as beautifully
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appropriate. Were the dogs unable to recognize their master? Or was it
because the goddess had covered him with a deerhide that the dogs
misdirected their aggressivity? This is precisely the nature of the mystery
—to date— that would explain the antigen-antibody interrelation and the
lack of recognition of the body´s own myelinic antigens (Actaeon) by the
misdirected immune system (the dogs). Never was there a more elegant
literary portrait of the immunological conflict behind multiple sclerosis.
Again we see to what an extent the modern world is inscribed in the
classics when someone has the knowledge and sensitivity to point out the
correspondence.

The Strange Case of the Missing Myelin augurs the same success as its
predecessor. I recommend that physicians in general read it for a clear,
comprehensible, pleasant and present-day introduction to multiple sclerosis,
and that neurologists derive from it an effective method of communication
with their patients. Because, as ANTIPHON said in 474 B.C., the doctor
must speak the evil... yet say it well. Our patients, in their distress, will
agree that a tangible ignorance is less damaging to the spirit than a ghostly
one.
Prof. Eduardo Varela de Seijas i

11

Introduction
The coasts of Sicily are sown with watchtowers against possible
invaders. That morning the watchman fell asleep at his post, and the
Viking ship arrived before the people of the village could flee. It was a
rapid Norse victory.
As they drank, the Vikings divided up their spoils. Gunthar got a
silver goblet and two female prisoners. He raped the younger one, and
ordered the other woman to prepare him a bath. His tired body was
relaxing in the hot water i when suddenly he felt a tingling in his legs,
just as he had felt the past spring, only this time more intense. At once
he noticed that his left hand was growing weak, and he was overcome
with anguish: it was that disease, the family curse.
It afflicted his father, Ragner, who had ruled over Thule for the last
ten years without being able to get up from his chair. And his sister,
who lost her eyesight as a child, and cousin Sigrid of Scotland, who
had begun to walk as if she were drunk. The frightened Viking did not
know that his neurons were losing myelin, and that his disease would
some day be called multiple sclerosis. We still do not know the cause,
but, according to the most popular theory at present,411,412 there is a
genetic predisposition that Gunthar and those of his seafaring race
were responsible for spreading.
Others believe that multiple sclerosis is triggered by viruses that were
transmitted by British soldiers during World War II.271-273 Still others
say that dogs are to blame, or that it has to do with dental fillings. We
do know that the disease is prevalent in Northern countries, and that it
affects women more than men, especially well-to-do women who live
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in the city. No Gypsies or Eskimos are known to suffer the disease,
and some people take primula oil to prevent it. The evolution of
multiple sclerosis is so diverse that we must ask ourselves if it is really
one disease or many. Can surgery help? Do those costly new
treatments really work?
This book sums up and attempts to pleasantly explain the huge mass
of information available about multiple sclerosis. With scientific rigor
and a communicative vocation, we shall try to “decipher” the keys to
the disease. The reader will find a great number of facts, and, here and
there, an odd hypothesis, a classic quotation, or an intuitive
suggestion. Because knowledge (like love) needs flavoring.

1. Multiple stories
Multiple sclerosis is considered a young disease, because it affects
young adults, and also because it was identified in recent times.
Ancient descriptions of the disease are few and unreliable (perhaps the
symptoms were somewhat different then). Its frequency is on the rise
since the 19th century.253

THE NAMES OF THE DISEASE
We may name a disease after its main symptom, as in epilepsy or
migraine. Other times an eponym is used, that is, the proper name of
the person who defined the disease, such as Alzheimer´s or
Parkinson´s disease. But the disease in question here has no
characteristic symptom nor eponym, ii and even its name varies from
one country to another. The French refer to it as sclerosis in plaques;
the English call it disseminated sclerosis; and Americans coined the
term “multiple sclerosis.”

A 14TH CENTURY NUN
The first person believed to have multiple sclerosis was born in
Holland in 1380, became a nun, and was canonized as a saint after her
death.336 For 37 years, Saint Lidwina von Schiedham suffered
neurological symptoms that grew worse periodically, and that
suggested lesions on multiple sites of the nervous system.
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IF NOT CHASTE, BE CAUTIOUS
George III of England was not familiar with the readings of Gracián.iii
He was neither chaste nor cautious, and everyone knew the story of his
illegitimate grandchild, August Frederick d'Esté (1794-1848). He was
the biological cousin of Queen Victoria, and we know from his diaries150
that he suffered from multiple sclerosis. He wrote:
(At age twenty-eight:)"I was returning from a funeral and I went blind. Some time
later I recovered the strength and clarity of my eyesight completely.”
(Five years later, in Florence, a relapse:) "I remained very weak for twenty-one days,
falling because my legs were not able to support my body.”
(In 1830, the sexual vigor inherited from his grandfather declines:) "I had an affaire
with a young woman, and found when I lay with her that I had lost my healthy
vigour.”

His legs grow weaker and weaker, and by his fiftieth birthday August
Frederick D’Este is in a wheelchair. The progression of his tremor is
evident in the manuscript, whose final lines are illegible. He died two
years later.

THE MAID GETS HIS ATTENTION
For a maid with multiple sclerosis, it was a stroke of luck to be
employed at the Charcot household. The “father of classic Neurology”
was able to closely observe, over years, the symptoms of the young
woman (nystagmus, intention tremor, scanning speech).57 Yet... he
was mistaken about the diagnosis: Charcot said it was a case of tabes.
The autopsy was conclusive: there were multiple zones of
disseminated sclerosis.

1. Multiple stories
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A DE-MYELINATING DISEASE
Multiple sclerosis is a demyelinating disease. It alters and destroys myelin,
the membrane that covers the long nerve fibers (axons), protecting them,
isolating them and enhancing their electrical conductivity.
Myelin is a shiny white substance made up of lipids and proteins. It is
produced by the oligodentrocytes, iv cells that surround the neurons.
When the myelin is destroyed (demyelination), the axon is bared,
unprotected, and does not conduct the nerve impulse properly. That is when
the symptoms appear. They will vary, depending on the site of affection in
the brain or spinal cord.

OPEN THE BODIES TO SEE THE DISEASE v
"No disease exists without site nor cause," proclaimed the doctors of
old. They opened dead bodies in search of lesions that would explain
the symptoms. And thus, anatomical pathology was born.
The basic lesion in multiple sclerosis is called a plaque.
There is some question as to who first described these plaques. In a
marvellous collectible human atlas (published 1829-1842),
Cruveilhier99 referred to zones of firm consistency that formed
“stains” or “islets” in a patient with “paraplegia from grey
degeneration of the funiculi of the medulla spinalis.”
But by the time this chapter came out, many doctors had already seen
the illustrations by Robert Carswell (1838) of “a peculiar disease of
the spinal cord and brain stem with atrophic discoloured zones.”83
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DIAGNOSE THEM WHILE THEY ARE ALIVE
His predecessors talked of autopsies. But the German pathologist and
clinician Frerichs, in 1849, made the first diagnosis of a live patient.
He said the patient had Hirnsklerose.165 Seven years later, the autopsy
proved him right.
The first clear definition of the symptoms of multiple sclerosis came
from Jean Marie Charcot, in his famous clinical sessions at the
Hospital de la Salpêtrière (1872-1873). He distinguished it from
amiotrophic lateral sclerosis, whose only similarity lies in the name.
Charcot insisted that patients with multiple sclerosis have an
“intention” tremor when they are about to execute a movement, unlike
persons with Parkinson´s disease (who have a tremor in repose). He
also described the nystagmus (oscillation of the eyes) and the impaired
speech (they talk as if they were inebriated).
These three symptoms (nystagmus, tremor and scanning speech) were
baptized “Charcot’s classic triad.” Charcot himself placed only limited
importance on them, however, and insisted that a patient could have
multiple sclerosis even though one, two, or even all three symptoms
were absent. He was right: the triad is rarely present at the onset of the
disease, and less than 10% of patients present it eventually. It is no
longer considered typical of MS.391

THE TOES OF HYSTERICAL WOMEN
Babinski treated patients back in the 19th century, when medical
waiting rooms were full of women suffering from hysteria. Multiple
sclerosis patients had such varied symptoms that they could be
confused with hysteria, vi especially when the woman complained of
not being able to move her legs.

1. Multiple stories
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The sign described by Babinski helped differentiate between the two.
In paralysis by lesion of the central nervous system, when the plant of
the foot is scratched, the toes (particularly the big toe) extend.
Meanwhile, the patients who have no “organic” illness (only hysteria)
would have the normal flexion reflex, that is, curling their toes
downward.

AT FIRST IT WAS HYSTERICS
And so, at first doctors mistook multiple sclerosis for hysteria, but
Babinski learned to differentiate. Well now studies have turned the
tables, and once again mix psychiatrics with neurology. Patients with
multiple sclerosis present a “hysterical reaction” before relapses (or
“flare-ups”), and this type of behavior has its roots in infancy.
“Hysterical” children are more likely to have multiple sclerosis when
they reach adulthood (see Chapter 6).

A PROTEAN DISEASE
Protean vii means variable, having many forms, and it is a key
descriptor for multiple sclerosis. Indeed, the diversity in its mode of
presentation and its evolution are characteristic. Depending on which
zones are demyelinated, sensitive or motor symptoms will appear,
with alterations in balance, or vision. Days or years may elapse
between one “flare-up” or exacerbation (appearance of new
symptoms) and the next.
The lesions are disseminated throughout the central nervous system
and differ in size, location, and date of appearance. Each patient
evolves at his own pace, and response to treatment is also peculiar. In
other words, what characterizes multiple sclerosis is the unity of its
diversity. viii
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THEY GET ILL BECAUSE THEY DON´T SWEAT
Multiple sclerosis is produced because patients do not sweat enough.
This was an early explanation of the disease, offered by Cruveilhier.98
The list of possible causes326 continues to grow, demonstrating that we
really don´t understand what is going on: mercury fillings, cold, dogs,
ticks, or all sorts of germs have been blamed.
Just like fashions come and go, metabolic hyotheses, circulatory
causes, infectious or immunological causes and their respective
treatments have all been in vogue at some point in time.
When it was thought that the cause was a metabolic disorder, digestive
enzymes, vitamins or antidiabetic medications were used for
treatment. Later, circulatory problems were hailed as the cause, and
vasodilators and anticoagulants were used.
The infectious theory promoted the use of antibiotics, antimicotics and
antiviral drugs. Those that suspected an immunological disorder
prescribed vaccines, or went so far as to remove the patient´s thymus.
Or worse. The book by Sibley490 describes many fruitless treatments,
some completely absurd, of purely historical interest.

A CATALONIAN IN PARIS
Half a century ago, three Soviet scientists ix boastfully published: "We
have identified the multiple sclerosis virus.”.
Our prestigious Dr. Barraquer i Bordás was so intrigued that he
traveled to Paris to discuss the matter with Professor Mollaret, an
expert in infectious diseases.

1. Multiple stories
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The tale, as told by our Catalonian compatriot28 does not go into
details about whether it was on a stroll beside the Seine or along the
Champs de l’Elyséesii when the wise Frenchman revealed what he
knew: "Pay no attention, Luis; what those Russians have discovered is
the attenuated rabies virus.”

CRYING AT THE PODIUM
Such refutations are more scalding when they are live and direct.
Biomedical researcher Kathleen Chevassut was so sure of having
isolated the microbe causing multiple sclerosis that she baptized it:
Spherula insulares. Hopeful gallantry and a lack of rigor on the part of
some illustrious scientists led them to believe she was right.
The optimistic researcher stood up to defend her “discovery” at an
important medical meeting. A hard-headed male (E. Arnold
Carmichael was not in the best of moods) rebuffed her cruelly and
categorically, and Ms Chevassut ran out crying, so devastated that she
abandoned research from that moment on .

FROM THOSE SORROWS, THESE PLAQUES
It was Charcot, too, who said that sorrow might be associated with the
disease (see Chapter 5, “The mind, moods and personality”). And
even before him, Frerichs had made the same observation. Recent
studies agree: a divorce, losing one’s job, the death of a family
member, economic hard times and other negative or stressful
circumstances can trigger exacerbations; they may even influence the
appearance of the disease.188-190,253,507,542,543
It is known that stress affects the immunological system.77 And after
all, its alteration is what brings on multiple sclerosis.
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THE NYMPH, THE POET...
Besides the Dutch nun, the cousin of Queen Victoria and Charcot´s
housemaid, there are other well-known figures who suffered from
multiple sclerosis.
Nymphomania was described, of course, by Sigmund Freud. The
nymphomaniac was a young woman with an excessive sexual desire.
That was the key to diagnosing her multiple sclerosis ¿??? (Shaw
mentions it in his//her biography) ¿??? The suicidal person, a literary
figure, is depicted in the novel Shogun 79in all his despair when faced
with the debilitating disease. ¿???
Two German poets were also afflicted: Eduard Mörike (1804-1875)253
and Heinrich Heine (1797-1856). Heine is the better known of the
two, a hybrid poet combining romanticism and incipient realism x who
was paralyzed in the later years of his life.238,245

ILL DOCTORS
Studying medicine does not prevent multiple sclerosis. In 1843, a
medical alumnus of the University of Pennsylvania, Dr. Pennock,
began to complain of clumsiness and a tingling sensation in his left
leg, and later in his right. xi The incapacity increased over the years:
his arms grew weak, walking became difficult, and he had problems
urinating.
The good doctor died in 1867. He had made the observation, however,
that hot water worsened his condition (see Chapter 8 for an
explanation of the caldarium test).
Internet has focused the spotlight on one doctor with multiple sclerosis
who does not wish to reveal his identity. He signs in as Dr.Gmarc46,
and his web pages offer a personal view of the disease that is
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particularly insightful because of his dual condition as doctor and
patient.
He is extremely well informed about the latest research in the area, as
well as about home-made remedies. He speaks from experience,
sprinkled with irony or skepticism at times, but always rich and
enriching. Don´t miss it: get on your PC and track him down at
http://aspin.asu.edu.

PROFUSE BUT NOT ECUMENICAL xii
Multiple sclerosis is a profuse disease (widespread and frequent) but
not ecumenical (it does not occur everywhere). Around the world
there are over a million sufferers; however, in some countries there are
many, and in others only very rare cases. In the U.S. there are 400,000
MS patients,15,514 whereas in Ethiopia there are practically none.

Epidemiological studies speak to us of the number of “new” cases that
appear each year (incidence) and of the total number of cases at a
given time (prevalence). In a city of 100,000 inhabitants, each year
two new cases of multiple sclerosis are diagnosed (we say, then, that it
has an incidence of 2 per 100,000).
But to these new cases we obviously must add the cases from
previous years; thus, at a given time our theoretical city of 100,000
inhabitants has many more persons affected by the disease,
approximately 55 (that is, a prevalence of 55 per 100,000). In our
small Spanish province of Granada (population 800,000) there would
be some 440 cases.
Prevalence in Europe and the United States ranges from 15 to 145 per
100,000, depending on the country.181 In other parts of the world the
figures are much lower.
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MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS IN SPAIN
The early epidemiological studies of MS carried out in Spain had
considerable methodological deficiencies, for which reason the real
significance of the disease in our country has only recently become
apparent. The pioneer in this field is Oscar Fernández,138,143,144 who
focused much of his research on a sanitary district in the province of
Malaga.
More epidemiological studies of multiple sclerosis followed, in the
health districts of Alcoy,318,323 Asturias,528,529 Navarra,16 Teruel,347 and
other areas of Spain. Altogether, Spain represents a zone of
intermediate risk: incidence is 2 per 100,000 (800 Spaniards come
down with symptoms of MS each year); and prevalence is 55 per
100,000 (at present, there are 25.000 persons in Spain with multiple
sclerosis).

JUST A FEW LEARNED BOOKS SUFFICE xiii
There are many books about multiple sclerosis. Some are written for
specialists, some for the general public (in England and the U.S. you
can even find them in supermarkets). Let us mention just a few, ones
that will be of real interest. Among the “scientific” books that are upto-date, we recommend the one by Paty and Ebers391 and the one by
Kesselring.253 In Spanish, the most complete book specifically about
MS is the one by Óscar Fernández.141,142 These are books for
neurologists or for physicians with a special interest in the disease.
The most interesting books for the layman are in English: for example,
Learning to Live with Multiple Sclerosis,420 Coping with Multiple
Sclerosis,46 and Diets to Help Multiple Sclerosis.194 There are also
books with a sound scientific basis that are relatively easy to read:
Multiple Sclerosis, Fact Book 290 and Therapeutic Claims in Multiple
Sclerosis.490
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Finally, for patients, family members or doctors who want a thorough
introduction to multiple sclerosis, there is a rather strange publication
that defies classification: the book you are holding.
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2. What is multiple sclerosis?
Multiple sclerosis is an inflammatory disease of the central nervous
system (cerbrum, cerebellum, brain stem and spinal cord). The myelin in
the white matteri is destroyed. Myelin is an insulating material that
surrounds the long nerve fibers (axons) and helps transmit electrical
impulses. When myelin is lost, the nerve conducts impulses poorly, and
the symptoms of the disease appear.
The lesiones seen in MS are called “plaques,” and they differ from one
individual to the next. They may be small or large; some are “active”
and some are “chronic.” They can appear at any time, usually in the
form of “flare-ups” or relapses (when the patient´s symptoms are
exacerbated), followed by periods of recovery or remission.
Patients are born with a predisposition to “auto-immune” type reactions.
During childhood they have contact with some external factor (possibly
a virus) that makes them develop the autoimmune response which, years
later, will produce the inflammation and demyelination of the brain or
spinal cord.

MULTIPLE DISSEMINATED PLAQUES
In multiple sclerosis, the lesions are multiple, they form plaques, and
they are disseminated, scattered diffusely throughout the brain and the
spinal cord. The “plaque” is a zone of white matter in which the
myelin sheath of the axons is missing (demyelination). As a result, the
axons appear somewhat modified, yet relatively well preserved.
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The plaques are usually small, less than a centimeter in diameter,
except when they are grouped together or “coalesce,” which is the
general tendency.
In most cases they surround small veins (perivenular disposition) and
they are more frequent around the ventricles (periventricular
predisposition). Outside the brain, the plaques damage the optic
nerves, the brain stem, and the cervical spinal cord.

DELENDA EST MIELINA ii
“May the myelin be destroyed!” is the command given within the
altered immunological system of patients with multiple sclerosis.
Myelin is a substance that surrounds and protects nerve fibers, and is
made up of proteins and lipids. In multiple sclerosis, the
immunological system is damaged and does not recognize some of the
components of the myelin. It considers them foreign enemies, and
orders the immune cells (lymphocytes and macrophages) to attack the
myelin.
The result is an inflammatory and immune response similar to that
produced when a bacteria is introduced in the organism; only that
lymphocytes and macrophages attack the body´s own myelin, because
they mistake it for a virus. The “demyelinated” lesions produced are
the cause of the symptoms that will appear.

I ACCUSE THE T LYMPHOCYTES
They are called T lymphocytes (or simply T cells) because they are
produced in the Thymus. iii They are the executioners, the ones that do
the damage. They provoke the inflammation and the demyelination,
the destruction of the myelin sheath.

2. What is multiple sclerosis
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The T lymphocytes are responsible not only for initiating the
inflammatory reaction but also for amplifying it, and its conclusion
possibly depends on them as well. In addition, the T lymphocytes are
involved in the production of cytokines, which are very important
mediators in the immunological reaction.555

THE BITTER ROLE OF CHROMOSOME 6
The confused state of the T lymphocytes can be traced back to
chromosome 6, which regulates immunity. It plays the role of
minister of defense, deciding how the body is going to react to acts of
aggression. Within chromosome 6 commands are given to destroy the
bacteria that attack our system, or the dust that bothers our bronchia.
Chromosome 6 is responsible or our defenses, but sometimes, for
instance with allergies, it so happens that the “counterattack” to isolate
the pollen or the toxin in a beesting produces so much inflammation
that the remedy is worse than the disease.
Other times it simply errs, as is the case with “autoimmune” diseases:
the body wages a battle against itself, attacking proteins that it doesn´t
recognize as its own, mistaking them for enemies. In multiple
sclerosis, myelin is the victim. iv
The susceptibility to multiple sclerosis resides in a specific section of
the chromosome called the HLA (human lymphocyte antigens).30,458
It is there where the genes that determine the behavior of our
immunological system gather to finally order the attack on the body’s
nerve tissue. An acerb patrimony, indeed! v
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MYELIN, LYMPHOCYTES, AND ACTEON´S HOUNDS
Actaeon, a classic voyeur, entertained himself by watching naked
Diana (Artemis for the Greeks) bathe in the river. When he was found
out, the goddess of the hunt angrily issued the sentence that he no
longer be recognized by his own hounds (who had always protected
him). Hence, the “confused” animals attacked and devoured their
master. This ancient myth tells the story of what lymphocytes do when
they do not recognize their own myelin, and “devour” it. The cause of
the confusion is chromosome 6, in the role of Diana.

BREAKING BARRIERS
They say453 that the plaques appear in places where certain
traumatisms have broken the blood-brain barrier. vi For this reason, the
optic nerves are affected (they are very mobile, constantly exposed to
minor traumatisms), or the spinal cord (at the points of junction with
the notched ligaments) and the zones surrounding the ventricles (the
sharp angles favor a “cutting” distension).
These are precisely the sites where plaques appear most frequently,
which is why some specialists invoke the “traumatic” or mechanical
factor we have just described. The hypothesis was put forth by Lord
Brian///Brain ¿?? and Marcia Wilkinson thirty years ago: in the
autopsy of a patient with multiple sclerosis and cervical arthrosis, the
plaques coincided exactly with the zones where the altered vertebral
discs had put pressure on the spinal cord.

SALMON-COLORED PLAQUES
When exacerbations occur, acute plaques appear, with a pinkish
salmon color. The lesioned zone has irregular edges, and
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inflammation is noteworthy, with infiltrated cells (T lymphocytes,
macrophages) and remains of the myelin that is being digested.
Oligodendrocytes (the cells that make up the myelin) are under attack
and their number diminishes, while the astrocytes increase in number
(astrocytosis) when exacerbations occur.
Proportionately, there is no major change in the nerve axons. For this
reason –in many patients—the lesions are reversible at first, and the
symptoms may later improve or disappear.104

GRAY, LIKE THE ASHES OF THE PHOENIX
The chronic plaques are gray in color. They are the oldest lesions, the
ones described by the early anatomists. Their edges are better defined,
clearly cut, and and they bear little evidence now of inflammatory
activity or cellular remnants. The oligodendrocytes are degenerated,
the myelin is missing. The axons are damaged and appear bare amid
an overgrowth of tiny glial fibers (gliosis).354
This chronic plaque looks like a “wasteland.” It is a silent lesion,
apparenly dead or dormant, but in some relapses it may reactivate
⎯like the Phoenix,i rising up from its ashes. Then no new symptoms
are observed, but the previous problems get worse or more extensive.

THE SEQUELAE DEPEND ON THE AXON
After all these years talking about myelin, it turns out that what really
matters in terms of aftereffects (sequelae) is whether the axon is
damaged. When a nerve zone loses myelin it ceases to function, but if
the axon is not broken, it recovers (for example, in optic neuritis, the
lost vision is usually recovered). The sequelae or future incapacities
depend, in the final analysis, on the number of axons destroyed. The
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current trend in research is to study the mechanism through which
axons are destroyed and the factors involved in their evolution.521

IN A NUTSHELL
Multiple sclerosis, then, is produced in individuals with a genetic
predisposition (susceptible from birth on) and in whom an abnormal
immunological reaction (an altered “defense” of the organism) is set
off as a result of contact with certain infectious agents (virus or other).
Consequently, the lymphocytes (and other elements) attack the myelin
of the body’s own nerve fibers (in the spinal cord or brain). When the
myelin is destroyed, a series of symptoms appear: paralysis, sensitive
alterations, lack of coordination, or others. If the lesion is extensive
and axons are lost, there will be sequelae; if not, recovery is likely.
Generally speaking, the onset of the disease is acute (brief), slight at
first, and possibly reversible. Later, over some years, it will evolve in
the form of exacerbations that lead to an accumulation of incapacities.
Eventually the relapses increase in frequency and may reach the point
of a chronic form, in which the lesions (and therefore the symptoms)
advance slowly but steadily.

DEMYELINATIONS THAT ARE NOT MS
Multiple sclerosis is the best known and most frequent demyelinating
disease, but it is not the only one. In the central nervous system (and
the peripheral one) there are other possible alterations of the myelin.
They are very rare, and most general physicians never come across a
case in their professional career. The only thing they have in common
with multiple sclerosis is the fact that the myelin is disturbed, but
through different mechanisms.
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We mention them here briefly: central pontine myelinolysis (localized
loss of myelin in the pons, or protuberance in some sodium
imbalances), progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (in patients
with AIDS, certian opportunistic viruses infect the oligodendrocytes),
acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (of the three, the most similar
condition, in which an autoimmune reaction against the myelin is
triggered by infection or vaccination).i

OPTIC NEURITIS AS THE HERALD
Some persons suddenly lose their eyesight because the myelin
covering the optic nerve is affected. This is a “demyelinating” optic
neuritis which is usually transitory and unaccompanied by other
neurological symptoms, and vision returns after a few days or weeks.
This good recovery is precisely what distinguishes it from other types
of optic neuritis, such as ischemic optic neuritis, which has a much
poorer prognosis.544
Optic neuritis may affect one or both sides, and it used to be
considered an autonomous entity, but now we know that half of these
patients will suffer from multiple sclerosis later on. Even among those
who have no other symptoms, magnetic resonance imaging may show
that the brain and spinal cord have demyelinating lesions as well. It
has become clearer to doctors that an optic neuritis is a “frustrated”
multiple sclerosis, or its herald, vii the first manifestation or
announcement of the disease.163

THE FRUSTRATED TRANSVERSE MYELITIS
Transverse myelitis can be considered another incomplete or
“frustrated” multiple sclerosis. The demylination takes place in the
spinal cord, only once, in theory at least. Many times it comes as the
first warning: 80% of the patients with transverse myelitis eventually
develop a true multiple sclerosis.157
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COUSIN GUILLAIN-BARRÉ
The Guillain-Barré syndrome (otherwise known as acute idiopathic
polyneuritis) is related to multiple sclerosis. It has a similar
demyelinating mechanism, only instead of affecting the brain or spinal
cord, the peripheral nerves of the extremities are damaged. GuillainBarré is to the peripheral nervous system what multiple sclerosis is to
the central nervous system.
They may constitute two different forms of reacting to similar stimuli
through a similar mechanism, their differences owing to the bloodbrain barrier (present in the brain and spinal cord, but not in the
nerves).

A VIRTUAL MODEL OF SCLEROSIS
Virtual models have many applications. Years ago, in order to design
an automobile or appraise an architectural project, a scale model was
built. Today we use computers to come up with the “virtual model”: a
representation of whatever it is we want to study, or to test.
In studying disease, we need to carry out experiments, some entailing
health risks, and patients cannot be used.
Therefore, in order that research might advance, it is vital to obtain
experimental animals who can provide an “example of the disease” as
close as possible to the disease we wish to study in humans.
We already have animal models for Parkinson’s disease, for
Alzheimer’s, and for other diseases. The virtual model for multiple
sclerosis in animals is called experimental allergic encephalitis.88,304
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EXPERIMENTING WITH ALLERGIC ENCEPHALITIS
If we inject nerve tissue into a mouse, an “allergic” reaction
(immunopathology) occurs, producing a destruction of the myelin in
the brain and spinal cord that closely resembles multiple sclerosis.
Now we can study the effects of a number of factors that contribute to
experimental encephalitis (age, sex, etc.) and observe the benefits (or
drawbacks) of the different treatments.317
There are, in fact, different models of “experimental encephalitis,”
depending n the substance injected into the animal, the dose, and the
type of animal used. Some models are more similar to the relapsingremitting form of MS, others to the monophasic forms (with only one
flare-up) and other variations. Each model can prove useful for a
different purpose.

THE VIRUS THAT DEMYELINATES MICE
Experimental allergic encephalitis did not exist until man invented it.
But some mice spontaneously suffer from a demyelinating disease that
is also quite similar to multiple sclerosis. It was discovered
unexpectedly by Theiler, who noticed that the hindlegs of some of his
mice were paralyzed. He investigated, and found out that a virus was
the cause (Theiler´s mouse encephalomyelitis virus).518
The infected mice began with symptoms similar to those of
poliomyelitis (early stage); then they suffered a sort of multiple
sclerosis (late stage) with demyelination of the spinal cord as the
infection continued and became chronic.
Thus, we find ourselves face to face with a spontaneous demyelination
that can be provoked in lab animals by inoculating them with a virus,
and our experimental results can be extrapolated to learn more about
multiple sclerosis in humans.352,525
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MOSQUITOS IN THE JUNGLES OF UGANDA
It takes real daring and perseverance to go to the jungles of Uganda, viii
catch mosquitos, check to see if they are infected with the virus we are
looking for, extract and culture the virus, and then inject it into a
mouse.
This virus would produce, in the mouse, a disease causing a
demyelinating type of cerebral lesion.

NOT CONTAGIOUS, BUT TRANSMITTED
If multiple sclerosis were contagious, there would be numerous cases of
spouses contracting the disease, but this does not happen. However, that
does not mean that we cannot transmit the disease experimentally: if we
have sensitized a lab animal with the proper antigen, its blood serum (to
be more exact, the T lymphocytes in the blood) can produce
demyelination in a second animal to which it is transfused.

HEALTHY SICK PEOPLE
Aside from the problems deriving from demyelination, MS patients
ejnoy good health. They fight off local and systemic infections well,
be they from bacteria or fungi. They even suffer fewer viral illnesses
than the rest of the population.491 They do not run an increased risk of
cancer or of other autommune diseases. In other words, we cannot say
that they have a generalized immune disorder.117
In multiple sclerosis the autoimmune activation is specific and limited.
And although we have been searching and researching for decades, we
still are not able to define the defect. In contrast, there are other
autoimmune diseases, such as myasthenia gravis, for which we have
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identified the target (the acetycholine receptors of the muscle cells).
Once the autoantibodies against those receptors are detected and
measured, the evolution of the disease can be better assessed.
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3. Multiple sclerosis is genetic
In multiple sclerosis there is an immunological disorder that may be
from birth or acquired. It is most likely that the mechanism is of a
mixed nature: one is born with a genetic susceptibility, and something
in the atmosphere (a virus, a toxin, or something else) encountered
during childhood or adolescence facilitates the appearance of the
disease years later. Depending on the relative importance given to
these two factors, there are hypotheses with a genetic basis (which we
will see in this chapter) and others that advocate the environmental
circumstances (to be explained in Chapter 4).

EPIDEMIOLOGISTS CAN HELP
Multiple sclerosis is “idiopathic,” meaning simply that we do not yet
know its cause (its etiology). What is known is that its pathogeny (the
mechanism of production) has an autoimmune base. We just don´t
understand what triggers it.
When we do not know what causes a disease, we resort to
epidemiology.
We take time to study, and to draw conclusions from, the mode of
distribution of the disease with regards to factors such as age or sex (Is
it more frequent among the young or old? Women or men?). Or we
see if it predominates in certain geographic areas or socio-cultural
levels (Does it affect northerners or southerners more often?
Europeans or Africans? Coastal populations or inland ones?).
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Some epidemiologists may look at ethnic distinctions (certain diseases
are known to be more prevalent among Jews, or Blacks, or
Caucasians) or certain individual characteristics (nutrition, educational
level, cigarette smoking, etc.).

YOUNG NORDIC WOMAN
The prototype of the multiple sclerosis patient would be a white
woman, preferentially of Nordic origin, and young (age 25-30), who
lives in the city in the middle-to-upper socioeconomic level.248,274
The immune system is conditioned by genetic, sexual and hormonal
differences.116 Clearly, this disease predominates in the young woman
of childbearing age, and it varies from one country to another. One out
of every one thousand Italian women suffers from multiple
sclerosis.187 Yet if we focus on English women aged 33-44, there are
four MS patients per one thousand inhabitants;488 and even more if we
look in Scotland or Scandinavia.

GYPSIES AND ESKIMOS, SAFE AND SOUND
They are protected from the disease. It is extremely rare to come
across a case of MS among these peoples, regardless of their land of
residence. There seems to be a natural immunity to the disease among
Gypsies (above all, those from Hungary), Eskimos, and some large
African families, such as the Bantu.
Orientals also show some resistance: only one in every 115,000
Chinese suffers from multiple sclerosis.560 Something similar is
observed among the Japanese, even those living far away: in Seattle,
Washington, there is a high incidence of multiple sclerosis, yet no
cases were found within the Japanese community there.
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In New Zealand and Australia there are many MS patients, but the
Maori and aborigines are almost never affected.131,202,334,493
The Basques of northern Spain have a lower mortality than the rest of
the Spanish population. The importance of the genetic factor can
hardly be denied.

SICILY 10, MALTA 1
It’s not the score of a soccer match, but rather an example of poetic
license used to illustrate genetic differences. Sicily and Malta are
neighboring islands with similar lifestyles, yet there are ten Sicilians
with multiple sclerosis for every Maltese patient.447,472,533
The explanation is in the genes. Most of Malta’s inhabitants are of
Semetic origin; whereas Sicily, like other places in southern Italy, was
subjected to a number of colonizations and genetic blendings,
including the Viking invasions.

SARDINIA AND THE SONS OF HERCULES
The island of Sardinia holds more than double the number of MS
patients than the rest of Italy.447 Sardinians have a homogenous
genetic structure that is completely different from that of the
inhabitants of the nearby islands (such as Sicily), or other Italians or
Europeans. This fact comes down to us through history and even
through mythology.
In the bronze Age, Sardinia was colonized by a strange people of
unknown name and origin. They erected eight thousand nuragas or
stone towers, scattered over the mountains and at the edges of
plateaus, possibly to watch over the coasts where invaders often tried
to land. i
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Mythology offers the following evidence of their very special genetic
origin: Sardinia was colonized by forty of the children of Hercules,
known as the Thespidians. ii.

THE MYELIN THAT DID NOT MATURE
A century ago a new theory came along affirming that MS patients
have a constitutional peculiarity, from birth. Autopsies revealed a lack
of maturity of the myelin; in some ways, it was like the myelin of a
six-year-old child.
This poorly developed (or poorly conserved?) myelin would be more
vulnerable to degradation by a combination of the factors often
associated with multiple sclerosis (genetics, the environment,
infections and immunological factors).359,474

IMMUNOLOGICAL TEMPERAMENT
Chromosome 6 contains the code for the body´s self-defense, the way
it reacts when faced with an “enemy” (or what it considers to be an
enemy).
As we saw earlier, this chromosone holds the key to our means of
defense, our reactions to real or imagined aggressors, and it is unique
to an individual. As in psychology, each person reacts differently in
the face of adversity, depending on temperament or character. Well
then, our immunological “temperament” is determined by the
organization of the aminoacid sequences within chromosome 6,
specifically, those known as HLA. iii
At birth we have a special configuration of these aminoacids, our
HLA genotype. The genetic predisposition to multiple sclerosis has
been associated with the sites (loci) denominated DR2, and it seems
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probable that they are mediated by the so-called type-II MHC (major
histocompatibility complex).378

A RACIST EUROPE
The incidence of multiple sclerosis in European nations varies sharply.
Neither climate, nor latitude, nor other environmental causes can
justify the variation. The factors are so complex that we find important
variations even within a single country. If a comparative study were
carried out, ethnicity (racial differences) would be the only datum able
to shed some light on the distribution of the disease over the European
continent446

FOUR PROMISCUOUS NATIONS iv
The Israelis, the Palestinians, the Jordanians and the Kuwaitis all live
near each other, perhaps too near. For sociopolitical reasons, these
four peoples have been mixed together in a small geographical section
of the world. And this is important for the epidemiologist.
How does multiple sclerosis behave here? Does the region offer any
clues as to a genetic or environmental origin?
They all share a common environment. The greatest similarity in
genes is between the Palestinians and Jordanians, who have similar
hereditary markers; the Kuwaitis are of a different genetic makeup.
Even more distant, both in race and culture, are the Israelis. Let´s
summarize the risk each group runs of suffering multiple sclerosis: for
each Kuwaiti patient there are two Jordanians and four Palestinians.7-9
The Israelis are affected little, even less than the Kuwaitis.247,293
Ethnic features outweigh the environmental ones.
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VÍKINGAR FER∂ U∂ UST MIKI∂
The heading is in the original Viking language, v and means “The
Vikings traveled far and wide.” That is how they extended multiple
sclerosis. The disease originated in their race, and they spread it like a
family curse all over the many lands that they attacked and colonized.
This interesting hypothesis was proposed by Poser in 1995, in a
prestigious medical journal. vi
In effect, the geographic distribution of multiple sclerosis coincides
with the parts of the world that were invaded by the Vikings
(Scandinavia, Iceland, the British Isles) vii and with the areas of
emigration of their Anglo-Saxon descendants (the United States,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand).
The Vikings journeyed nearly all over Europe, including Normandy,
Galicia, Sicily and southern Italy. They also went as far as Russia,
following rivers down to the Caucasus, the Black Sea and the Caspian
Sea. They even fought against the Byzantines. Their custom of taking
slaves, of keeping the women and children for a time and then selling
them, might have played a part in the genetic dissemination of the
disease.411,412 “The curse of Odin” viii would appear to still be with us
today. At least it is feasible from a genetic viewpoint.

THE RELIGIOUS LEANINGS OF HERPES ZOSTER
In areas with many cases of multiple sclerosis there are also more
cases of varicella (better known as chickenpox), which is caused by
the herpes zoster virus. We do not have an explanation, but for some
reason herpes zoster, varicella, and multiple sclerosis are less frequent
among the Hutterite religious sect. ix In general, these devoted
Anabaptists have a more efficient immune system than their Canadian
and American neighbors.449
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On the other hand, a greater incidence of multiple sclerosis and other
autoimmune diseases has been observed for another religious group,
the Mennonites now settled in Canada, but of German-Dutch origin.
Religious motives can lead to intermarriages within a community and
consanguinity. The epidemiologist takes advantage of this
circumstance to obtain valuable data when he conducts research on a
disease with a hereditary component.237

AS IN WOMAN, SO IN THE RAT
Most autoimmune diseases affect women more than men. For
instance, rheumatoid arthritis, myesthenia, Sjögren’s syndrome,
thyroiditis, and lupus erythematosus.117 The same is true in the animal
kingdom: it is easier to produce experimental allergic
encephalomyelitis and murine diabetes537 in female rabbits and lab rats
or the females of other species used in laboratory experiments.537
Women and female animals have a greater tendency to develop
immune self-aggression, their own defenses turning against them. Yet
it has nothing to do with masochism.

AS IN MAN, SO IN THE MOUSE
Males have a reduced chance of suffering multiple sclerosis. In the
males of other species this disease does not occur spontaneously; but
parallels can be drawn with its laboratory equivalent, experimental
allergic encephalitis. It is very difficult to induce EAE in young male
animals, whereas females are vulnerable.37
The number of males with multiple sclerosis is half that of women x
and their symptoms start later on in life (on the average, three years
later). However, more men show a chronic-progressive evolution, a
more invalidating form of the disease.545
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FROM MOTHER TO DAUGHTER
Multiple sclerosis is not inherited or passed down by the Mendelian
models we are familiar with. There is something in the environment that
must favor it, though no one questions the significance of the genetic
factor.
In an intermediate risk zone, the possibility of a person coming down
with multiple sclerosis is one in 1,000 if there are no relatives afflicted.
When more than one family member is affected, the greatest likelihood
is that it is the mother and daughter; what is least likely is to see both the
father and son with MS.
If the mother has multiple sclerosis, her daughter runs a one in fifty
chance of eventually being affected, whereas the son’s chances are
much slimmer.

MS PATIENTS HAVE LOTS OF DAUGHTERS
A father with multiple sclerosis is unlikely to have a son with the disease
(a chance of one in one hundred), but his daughter is at a greater risk.459
The fact is, men with multiple sclerosis have more daughters than sons,
at least in France, xi where this survey was done.535

SIBLINGS AND TWINS
We can assess the genetic factor of a disease by studying how it
behaves in twins.210 In order to see how much inheritance and the
environment may influence the course of multiple sclerosis, we
observe whether or not it coincides in twins, in siblings, in halfbrothers/sisters, and in adopted children.378
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The siblings of an MS patient have a probability of one in 35, the same
figure as for bizygotic (fraternal) twins. But if a monozygotic (identical)
twin has multiple sclerosis, there is a very high probability that the other
twin is likewise affected: one in three.xii

FAMILIES WITH SCLEROSIS
For cousins and other relatives, there is a low shared risk. About 80% of
sclerosis patients know of no family members affected.119,205
The controversy about environment and genetics is still heated. What
seems most likely is that the cause of multiple sclerosis is
multifactorial ⎯that is, involving several factors, both genetic and
environmental ones, which coincide in the person who actually
develops the disease. But in the “blood relative” forms of multiple
sclerosis, genetics clearly matter more than the environment: siblings
are affected to the same extent even when they live in different
regions or climates.5

THE HEIRS GET ILL SOONER
As with other diseases, the forms of multiple sclerosis with a stronger
hereditary base also present an earlier onset of the symptoms.
The chances of a blood relative being afflicted with multiple sclerosis
vary according to the age at which the first symptoms appear. The
maximum risk is found in patients under 20 (8.9%) and the minimum
after age 40 (1.3 %). xiii

SHOULD WE MRI THE FAMILY?
A tough question, with its ethical complications and economic
repercussions: should we subject the siblings or descendants of MS
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patients to magnetic resonance imaging in order to look for evidence of
the disease in their systems? Hyperintense lesions have been found in
some family members who had experienced no symptoms of
demyelination.306

4. Multiple sclerosis is environmental

We have seen that genetics are important in developing multiple
sclerosis, but they are not alone: something in the environment must
trigger the disease.
There are many people who are hereditarily “predisposed” but never
suffer from MS. Others, from the same gene pool, do come down with
the disease because at some point in time something happened in their
immediate surroundings. We don´t know if that “something” is a
virus, a toxin, the climate, a special diet, or something else. We only
know that the “contact” took place in childhood or adolescence, and
that the symptoms appeared five, ten or twenty years later.

STAY CLOSE TO THE EQUATOR
The risk of being afflicted with multiple sclerosis varies with the
geographical latitute: there is more likelihood of the disease among
persons who live far from the equator (especially during their
childhood-adolescence). In tropical regions, multiple sclerosis is
hardly mentioned. Per 100,000 inhabitants in Florida there are 15 MS
patients; but this figure increases to 80 in Boston, and over 100 in
Scandinavia or Iceland.84
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In our hemisphere, the farther north you go, the more cases you
encounter, and the more serious the cases. For each patient who dies
in New Orleans (30ºN), five die in Boston (42ºN).
If an American moves to the north of the country, his chances of
suffering from multiple sclerosis increase.270 The same is true in
Japan, although the Japanese are less vulnerable to the disease.
In the southern hemisphere, the disease also predominates in the zones
farthest from the equator, this time to the south.334

THE RACE OF PHAËTON
In Ethiopia, Libya and other sunny desert lands there is no multiple
sclerosis. According to mythology, the deserts were formed after the
wild race of Phaëton, son of Helios, who convinced his father to let
him take the carriage of the Sun out for a drive one day.
The spirited steeds who moved the great ball of fire around the Earth
(Greek mythology is pre-Copernican) ran out of control and got too
close to our planet’s surface at some spots, charring it, leaving arid
desert regions.
The geographical areas that Phaëton xiv approached in his race have no
multiple sclerosis patients. The desert and the sun protect them, it
seems. Ethiopians (“burned faces” in Greek20) are not affected by the
disease.
The climate and the amount of solar radiation influence the
appearance of multiple sclerosis,277 which prefers cold, rainy
regions.288
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WORLD WAR II INVADERS
He was an English soldier who had just turned 20 before arriving on
the island.
He did not know that half a century later he would be accused of
introducing a terrible disease there. He belonged to a British battalion
(the year is 1940) with orders to occupy the Faeroe Islands xv islands
before Hitler´s boats could.
These islands had never had a case of multiple sclerosis. After the
occupation (1943-1960) though, 24 cases were reported, a real
epidemic for such a small population.272 And later, virtually nothing:
just one patient in thirty years. Something similar happened in
Iceland.271

RUSSIAN CHILDREN WHO EAT MEAT
Russian children who eat lots of meat run a greater risk of suffering
from multiple sclerosis. The same observation has been made among
children who have repeatedly suffered from amygdalitis (swollen
tonsils) or from allergies before the age of 15.196
It is not the meat in itself; what increases the risk of the disease is the
custom of smoking the meat, say researchers from France,
Switzerland and the Faeroe Islands.282,283
In Croatia, multiple sclerosis has been associated not only with
smoked meats, but also with a greater intake of animal fats, potatoes
and unpasteurized milk.485 Note, however, that we are talking here
about statistical probabilities whose clinical significance is relative.
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NO MORE MERCURY FILLINGS
The mouths of many people still have amalgam fillings that may
contain mercury. It was a resistant and inexpensive means of
restoring teeth decayed by time and caries. They were not very
esthetically pleasing fillings, however, and they are no longer used.
Dentists now have modern materials that are prettier and more costly.
And, though it has not been conclusively shown, the new materials are
beyond the suspicions raised around mercury amalgams. xvi The
hypothesis is that, over time, the body absorbs the metal, which is
toxic for the organism in general, and also increases the risk of
developing multiple sclerosis.489

POLLUTION
Areas that are heavily contaminated have a negative influence on a
person’s health, and modify the body’s defenses. This is the factor
pointed out by some to support their studies that find more multiple
sclerosis in polluted industrial zones, especially those related with the
textile industry and metal processing (in France and the Czech
Republic). The exogenous adverse components presumably lead to an
important alteration of the immunological mechanisms, and have a
triggering effect in multiple sclerosis.358,284,295

LIGHT, MORE LIGHT!
Licht, mehr licht! xvii These were the famous last words of Goethe.
The desire for light must be shared by persons susceptible to myelin
problems, because sunlight protects us from multiple sclerosis.226
Solar radiation and other climactic factors may determine whether or
not the disease appears.277 Countries with more hours of daylight have
fewer patients, perhaps because the light or the ultraviolet rays have
an immunosuppressive effect on the pineal gland.226,335,383
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The pineal gland produces melatonin, the rhythm hormone, which also
modulates immunity. With age, its importance diminishes, and 40% of
normal adults have a calcified pineal gland. In multiple sclerosis, the
calcification of the gland is premature and more intense. In one study
it was found that all the MS patients had a calcified pineal gland;467
these researchers deduced that certain anomalies of the pineal gland
and the body’s melatonin favor the development of the disease.

THE WELL MYELINATED POOR
The poor have better myelin than the rich. There is more multiple
sclerosis among the well-educated and well-to-do.42 Recent data274 are
conclusive: the disease is more frequent in people from the upper
socioeconomic level. This can be seen even more clearly in
developing countries, where differences in economic status and
sanitary conditions are greater.564
Wealth affords no protection against multiple sclerosis.

AFRAID OF CHICKENPOX
Where varicella abounds, multiple sclerosis abounds. And vice versa.
It is not unusual for the varicella or “chickenpox” virus (herpes zoster)
to be involved in the pathogeny of multiple sclerosis. In high risk
zones, this virus affects children before they reach age 10 (in 95% of
children) and may be “dormant” (in a latent state) for many years,
with periodic exacerbations as seen in multiple sclerosis.
One of those adhering to this hypothesis is Dr. Ross. With the
excessive enthusiasm that characterizes new converts, he waged a
campaign on the radio and in the papers announcing all over the U.S
that varicella produces multiple sclerosis. That was in 1995. Millions
of Americans were frightened by a theory that is still unfounded.
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THE LAGGING VIRUS AND THE LATE VACCINE
The typical childhood illnesses should come along “on time”; that is,
during childhood. Likewise, the vaccines should be given as
scheduled by the pediatrician. Or else, problems may arise.
In one group of patients with multiple sclerosis, it was discovered that
they had been vaccinated against polio at a late age, after their
fifteenth birthdays.49 Other studies found that the “common”
childhood infections (measles, chickenpox, whooping cough and
others) had affected the patients later than usual (statistically
speaking).320,38 Some of the females had had an early menarch (first
menstrual period), which meant an increased risk of having
“childhood illnesses” after reaching puberty.380

AN INFECTION SETS OFF THE MS
Multiple sclerosis is an immunological disease, with a genetic
and/or xviii environmental basis, probably triggered by a virus.94,242 We
do not know which virus xix (in the form of an infection or a vaccine?)
might have interacted with the patient during the early part of his life,
favoring the appearance of the disease in adulthood. It may not be one
germ alone: maybe this autoimmune disease is the “final junction” of
several infections common to childhood that appeared in a specific
order or intensity in a predisposed child.86

THE MYSTERIOUS DEATH OF MY CAT
“When I was a kid, I loved to play with my cat. But one day he got
sick and died suddenly, we never knew what from.” Tales like this
were told quite frequently in the MS patient surveys done in Ohio.221
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Among these patients, it was surprisingly common to have lost a cat to
an unidentified disease during childhood or adolescence. Other studies
have fine-tuned the theory to find more multiple sclerosis among
former owners of siamese cats in particular.209 If we accept the
premise that a virus plays a role in multiple sclerosis, it is feasible that
the infection could originate in humans or in animals.

DOGS WITH DISTEMPER
Other animals have had to shoulder the blame, too. Dogs, for instance.
Puppies, if not vaccinated properly, run a high risk of contracting
canine distemper. It is a disease produced by a neurotropici virus
which ⎯apparently— does not harm man, though theoretically the
virus might be transmitted to man.
No one has been able to demonstrate that multiple sclerosis is
facilitated by the transmission of the distemper virus to man, but this
controversial hypothesis would fit into the chronological scheme of
increased incidence of MS in the Faeroe Islands, Iceland and other
places.89,92,93,95,424 Some recent studies insist on the role of the canine
distemper virus.94,345,346,439

THE MYSTERY OF THE VILLAGE OF HENRIBOURG
Only 70 people live in this small Canadian village. One woman
resident, back in the 40´s, was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis. She
provided information that led doctors to discover that the disease
coincided in six of her former classmates, as well as two soldiers who
had been stationed in the area around the same time.198
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Too many coincidences. Something was the matter in Henribourg,
Saskatchewan. According to the Encyclopedia Britannica, xx this
naturally beautiful Canadian province is the main region of passage
for numerous songbirds, aquatic birds, falcons and owls, many of
which make their nests there...

A BIRD ON THE WIRE, THEN IN THE POTxxi
Birds (except the two in the bush) may be vectors in the multiple
sclerosis puzzle. They are believed to transmit the Epstein-Barr virus,
and antibodies to this virus tend to be plentiful in multiple sclerosis
patients.307,333,366,541
Others say that the disease strikes persons who eat stew made with
seagulls infected with ornithosis.
During Wold War II the inhabitants of the Faeroe Islands stewed and
ate some types of aquatic birds.282 So it may be, after all, that the
British invasion is not to blame for the infamous epidemic of sclerosis
at that time in history.

GETTING OVERLY DEFENSIVE
Immunological hyperactivity: defense reactions are excessive and out
of control in patients with multiple sclerosis. Their immune systems
overrespond or respond improperly to a virus or other foreign element.
This is the standing conclusion after determining that multiple
sclerosis patients produce an excess of antibodies not just to one but to
a number of viruses.498 This can be seen in the blood, but better yet
when the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is analyzed. It’s not a matter of
reacting to a latent virus, then, but rather that these patients misreact to
a great variety of viral agents.
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A SYSTEMIC DISEASE
In multiple sclerosis, the genetic characteristic that is transmitted is a
systemic condition, which is asymptomatic at first, and not restricted
to the nervous system; other alterations can be seen, for example, in
the leukocytes.123 Later on, the environment would be determinant in
the evolution of the inherited genetic trait. This would explain the low
concordance of the disease in monozygotic twins.410

MORE AND MORE MS
As ever-changing as a weathervane, multiple sclerosis is instable even
with regard to its frequency. In a single country the incidence varies
over the years or even over shorter time periods. In Norway337 there
was a noteworthy increase from 1975 to 1985. In the Shetland
Islands93 incidence is on the decline, with a major drop documented
for the period 1951-1968.
Returning to Norway, periodic fluctuations have been described.121
Others say that the variations in incidence come at the expense of a
certain specific evolutive form, meaning that there are several types of
multiple sclerosis.280 From a historical standpoint, most data point to a
slight increase in the extension of the disease.71,121,330,473,546

VITAMIN D ON TRIAL
Epidemiological studies show one strange coincidence: in the places
where there is more multiple sclerosis, there are also more cases of
prostate cancer, dental caries, colon cancer, and Parkinson’s disease.
Some even dare to offer an explanation: these clinically diverse
diseases may share an aberration to vitamin (hormone) D, which plays
a multifarious role in immunoregulation.478
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CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE?
Among women with multiple sclerosis there are many hairdressers500
and nurses.209 Among men, there are more who work with metal, or in
electric companies.287 For both men and women, visiting military
bases is more common.209 and blood type O positive stands out.318,323
Is the connection one of chance or necessity? xxii

CLASSICAL HYPOTHESES
Intuition is a shortcut to knowledge. I like to heed the words, even
when unaccompanied by proof, of intelligent people, be they
neurologists or poets. Shakespeare’s tragedies offer the outlines of
modern psychoanalysis. Simple observations made by Charcot or
Parkinson contain brilliant ideas that were to become banners for
scientists many years later. Medical hypotheses must be tested in
controlled studies, but proposing them in the theoretical realm is an
exercise in imagination and intelligence that can open doors to future
solutions. Or, the notions may live on as simple anecdotes.
The great figures of medicine at the beginning of this century offered
a long list of factors they believed to be related with multiple
sclerosis: sweat,98 stress,76,165 exposure to the cold, excessive effort,
previous acute infections (typhoid fever, smallpox) a circulating
myelinolytic toxin (literally, one that “breaks up” the myelin),315 etc.

AS CAREFREE AS THE WIND
They are modern fancies, hypotheses uttered carelessly, in the absence
of demonstrations or rigorous methodology. But they just might
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contain a grain of truth about the causes and mechanisms behind
multiple sclerosis.
- Abuse of medication and other drugs.61
- Alterations in the oligodendrocytes: due to the incapacity of the
precursor cells,122 to a viral infection,308 or to an attack by prions. xxiii
(556)

- The responsibility for the demyelination lies with the astrocytes,
those helpful executive cells that contribute to the processes of healing
and regeneration.214
- The initial nerve lesion has a vascular origin: there are genetically
susceptible vessels that produce local hypertension (high blood
pressure), and ischemic hypoxia. This sets off the demylinating
process and the secondary disturbances that alter the immunological
system.184Along the same lines, but before birth: vascular and
inflammatory alterations of the chorionic villi (of the placenta) take
place in the mother of those who later suffer from multiple sclerosis
and other autoimmune diseases.276
- The cause lies in the neurovegetative system. This theory is
supported by the observation that the symptoms change according to
changes in temperature, and that one out of every three women
affected stops having a menstrual period.254
- Substance P plays a part in the formation of plaques. Substance P is
a peptide neurotransmitter composed of eleven amino acid residues
that regulates the immune response.26
- A virus is quartered in the sensory spinal ganglia and the
craniospinal ganglia. Later, from these “privileged sanctuaries,” it
periodically invades the brain, the spinal cord or even (in other
demyelinating diseases) the peripheral nerves.368
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SOMETHING HAPPENED BEFORE AGE 15
Studying emigrants (or immigrants, depending on your point of view),
we obtain clues as to whether the cause of a disease is genetic or
environmental, though there may be a series of methodological
difficulties involved.168
Sweden has a lot of multiple sclerosis, Ethiopia none. If a Swede were
to move to Ethiopia and come down with multiple sclerosis, it would
be because it was in his genetic makeup. If an Ethiopian emigrated to
Sweden and were afflicted, it would be because something in the
Nordic atmosphere facilitated the disease.
By studying migrant populations, we arrive at the conclusion that
what matters is the age when one moved.
If an Ethiopian older than 15 years of age settles in Sweden, he will
never have multiple sclerosis, but if he moves there during infancy he
might (though he is still at less risk than the native Swede). Studies of
emigrants support the importance of the environmental factor when
there is a long incubation period.102,168,268

GENETICS TANGLED UP IN THE ENVIRONMENT
Genetics is very important, granted. But those contracting the disease
must have been in contact with some environmental factor before
reaching adulthood. Something happens before age 15 to precipitate,
in genetically predisposed persons, the development of multiple
sclerosis. Whatever one’s ethnic background, an individual who
moves to another country as an infant will take on the odds of the area
he moved to. If he moves after adolescence, he goes with the odds of
the country where he spent his childhood.290
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Solid data are now available about the genetic bases of the disease and
the necessity of a contributing environmental factor.118,413,458,460,520
With the knowledge we possess today, it seems clear that the
coincidence of both factors produces an autoimmune disorder in the
patient. Genetics and the environment, all tangled up like blackberry
branches on a fence. xxiv
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5. The main symptoms
Multiple sclerosis can produce almost any symptom. The lesions, be
they few or many, attack some part of the nervous system at random.
Double or blurred vision, a staggering gait, arms that tingle or legs
that feel like cardboard are the most frequent complaints. Also, trouble
urinating or with bowel movements, problems with sexual activity, or
changes in mood. Anything is possible.
The way in which these symptoms become manifest (their clinical
evolution) is unpredictable. Most often, they appear in the form of
“attacks” (exacerbations) that are repeated later (recurrent), alternating
with periods of improvement. Other times the disturbances progress
slowly and insidiously.

DISPERSE IN TIME AND IN SPACE
Dispersion is what characterizes the symptoms. They are disperse over
time –some symptoms appear earlier, others later, with months or
years of difference. And they are disperse spatially in the nervous
system: damage to the cerebellum causes tremor, lesion of the
sensitive fibers produces tingling, vision is impaired because there is a
plaque in the brain stem, and legs are immobilized because the
pyramidal tract is affected.
Multiple sclerosis is the epitome of a disperse disease.
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THE STEALTHY ARRIVAL
Its rare for a patient to come to the neurologist with the first flare-up.
At first, two or more mild symptoms usually coincide for a brief time,
and they are subjective (the patient notices them but others “can´t
tell”).
About half of the patients begin with tingling sensations or fatigue in
one extremity, and one out of four with visual impairment. What
makes them go to the doctor are the more pronounced symptoms
(which are less frequent at the onset) such as paralysis, blindness, or
important problems with balance.

AVANT-LA-LETTRE SYMPTOMS
They are the “in advance” symptoms (avant-la-lettre), i the ones that
occurred before diagnosis. The patient may not have paid them much
notice, or forgot them, but the doctor will insist on recollection in
order to determine when the disease really began. Those problems
with one leg that the patient thought was “sciatica”; the days when he
or she saw double, “until glasses solved the problem”; or that period
of dizzy spells after “a bout of the flu.”

MINUTES, HOURS, DAYS, WEEKS OR MONTHS
How long does it take for the disturbances to become apparent? In this
sense, too, everything about multiple sclerosis is variable, but the rule
of five can serve as a guideline: out of every five patients, one will
develop the symptoms in a matter of minutes (superacute forms), one
in hours (subacute), one in a few days (acute), one over weeks
(subchronic) and the other spaced out over months (chronic forms,
more frequent after age 45).3
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THE MOST FREQUENT SYMPTOMS
When the disease is established, the most frequent symptom (in nearly
half of patients) is muscular weakness. It may be a feeling of
“general” fatigue, or the complete paralysis of a specific area. The
next most common is optic neuritis, in four out of every ten patients.
One third has sensitive disturbances (ranging from abnormal
sensations to real anesthesia). One fourth of our patients will show
cerebellar tremor or problems with coordination. Following, in order
of frequency, are nystagmus, diplopia (double vision) and
incontinence.

THE FATIGUE THAT NO ONE SEES
Fatigue is the symptom that multiple sclerosis sufferers complain of
most.534 They are tired, exhausted even, and no one pays any attention.
Since there is no paralysis, the family members do not acknowledge
the problem (“Oh, you’re always saying you’re so tired when nothing
is wrong with you!”) and even the doctor may not realize it (fatigue is
not an objective sign ⎯it cannot be measured). In fact, even the
patient is sometimes not able to find words to describe the strange way
he or she feels.

MIDBRAIN AND FATIGUE
The ascending reticular substance is a neuronal complex involved in
wakefulness and keeping us active. It is situated in the brain stem,
predominantly in the higher portions (midbrain or mesencephalon). It
is precisely there where more demyelinating lesions can be seen when
patients who suffer most from fatigue undergo magnetic resonance
imaging.108,349
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SPINAL CORD AND PARALYSIS
The muscular weakness may be intense and produce true paralysis of
one or more extremities. It is a spastic paralysis; that is, there is an
increased muscle tone and exaggeration of the tendinous reflexes. It
happens because there are plaques in the spinal cord, more
specifically, in the pyramidal motor tract, which carries the brain’s
orders to execute voluntary movements. In these patients, Babinski´s
sign appears: when the bottom of the foot is scratched, the toes do not
turn downward, as in a normal subject. Instead, they extend and fan
out, especially the big toe.

THE SPINAL MEDULLA AND ATAXIA
If the plaques affect the medulla in the posterior funiculi, the cords
that transmit deep sensitivity, the individual is capable of feeling pain
and certain types of touch, but does not receive adequate information
about the position of his limbs and the ground beneath him.
Then, upon walking, he lacks feedback about how he is moving, and
his gait becomes incoordinated, ataxic. He staggers as if drunken. The
lack of information from the feet and hands must be compensated by
sight, by looking down continuously while walking. When the
neurologist examines the patient, he makes him stand and close his
eyes; and the patient, with no information to guide him, falls. This is
known as the Romberg test.

LOST AND FOUND EYESIGHT
Suddenly, in a matter of hours or days, vision in one eye is lost, and
the opthalmologist diagnoses optic neuritis. Of these cases, 90%
recover sight spontaneously, but it may mark the onset of multiple
sclerosis. Not all cases of optic neuritis evolve into multiple sclerosis,
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but there is a close relationship between the two. The attacks of optic
neuritis are repeated in one out of four patients.

CEREBELLUM AND COORDINATION
The cerebellum is an organ specialized in integrating and coordinating
movements. When plaques affect it, the symptoms appearing are
dysmetria, dysarthria, dysdiadochokinesia, ataxic gait and intention
tremor. This affection has a poor prognosis, especially when it appears
in the initial stages of multiple sclerosis.

BRAIN STEM AND PAIRED CRANIAL NERVES
In the brain stem, besides the ascending and descending tracts, are the
nuclei of the paired cranial nerves. When affected, damage may be
done to the nerves responsible for sensitivity or movement of the face
(trigeminal neuralgia, facial paralysis), the nerves of the inner ear and
equilibrium (hearing disturbances or vertigo), or those that move the
eyes, the oculomotor nerves (the patient sees double or has a special
tremor in his look called nystagmus) Nystagmus is an important sign,
as it appears in more than half of the patients with chronic multiple
sclerosis. It was described way back when by Charcot, in his classic
triad.

DIPLOPIA OF THE FASCICULUS
When we look to the left, our left eye must move outward, and the
right eye inward, and they must do this at the same time, coordinated.
That is what the medial longitudinal fasciculus, which is a double
nerve pathway. It connects the inner right ocular motor nucleus
(which moves the right eye inward) with the left outer ocular motor
nucleus (which moves the left eye outward), or vice versa.
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If the fasciculus that serves to look to the left is damaged, the patient
will see double when he tries to look in that direction, because the
oculomotor nuclei are not coordinated (although they can move
separately). This is what is known as opthalmoplegia internuclearis:
the patient sees double when he looks to one side, but not to the other,
or when the eyes converge to read. The lesion may be due to a
sclerosis plaque or other causes (vascular, tumoral, etc.). ii

WHEN THERE IS NO CAPTAIN, THE SAILOR
COMMANDS
If the brain cannot send orders to the spinal cord, then the latter does it
on its own. The neurons in the medulla have their own circuits that
allow it to react in an autonomous way to a stimulus. If a person steps on
a sharp object, the medulla responds by retracting the foot (contracting
the leg flexors) and it does it automatically, before the brain even
“figures out” what is going on.
If a muscle in the thigh is stretched brusquely, there is also a circuit in
the medulla that stops the action, making the muscle contract. This is the
so-called stretch reflex,ii the one the neurologist provokes by tapping the
tendon of the knee with his rubber hammer.iii
When plaques affect the pyramidal tract or other descending tracts, they
are left without voluntary movement (there is paralysis), and in addition
the medullar reflexes become independent, with no “captain” sending
them orders. As a result, they exaggerate their activity, and contract the
muscles too much, even when the stimuli are minimal. Hyperreflexia
appears (reflexes are exaggerated) and spasticity is present (the
increased tone of the muscles causes intense contractures). The patient
remains immobile, with fixed positions that do not even yield to our
attempts to move him passively.
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TERMS OF SPASTICITY
At times spasticity is not continuous, but appears in the form of a crisis,
or muscular spasms. They are episodes of variable duration in which one
muscle or group of muscles are contracted, a sort of “cramp” or “charley
horse” that is usually painful and occurs at night, and affects the lower
extremities more often.

WOMEN FEEL THE PAIN MORE
Multiple sclerosis patients suffer considerably from their pains,
sometimes from the very start of the disease. In fact, the form of
presentation of the disease may be a chronic pain of unknown
origen.407 The pains are more intense and frequent among women
(affected two or three times as often as men)360,540 and in spastic forms
of the disease. The acute pain presents itself as neuralgias, painful
optic neuritis, or as Lhermitte´s sign. Chronic pain (lumbago, spasms,
dysesthesias) is characteristic of medullary lesions.360,503 Occasionally
multiple sclerosis presents itself as an intense “headache” in a person
with no history of migraines.164

THE MEDULLA IS HARD ON THE BLADDER
Bladder trouble arises when the plaques affect certain zones of the
spinal cord.159 The patients urinate more frequently (polaquiuria) and
when they urininate, patients feel as if they had not finished (urinary
tenesmus). At times the need to urinate is urgent or there is
incontinence (leakage). Less frequent are problems of retention (the
bladder cannot empty completely). In men, these symptoms are
generally accompanied by impotence.
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COMBINED FORMS
Half of multiple sclerosis patients have mixed or generalized clinical
forms. The entire central nervous system appears affected to a greater
or lesser degree, with a mixture of symptoms: medullary, cerebral, of
the optic nerves, the cerebellum and brain stem. One third of patients
present preferentially medullar forms, with spastic paralysis and
ataxia. Only 5% have forms in which cerebellar symptoms or visual
deficits are predominant (an optic neuritis that leaves sequelae).3

THE GRAY MATTER HAS BULL iv
Multiple sclerosis affects any part of the nervous system, but the gray
matter ⎯in cerebral cortex and basal ganglia⎯ is almost never
harmed.3,441 That is why we rarely see symptoms like dementia,
aphasia (difficulty putting thoughts into words), convulsions, coma,
parkinsonism or other abnormal movements of the extrapyramidal
sort.
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6. Mind, mood and personality
Many doctors believe that multiple sclerosis produces no mental
disturbances, or that these appear only in serious cases with a long
evolution.33 In fact, the routine neurological examination only
discovers cognitive alterations in five percent of patients.246,269,332
Nonetheless, the mind, moods and personality are altered in most
patients. i The causes are both primary (due to neurological damage)
and secondary (because of stress and the mode of coping with a
chronic disease) Sometimes these problems are more incapacitating
than the physical sequelae.

STUPID INDIFFERENCE
Some multiple sclerosis patients give the impression that they could
not care less about their disease. Charcot called this “stupid
indifference,” and Vulpian spoke of “morbid optimism” in describing
their overly positive outlook.
They exhibit euphoria, a carefree or even jubilant state that is actually
pathological. It is an inappropriate manner of reacting to the problems
that plague them. The euphoria indicates that there are lesions in the
white matter of the frontal lobes, and it is always accompanied by
signs of cerebral affection.3,161
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DETERIORATION FROM THE START
The tests we use to measure the dementia caused by Alzheimer’s
disease are of no use in multiple sclerosis patients, because most of
them maintain language and intelligence in general.428 But special
testing reveals that half the patients suffer a slight cognitive
deterioration from the very beginning of the disease,64,259,406,427 which
is more pronounced in the days following a flare-up.156
Over the years, visuo-spatial capacity, reckoning, recent memory,
attention, information processing (verbal) and abstraction or the
formation of concepts are all affected.310 After three years, one in five
patients shows considerable mental deterioration,12,48,232,239,428 and
these are the most incapacitated patients.81

THE DISCONNECTED CORTEX
The cognitive alterations are produced because the lesions of the white
matter “disconnect” the cerebral cortex, isolating it.418 Magnetic
resonance imaging shows lesions around the ventricles, many of them
coalescing, especially in the corpus callosum. Single photon emission
computed tomography (SPECT) reveals defects in the frontal
lobes.416,417,419 The third ventricle may appear dilated and there may be
cortical atrophy to some degree.425

BIOGRAPHICAL GAPS
When our memory fails, it is usually with regard to recent things
(“Where did I leave that pen?”), but we remember early events from
years back (schoolmates, summer camp).
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In multiple sclerosis, it is the other way around: most patients
maintain immediate or recent memory, but fail inexplicably when
trying to recall important events of their childhood or adolescence.
Family members are surprised by these biographical lapses, which are
more frequent in the chronic-progressive forms of MS.33-35,81

STEADFAST IN THEIR ERRORS
They are not good at problem-solving because they insist on their
misunderstandings and errors.
The multiple sclerosis patient gives “perseverant responses” in
neuropsychological tests: he is unable to discard an incorrect or
irrelevant hypothesis that others would give up on quickly.34,207,429,430
This behavior takes hold when the plaques disconnect some of the
circuits of the frontal lobes (it is also seen in traumatisms or tumors of
this region of the brain).

LACONIC, BUT NOT FROM SPARTA
When someone speaks little, we say they are laconic, which is actually
the same as calling them Spartan. ii Verbal fluency is diminished in
these patients 34,66 for several reasons. They retrieve stored information
slowly, which makes it difficult for them to “find the words.” They
may have dysarthria (difficulty in uttering sounds), and psychological
problems are present as well.
Verbal fluency is worse if there are plaques in the anterior portion of
the corpus callosum, in the frontal regions and in the left
hemisphere.416,419 Yet other types of problems with language, such as
aphasia, alexia or agraphia, are rare.
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THAT UNFAMILIAR FACE
Some patients have trouble recognizing familiar persons, or
distinguishing the emotions reflected in a face.430 The technical term
for this is prosopagnosia (from prosopos = face or person, and
agnosia = lack of knowledge) and it is characteristic of lesions in the
right half of the brain (posterior section) which disrupt visual
perception or the mode of processing visuo-spatial information.

LAUGHTER FROM A SIMPLE SOURCE
On occasions, they laugh or cry for no good reason. This pathological
laughing and crying indicates an emotional lability149 that we see in
one out of every ten patients.
It is not related with the exacerbations, or with depression or anxiety.
However, in the patients with “pathological laughter,” there is
intellectual imparirment.134 Cervantes74 did not need any statistical
studies to come to the same conclusion in Don Quixote: “Laughter
brought on by a slight cause is the sign of a simple mind.”

DEMENTIA IS RARE
In some patients with a highly incapacitating long-term evolution of
the disease, the mental deficit can be very intense, constituting real
dementia, iii but fortunately, this is rare in multiple sclerosis.
In these rare cases, the dementia is “subcortical,”484 of a “white
matter” nature (affecting attention and psychomotor functions to a
greater extent), unlike the Alzheimer type of dementia (with more
verbal and memory impairment), which is of a “gray matter” nature.148
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MENTAL ILLNESSES ARE CEREBRAL DISEASES
This old saying holds true for multiple sclerosis: mental or cognitive
alterations (and, to some extent, affective and personality changes)
reflect lesions produced in the brain. The more the plaques, the greater
the damage and mental disturbance.
An analysis of magnetic resonance images points to a commonsense
conclusion: patients with a greater total of hyperintense lesions also
have a greater cognitive deficit,349,444 especially when the lesions
predominate in posterior periventricular regions and tend to
coalesce.176 Lesions in the temporal lobe produce more psychiatric
disorders.220

HALF ARE DEPRESSED
Multiple sclerosis patients have an increased tendency to suffer from
depression iv with respect to other groups of chronically ill persons477.
According to different studies, depression affects between onefourth349 and one-half 376 of them.
The depression bears a close relation with the state of activity of the
disease at that moment.376 It is not related with age, sex, duration of
the disease, cognitive deficit, incapacity, nor the type of lesions seen
with magnetic resonance imaging.349

WOMEN AND PSYCHIATRY
Some 90% of the patients suffer from anxiety,376 moreso when the
sclerosis is in an active phase. If depression can be said to affect
approximately 40% of patients, more than 10% meet criteria for
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bipolar (manic-depressive) disorder.240 And they do not fit the
“familiar” model for affective disorders.241
An association has been established between multiple sclerosis and
affective disorders, in the patient and family members, which is more
evident among women: of 31 patients with serious affective disorders,
27 were women.475

STAY AWAY FROM STRESS
We already know that stress v aggravates high blood pressure, cardiac
disease, epilepsy and even cancer. And multiple sclerosis, too.
Charcot said so a century ago, and now we have proof that he was
right.
Stress has an influence on the appearance of flare-ups vi and might
even be a conditioning factor in the development of the disease
itself.188,189,190,253, 507,542,543 A patient exposed to stressful situations or
continuous stress is at a higher risk of suffering a relapse, and will
have a worse long-term evolution of the disease.
This is logical: stress affects the immunological system,77 which is
already altered in multiple sclerosis. vii

THE SUICIDES CLUB
It is the title of a story by Robert Louis Stevenson.506 ¿???? We can use
it to emphasize —with literary exaggeration— the incresased risk of
suicide among patients with multiple sclerosis. There are twice as many
suicides among MS patients as compared with healthy persons.
A suicidal person may initially find himself or herself in situations of
depression, which are frequent in multiple sclerosis. There are other
contributing factors: stress at home, financial problems, social isolation,
changes for the worse in one’s lifestyle, and, above all, a lack of
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confidence in one’s future (the latter would appear to be the most
decisive factor, more than depression).278
The risk of suicide demands that depression be treated. Besides
antidepressants, psychotherapy should be prescribed. Emphasis should
be placed on available means of improving the quality of life, and on
formulating realistic expectations, present and future, for new
treatments. Autopsies have shown that the cerebra of suicide victims
have low levels of serotonin (a precursor of melatonin), and that the
pineal gland is low in melatonin. But we need to know this well ahead
of time. A blood sample could be taken while the patient sleeps; if the
melatonin levels are low, there may be a danger of suicide, calling for
preventive measures.469

MS PERSONALITY
The personality of patients with multiple sclerosis might be influenced
by genetics, viii or be a consequence of the social environment (family,
education), or else a manner of reacting to the disease. Or maybe all of
the above.
Patients themselves acknowledge their lack of emotional control and
the tendency for the euphoria to increase over the years.310 There is a
characteristic mental profile of multiple sclerosis patients, in which
affective disorders are associated with two specific trends: on the one
hand, dysphoria, euphoria and mania; and on the other hand,
depression, anxiety and a tendency to dramatize, with some degree of
anosognosia (denial of the disease). This neuropsychological type is
also seen in basal and medial lesions of the frontal lobes.507
The defense and coping mechanisms go through changes, and the
psychiatrist must be on the alert.376 These patients tend to resort to
repression and self-isolation as compensating elements.72
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WHAT THEY NEED IS LOVE
Multiple sclerosis patients have a special need for affection, but they
request this love in a passive form.107 Their self-esteem depends on
the fulfillment of this need for affection in the home and social
realm.538
In terms of psychodynamics, they have rigid defense mechanisms, and
difficulties in resolving their intimate conflicts, through either
sublimation or the internalization of new and satisfying emotional
experiences.
Multiple sclerosis patients have suffered more than usual in childhood,
with unpleasant events taking place at an early age. This, in some
patients, conditions personality in an altered structure.107
They also have more traits associated with depression and selfaggression (after all, self-immunity is a sort of attack on oneself).

CHRONIC GRIEF
It is not true depression, but rather a melancholy vein detected in the
personality of these patients. Most of them suffer from “chronic
grief,” a lasting sadness or downspirited tendency, that gets worse at
certain times.199,200,539

DEPRESSION AND THE LIMBIC SYSTEM
The cause of the depression in these patients may be affectation of the
limbic system. By studying the regional brain flow (by SPECT),
asymmetries have been observed in the limbic system of depressed
patients as compared with control subjects.457 It has also been
observed that the mood of MS patients is related to neuro-
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endocrinological disorders, due to affectation of the hypothalamus and
hypophysis.129

DENTAL AND MENTAL HEALTH
Multiple sclerosis sufferers have normal dental health, but more
problems with the temporomaxillary joint.513 Among the group with
greater pschiatric problems, there are also more dental fillings, in
which mercury amalgams may have been used. The toxicity of
mercury, some say, could cause multiple sclerosis. Though that
hypothesis seems a bit far-fetched, some studies do show that the
more the mercury, the more the mental disorders.489

A STRAITJACKET FOR SCLEROSIS
An MS patient who has no history of psychiatric problems may
suddenly present signs of psychosis. This would be an exacerbation of
the disease that has affected, principally or exclusively, the
hemispheric white matter. The proof is in the resonance and the study
of immunoglobulins in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF).78,135,215,225 Some
“psychotic” patients, who may end up in a mental hospital (or
similar), are patients with “encephalitic” variants of multiple sclerosis
or of other neurological diseases. After all, mental illnesses are
cerebral diseases.

PERSONALIZED HANDWRITING
Graphology is the study of handwriting as an indication of
temperament or personality. Writing is a unique characteristic of
human behavior, requiring the integration of numerous circuits: motor,
sensory, of coordination and language. When a neurological disease
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damages these circuits, a disturbance in handwriting will result.
Graphologists can analyze it using physical and psychological criteria.
There is one very specific graphological method useful in determining
the typical alterations of multiple sclerosis.547 The analyses of these
graphological techniques are much more exact nowadays, thanks to
the help provided by computer processing programs.

AS YOU ARE, SO YOU LOVE
Words of wisdom from Ortega y Gasset, a Spanish philosopher. Love
is the most delicate and all-encompassing act of the mind.ix If disease
damages the brain (the mind), it may alter a person’s capacity for love
and tenderness, the most elaborate affect display.
Affective disorders (dysphoria, depression and anxiety) in multiple
sclerosis patients are going to modify their loving relationships, in one
way or another. The personal traits of the spouse or companion, and
their attitude toward the disease, are very important. In this sense, it
has been shown that women are more helpful than men, both directly
and indirectly, for example in securing necessary resources and
facilitating social integration.180

SINGING WHAT IS LOST
So goes a verse sung by Amancio Prada x (but written by the great poet
Antonio Machado309). The nostalgia we feel with regards to lost
capacities affects all humans, and in chronically ill patients it can be a
dangerous sentiment. Fortunately, adaptation is better over time.
When something negative upsets our lives, we develop mechanisms
for coping or overcoming. To paraphrase Sartre, we’ve got to do
something with what life has done to us. Each individual responds
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differently to adversity, depending on their personal capacities and
upbringing.
In association with multiple sclerosis, the most negative reactions are
seen in young patients, and in those who have had the disease for just
a few years. Later on, evolution is more positive: over time, the
problem is accepted, mechanisms of compensation are developed, and
there is a higher degree of satisfaction and social adaptation.455 The
patient has to stop looking at the past in order to face the future with
realistic expectations.
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7. Sex, sphincters and other symptoms
Sex, the motor of life, is especially important in young persons, such
as those who develop multiple sclerosis. Some are able to continue
their sexual relationships without any real problems; others are not.
When difficulties do arise, they coincide with urinary problems or
depression25,325 and they increase as the years go by.505 We shall have
a look at them here, together with some other less frequent symptoms
of multiple sclerosis.

FETISHISM
His coworkers considered him an ordinary young man until they
found out that he collected women’s underwear. The diagnosis was
made by magnetic resonance imaging: there were demyelinating
plaques in the temporal and the frontal lobes.227 The malfunction had
manifested itself as a fetish, a form of hypersexuality or sexual
deviation, as described by Freud. In multiple sclerosis patients,
however, hypersexuality is not common. Quite the contrary.

THE HEN THAT DOESN´T EAT HAS ALREADY
EATEN
Her husband lost all interest in sex. He was not impotent; he simply
never tried to touch her any more. The woman was young and
attractive, and until then their sex life had been very satisfactory, so
she talked it over with a close friend. The friend minced matters with a
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barnyard metaphor: “The hen that doesn´t eat has already eaten; your
husband is having an affair.”
Neither of the two could imagine that the husband had multiple
sclerosis. In 65% of these patients there is a decrease in sexual
activity, sometimes occurring even before the diagnosis. Once they
know, one out of every three patients loses interest in sex and
lovemaking.325

ERECTION, LUBRICATION AND PLEASURE
Men suffer from more sexual dysfunctions. Out of three men with
multiple sclerosis, two will have erections that are too short or weak to
make penetration possible.
In women, the problem is with lubrication. There is difficulty in
achieving orgasm, and both men and women enjoy sex less than they
used to. The lack of orgasm is experienced more in patients with
pyramidal symptoms and plaques in the brainstem.25

BLOWING UP BALLOONS
Blowing up an air balloon is not enough; you´ve got to make sure the air
does not escape. In a normal erection, excitation makes the muscles in
the arteries relax, and the penis fills with blood; but something has to
trap the blood there.
There are devices that imitate this process. The flaccid penis is put in a
vacuum tube where we create negative pressure (manually or
automatically) which makes blood flow into the erectile tissue. To
maintain the erection, a rubber band is placed around the base of the
penis (for no more than 20 minutes).155 Consultation with a doctor is an
absolute must.
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NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL MASTURBATION
Some men cannot have an erection because of psychological problems.
Others get sexually excited, but have lesions on the descending nerve
pathways, and the “order” does not reach the sacral cord, which plays a
key role in erection. If the medullar reaction of erection exists, we can
provoke it locally instead of mentally, that is, stimulating the penis by
natural masturbation (the patient himself or with the help of his sexual
companion), or using a vibrator. If necessary, the rubber band might be
used at the base of the penis to prolong the erection.

DINNER AND THEN “VIAGRA”
Viagra is the latest drug craze. It may improve erection considerably
(ejaculation is not guaranteed), and it is so easy to use that some men
have no second thoughts about its high price.
USA Today published the comments of a man in his fifties who had been
resorting to bothersome penile injections for many years, and then tried
the new miracle drug. His formula was simple: take the lady out to
dinner, and pop a Viagra for dessert. Enthusiastic tales like this one
helped the stock of the pharmaceutical laboratory go sky-high.
However, a number of complications and risks associated with this
treatment have also been reported recently. Talk it over with the doctor.

PSYCHIC, REFLEX OR CREAM LUBRICATION
When a woman is sexually aroused, her vagina becomes moist. This
lubrication has a psychic origin, and it may fail in patients with multiple
sclerosis, either due to a lack of libido or because the descending tracts
are lesioned. In such a case, lubrication can be provoked as a reflex, as
we described for men, through natural or artificial masturbation previous
to intercourse. Lubricating creams would be another alternative.
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A TOWEL BETWEEN THE LEGS
In women with spasticity of the adductor muscles, the thighs may be
held firmly together, “closed,” creating problems for intercourse.
Penetration may be attempted from a lateral position. If this does not
help enough, a towel can be placed between the woman’s knees.155

SEX IS A VARIED PLATTER
Sex can be thought of as a game, and as such, governed by rules that
are established through a code of conduct between consenting adults. i
Patients should get to know their limitations and possibilities in the
sexual domain, and, in agreement with their mate, obtain the
gratification that the new situation permits.
The search for new postions for sexual intercourse enriches the relations
of any couple. If one of them has problems due to spasticity or
osteomuscular alterations, using some imagination in trying new
positions can have a twofold positive effect, physical and psychic.

CORTICOIDS AS APHRODISIACS
Surprisingly, the corticoids most commonly used in treating other
symptoms of multiple sclerosis (motor or sensitive disturbances, lack
of coordination, etc.) have also been reported to improve sexual
functions. For what reason, we do not really know.325

GOOD PREGNANCY AND BAD PUERPERIUM
The classic doctrine ii was that multiple sclerosis gets worse (or could
even be brought on by) pregnancy. Until not long ago, pregnant MS
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patients were advised to abort. Now we know that exacerbations of
multiple sclerosis are less frequent precisely during the months of
gestation, above all in the last trimester,263 which is when the levels of
alpha-AFP (a powerful natural immunosuppressor) are highest.253
But the puerperium is risky indeed. One in three patients has a flareup in the months right after giving birth. If we look at an entire year
(the nine months of gestation and three of puerperium), the total risk
of having a relapse is doubled.486,338 And yet the number of relapses
does not always mean greater incapacity, and some very long-term
studies point to favorable effects associated with childbearing.456 (See
chapter 17 for more details.) The exacerbations increase in number in
the first three months after giving birth, and are slightly more frequent
(but not significantly so) among the mothers who breastfeed.369

PREGNANCY, SCLEROSIS AND ARTHRITIS
Gestation has an influence on the evolution of rheumatoid arthritis and
multiple sclerosis, and the changes produced are similar. Both are
autoimmune diseases, and correlating their modifcations during
pregnancy might provide new etiopathogenic data.101

TROUBLE STORING URINE
The patient has to run to the toilet (urgency) or go very often
(polaquiuria, not to be confused with poliuria iii). It is more common
just after the onset of multiple sclerosis in patients with bilateral
lesions of the pyramidal tract. The sphincter (the circular muscle that
closes the bladder) is normal, but the musculature is irritable (spastic)
and won’t settle down. The problem is very bothersome, and may
improve if the detrusor is relaxed with anticholinergic drugs:
imipramine (Tofranil), oxybutinin (Ditropan) or propantheline. They
may cause dryness of the mouth, tachycardia, or poor visual
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accomodation. A recent study advocates the use of capsaicin infusions
for serious hyperreflexia of the detrusor.552

THE BLADDER DOES NOT EMPTY PROPERLY
This is seen in later stages. The reason is that the sphincter remains
contracted (always closed), or the muscle of the bladder (detrusor) is
weak and cannot “push” well, or both. The bladder is flaccid, it
expands because it gets full and does not empty completely, and some
urine remains after miction. This vesical residue must be avoided,
because it facilitates chronic infections.
Massaging or pressing on the area, from up to down, can help empty a
bladder that is paralyzed. But it should not be done if the detrusor won´t
relax, because then the urine that cannot evacuate through the urethra
will flow up into the kidneys and favor infections there. In patients with
a flaccid bladder and large amounts of residual urine it is necessary to
void with catheters several times a day. Unless the patient is highly
incapacitated, it is preferable to train him (or her) to use the catheter
alone, as independence is an important consideration.

THE BLADDER AND SPHINCTER ARE DIVORCED
The technical term is detrusor-sphincter dyssynergia. It is a special
situation in which the bladder muscle and the sphincter that closes it
cannot work together. The result is a mixed condition, with urgency in
urinating or incontinence alternating with urinary retention. Many
times treatment will involve both anticholinergic therapy and the
intermittant use of a catheter. Prazosin can be used to decrease the
dyssynergia between sphincter and detrusor because it relaxes the
internal sphincter.
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SECRET INCONTINENCE
Sometimes they won’t tell the doctor. Or maybe they do, but the
doctor doesn’t think it is all that important. In either case, the patient
is stuck with the problem of incontinence. An English physician, Dr.
Isaacs, gets to the heart of the matter with this aphorism:
"Attitudes toward incontinence are a mixture of antipathy, apathy, sympathy and empathy.
Antipathy is disgust, apathy is distance, sympathy is care, empathy is action. The
antipathetic doctor scolds, the apathetic one probes, the sympathetc doctor looks sad and
the empatheic doctor investigates and treats."

And most bladder problems should be treated, above all if the
neurologist and urologist are in contact with each other.113 The need
for this interchange between specialists is evident if we look at the
high frequency of vesicular problems among multiple sclerosis
patients: in more than half the total number of patients, and an even
higher percentage of those with secondary progressive forms or with
important pyramidal and cerebellar affectation.23,63 In incontinence
and urgency, and particularly in men, rehabilitation exercises for the
muscles of the perineum are effective, sometimes with the help of
electrical stimulation.530

FECAL INCONTINENCE IS RARE
There may be some fecal incontinence in cases of multiple sclerosis
patients, but it is rare and other possible causes must be looked into. In
patients with weakness or anesthesia from the waist down, the rectal
sphincter is relaxed and fecal incontinence may be a problem. Usually,
over time the patient regains some control by learning to contract
other muscles in the peroneum. Some antibiotics used for urinary
infections produce diarrhea and make incontinence worse.
There is a need to develop the habit of defecating regularly, always
after meals, reinforcing the gastrocolic reflex. In very rare instances a
colostomy (surgical intervention to expel feces through a bag in the
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abdominal surface) is performed; it should never be done until a year
has passed and all other measures have been tried.

LIGHTENING DOWN MY BACK
"I went to turn my head and suddenly I felt something like lightening, a sort of electrical
current that ran down my back, to my legs, which tingled. This happened two or three more
times when I bowed my head. Then it never came back."

The patient is describing Lhermitte’s sign, iv very characteristic of
multiple sclerosis (appearing in one out of three patients). But it is not
pathognomic,ii as it is observed in other pathologies involving.the
spinal cord, most often due to spondylosis or a traumatism that has left
a small scar on the medullary meninges.522 If this is an isolated sign in
a young person, the possibility of multiple sclerosis can be excluded.

THE CALDARIUM TEST
Actually it is known as the hot bath test, but since that was a favorite
Roman pasttime, I prefer to use their name for it: Caldarium. v It is an
ill-advised practice for multiple sclerosis patients. If a patient takes a
hot bath, his symptoms may come back or get worse (reported in 80%
of the cases), or new ones might even appear (in 60%). The
disturbances brought on by the hyperthermia tend to pass after two or
three hours, and some patients even experience a rebound phase of
“well-being.”
The scientific explanation is basically that high temperatures slow
down the conduction of the nerve impulses that were already slow
because of the loss of myelin, although other factors are also involved
(serum calcium levels, blockage of the ion channels, circulatory
changes, proteins and other substances produced by the hyperthermia,
etc.).197
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BLINDED BY EXERCISE
In some patients, exercise provokes a transitory blindness (Uhthoff
symptomi); this usually reveals an optic neuritis that was latent. The
workings are similar to those of the hot bath test: certain metabolic byproducts and an increase in temperature due to the physical effort
cause a temporary blockage in the conduction of the demyelinated
optic nerve.483

TYPICAL YET RARE
There are also some symptoms that are rarely observed in multiple
sclerosis, yet when they do appear, they are very useful for diagnosis.
Two we have seen already: Lhermitte´s sign and ophtalmoplegia
internuclearis. Others are facial myokymia (spontaneous undulation of
the facial muscles, not to be confused with benign tics); some painful
tonic convulsions (from damage to the brainstem); and the appearance
of trigeminal neuralgia in a young person (to be seen in the diagnosis).

"A BRAMBLE BUSH BETWEEN MY LEGS" vi
Others may say, "It´s as if I had sand paper between my fingers,”
"caterpillars in my stomach,” or "hot water flowing within me.” The
abnormal sensations experienced may sound strange, and the weirdly
imaginative descriptions may lead the patient to be considered
hysterical.
These paresthesias (from para = abnormal, and esthesia = sensación).
can occur in other neurological diseases, but in multiple sclerosis and
hysteria they are particularly strange. They are more frequent than
hypoesthesis or anesthesis (deficit or absence of sensation).
Paresthesias take on many different expressions, and the patient often
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describes them in bizarre terms. Sometimes there is merely a
sensation of pruritis (itching).67
Their location also varies: yesterday the patient felt them in her right
leg, and today in her left arm, or in the genital area. In the days before
magnetic resonance imaging there was no anatomical explanation for
these strange paresthesias, which is why they were considered
manifestations of hysteria.

LENDING A USELESS HAND
The patient moves his hand, but it is of no use, because he lacks
articular sensitivity (he is not aware of the position of the fingers). The
cause is a plaque on the posterior funiculi of the cervical medulla,
which also decreases his fine sense of touch. Heat or pain are felt, and
the strength and reflexes are normal. But his hand is “disconnected,”
and since he is not aware of its position, the patient stops using it.

PAROXYSMAL PHENOMENA
A previously healthy person starts to raise or twist her arm, or
sometimes the leg of the same side, “as if dancing.” Or else makes
facial grimaces, overgesticulating. Normally they are treated with
tranquilizers and then, several days later, these strange movements
disappear. The family may well believe that the person was just
nervous, or on the verge of hysteria.
Such is the presentation of choreas, spasms, dystonias and other
abnormal movements that can affect an extremity, half of the face, or
half of the body. They are paroxysmal phenomena (they appear
without warning) or transitory abnormal movements (they last only
days or weeks).212 The most frequent causes are vascular problems or
multiple sclerosis.105,178,322,379,445 True epileptic crises are rare, and
suggest that the plaques are near the cerebral cortex. vii
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A DEVILISH COUGH
Another odd symptom is the one baptized “diabolical cough”, found
in a non-smoking woman with multiple sclerosis who developed
frequent crises of daytime or nighttime coughing, of a neurogenic
nature and recurrent course, with no laryngeal or bronchial cause. Like
most other paroxysmal phenomena, it went away after anti-epileptic
treatment.236

THE PLAQUE THAT HELD UP THE PERIOD
It, too, is rare, but plaques may appear in the hypothalamus and
produce endocrinal disturbances. One women aged 30 stopped
menstruating (the condition is known as amenorrhea), and
endocrinologists diagnosed her as lacking in gonadotrophic and
somatotrophic hormones. Both of these are produced in the
hypothalamus, where this patient had a plaque that was detected by
magnetic resonance imaging.100
Other times subthalamic lesions have been seen to produce
amenorrhea accompanied by galactorrhea (secretion of milk from the
nipple).516 Watch out, then, for the sudden appearance of
endocrinological disturbances in association with multiple sclerosis.

THE BEATINGS OF A HEART AT SLEEP
In multiple sclerosis, the central lesions may alter the autonomous
nervous system. Daily functional tests usually show normal, but
studies carried out during sleep, or recording 24-hr periods, indicate a
dysfunction of the sympathetic system, with a reduced adaptability to
the variations of cardiac frequency.37,173,350
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DREAMS IN OBLIVION
We always dream much more than we remember afterward. But in
some nervous system disorders, above all those affecting the posterior
regions of the brain, nearly all one’s dreams are forgotton.
In patients with multiple sclerosis,463 it is curious to note that during
exacerbations they forget almost everything they dreamed. In addition,
these patients have other problems at night: their sleep is fragmented,
among other reasons because of painful nocturnal spasms, or
periodical leg movements during sleep,136 or due to the need to get up
to urinate. Or, in some cases, as the result of small lesions in the brain
stem.

SLEEPING BY DAY
They sleep poorly at night, and are drowsy during the day. In some
cases, the excessive daytime drowsiness is a real problem. In fact,
multiple sclerosis patients may suffer from narcolepsy (irresistible
episodes of daytime sleep) or even cataplexy (sudden generalized
muscle weakness, physiologically similar to that seen in REM
sleep).476
Other sleep disorders have been described, such as the unusual type of
sleep apnea known as “Ondine’s curse.” viii Plaques can be seen in the
bulb (next to the area of reticular formation that controls automatic
breathing). This can be quite dangerous, as there is a risk of sudden
death.21,179,396
All these manifestations point to lesions in the areas of the brain stem
that regulate sleep and involve serotonin, a neurotransmitter that is
regulated by melatonin, which in turn is influenced by the pineal
gland.464 The mechanisms are complicated and not fully understood,
but in patients with real narcolepsy or cataplexy, and even in those
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with daytime drowsiness, treatment with a new substance called
modaphynyl proves effectivel.54
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8. The diagnosisi

In diagnosing multiple sclerosis we will combine what the patient tells
us, what the physician sees, and what tests reveal.
First the patient tells us about his subjective sensations (symptoms)
and the order in which they appeared (clinical history or anamnesis)
Then, the doctor, with the help of his hammer, needle or tuning fork,
carries out a neurological examination in order to collect objective
signs (Are the reflexes all right? Is there anesthesia? How is the
patient´s gait?). Finally, complementary tests are called for: analytical,
magnetic resonance, lumbar puncture, evoked potentials, and others.

UNITY IN DIVERSITY
The diagnosis is made when several symptoms --which are not in
themselves specifically determinant-- form a fairly characteristic
group. The presentation is more typical when the disease has
advanced.
Over time, there are a succession of exacerbations and an
accumulation of symptoms that can no longer be justified by one
single lesion.
If an individual shows signs of muscular weakness, incoordination,
defective vision, sensitive disturbances, and sexual or sphincter
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dysfunction, the doctor cannot attribute it to a tumor or a hemorrhage
in some part of the body.
Such diverse symptoms are indicative of disperse lesions, and that is
the main feature of multiple sclerosis.

DISPERSION IN TIME AND SPACE
Nowadays, the clinical diagnosis of multiple sclerosis is based on this
double dispersion: temporal and spatial.
In time, because over months or years a number of episodes of
neurological dysfunction have occurred. And in space, because the
symptoms and signs indicate that there are several independent
nervous lesions.

DIAGNOSING AT THE SECOND CHANCE
The first flare-up almost always goes unnoticed. Generally speaking,
because the patient doesn’t worry about the first symptoms (they are
usually subjective: the patient complains but no one sees anything
wrong), and besides, they tend to be slight and transitory.
In most cases, there is no diagnosis until the second exacerbation, and
months or up to ten years may have gone by. ii In order to arrive at a
diagnosis sooner, symptoms are not enough; complementary tests are
needed. These most often include lumbar puncture, evoked potentials,
and magnetic resonance imaging.

POSSIBLE, PROBABLE OR DEFINITE
In classifying the disease, the Poser415 protocol is used. It takes both
clinical and paraclinical information into account. Depending on the
number of exacerbations, the evidence of lesions, the symptoms, or
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the test results of the tests performed, we would speak of: possible
multiple sclerosis, probable MS, or definite MS (with clinical or
laboratory confirmation).144

WHAT IS LUMBAR PUNCTURE FOR?
In the hands of an expert, lumbar puncture should not cause
discomfort. It allows us to study of immunoglobulins of the
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and thereby eliminate many possible
diagnoses.
The immunoglobulins are usually found at high concentrations,363
especially IgG, and specific zones called oligoclonal bands can be
seen. iii Levels of IgG are somewhat lower in men and in the late-onset
and chronic-progressive forms of the disease. iv
Immunoglobulin M is not so high (55%), and is related with the
activity of the disease: it increases during flare-ups and is higher in
patients who have more relapses.487

THE PATHS OF VISION
The nerve fibers conduct electrical potentials better if they are
surrounded by myelin; when the myelin sheath is missing, conduction is
slower. For ths reason, before diagnosing multiple sclerosis, the speed of
conduction of the optic, auditory and somatic sensitive pathways is
measured.
At the back of the head, near the part of the brain in charge of vision
(occipital lobe), we place some electrodes. They will allow us to record
the changes in potential produced (evodked) when we give a stimulus to
the patient’s eyesight. (a flash of light, for example).
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These are visual evoked potentials. If they are slower than normal, they
indicate that the optic pathway is lesioned, even though the patient may
see well and resonance shows normal. Evoked potentials are also very
useful in following the evolution of the disease.319
If there is optic neuritis on one side, the visual potentials usually show
that the other nerve is also affected to some extent.125 Many multiple
sclerosis patients who never had problems with vision may reveal
alterations with visual evoked potentials.
This corresponds with the findings of autopsies: the optic nerve is
affected in nearly all cases.125 This test is so sensitive that it can be used
as an objective confirmation of the hot water test. v

THE PATHS OF HEARING
It is essentially the same wtih the auditory evoked potentials; in this
case, with a sound right next to the ear, and the electrode placed over the
temporal cortex. Or somatesthetic potentials can be obtained: electrical
stimulation of the skin surface, and the evoked potential gathered over
the parietal cortex.// potenciales somestésicos:??
A series of waves or changes in potential are registered and,
depending on their amplitude (their height on a graph) or latency (how
long they take to appear), we can deduce how the visual, auditory or
sensitive paths are functioning. In his way, minor alterations that
would have gone unnoticed in a routine clinical examination can be
detected.
The procedure in not painful at all, has no contraindications, and is
very helpful for diagnosis and assessing evolution, above all when
optic neuritis is present.
In persons with multiple sclerosis, 75% show altered visual and
somaosensitive alterations, and 50% of auditory evoked potentials are
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altered. (The latter are also called brainstem auditory evoked
responses, BAER, because the paths explored cross the brainstem.)291

POWERS NO LONGER IN OUR OWN HANDS vi
His wife hardly felt a thing again that night, and so the gentleman
finally decided to find out if he were impotent.
The neurologist at the day clinic took a little time to have him drop his
pants and he tested the cremasteric reflex: he lightly rubbed a wooden
spoon against the man’s thigh, and the testicle on that side drew up a
little.
Later, the bulbocavernosus reflex: upon pressing the glans, the
muscles of the penis contracted. The sensitivity on the perineum was
all right, and there were no symptoms of incontinnce, so they thought
it would not be a case of multiple sclerosis.
It was probably a problem of psychic origin, they commented. But the
man had no intention of going to a psychiatrist, so he asked that they
do further tests. They told him to come at night to have his erections
measured while he slept. There is a simple, logical explanation: if the
cause of the impotence is psychological, the subject will be
uninhibited at night and will have spontaneous erections.502
They placed a device on his penis to measure turgescence and rigidity.
He dreamed of his favorite actress that night and got an “A” on the
test. When the neurologist gave him the results, he congratulated him
and told him the medulla was just fine.
The only other possibility to look into was a problem with the nerves
running to the genitals, so he referred him to a neurophysiologist.
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THE NERVE OF SHAME
The pudendal nervevii supplies sensitive fibers and motor fibers of the
external genitalia (penis and scrotum in males) and the anal sphincter.
Using an apparatus called “electromyograph,” we are able to
objectively evaluate its functioning.
An electrode placed on the penis will emit a mild electrical current
and stimulate the dorsal nerve of the penis (sensitive); the potential
produced (evoked) can be gathered by a second electrode situated over
the bulbocavernosus muscle (at the base of the penis) or on the anal
sphincter, which will tend to contract.
The amplitude of the evoked potential and the latency (time between
responses) are measured.300,423,470 It is the most precise test for
impotence. viii

VITAMIN B12 LEVELS
The concentrations of vitamin B12 in the blood should always be
measured when multiple sclerosis is suspected or diagnosed.435
Macrocytic anemia is frequently found, in association with low leves
of B12 in blood and CSF.
A dietetic deficiency in B12 can aggravate the symptoms of MS,195,554
because this vitamin is necessary for the formation of myelin and
immune responses.
Multiple sclerosis begins earlier in persons with a serious lack of
vitamin B12.469
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A GOOD JUDGE DESERVES A GREAT WITNESS ix
The judge in the courtroom of multiple sclerosis is the physician. He
dictates diagnosis and prognosis, but not only on the basis of clinical
criteria. His sentence now leans on the testimony of a special witness:
magnetic resonance.
A painless test, involving no complications or aftereffects, which
provdes a truthful, objective, and exact testimony of the course of the
disease.
Magnetic resonance imaging is highly sensitive: it detects lesions in
90% of the patients it is performed on. The problem is its lack of
specificity.
In multiple sclerosis, brilliant periventricular areas are seen in the
white matter; however they also appear in other inflammatory or
vascular diseases. “Everything that glitters is not an MS plaque”559:
the hyperintense areas may indicate demyelination, but they also can
be indicative of edema, gliosis, or a loss of axons. And so, errors in
diagnosis are all too frequent.

RESONANCE IS NOT INFALLIBLE
A normal MRI does not mean that multiple sclerosis can be discarded.
It is diagnosed in over 90% of the cases, but it may also show negative
if there are few plaques and they are located in the spinal cord, brain
stem or optic nerves490,527.
In such cases diagnosis must be completed with clinical data, with
evoked potentials, and the study of CSF.
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In phase T2 of the resonance we see “more lesions” than there really
are. The images obtained are less specific and larger in size than the
area actually damaged.
They do not accurately reflect clinical incapacity,
useful in evaluating the evolution of the disease.390

47,328

but they are

RESONANCE WITH GADOLINIUM
In phase T1 of the resonance we can pick up the inflammatory images
by creating an intravenous contrast using gadolinium.329 In this way,
we are able to detect “budding plaques” that have not yet given
symptoms – a total of up to 5 or 10 times more plaques.27,204
This is extremely useful in clinical trials to evaluate the efficacy of
new treatments.331,340 This technique differentiates between “active”
lesions and inactive ones; but it may also confuse plaques and merely
inflammatory zones.112

MAGNETIC TRANSFER IN THE RESONANCE
Magnetization transfer is a new modality x applied to imaging in order
to obtain higher quality images.532 More lesions can be seen than with
conventional resonance,//MRI, and they are clearer and more sharply
contrasted.
The properties xi of the lesions can also be assessed, that is, whether
they are active or old lesions. That is why it is considered a much
more specific test.
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DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
Multiple sclerosis can be confused with many other diseases480 which
we will merely name here: systemic Lupus erythematosos302 (the two
diseases have been found to occur within a family)494 primary Sjögren
syndrome,127,355 nodose panarteritis, Behçet’s syndrome, AIDS,
tropical spastic paraparesis, sarcoidosis,495 acute disseminated
encephalomyelitis,
neuromyelitis
optica,
Lyme
disease,169
cerebrovascular disease, menigovascular syphilis, medullary
angiomas68 or angiomas in the brain stem,526 paraneoplastic
syndromes, apparently tumoral lesions as seen by CAT,13
heredotaxias, subacute combined degeneration of the spinal cord,
myelopathies of unknown origen,316,515 leukodystrophies, and ArnoldChiari malformation.324

THE NEURALGIA WAS SCLEROSIS
If a young person with no dental problems goes to the specialist with a
“trigeminal neuralgia,” we must have an MRI done, because it may be
multiple sclerosis.153
It would be the third most often cause of this condition, after arterial
compression in the prepontine area and a tumor pressing on the
nerve.397

ANOTHER VERSION OF “VERTIGO”
When a person has “vertigo,” it is usually traced to problems with the
inner ear or the neck. The otorhinolaryngologist (“Eye, ear, nose and
throat” specialist) or a traumatologist may therefore be the first to see
a case of multiple sclerosis that began with acute vertigo and was
diagnosed as acute labyrinthitis.
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But in reality, it would been a vestibular neuronitis, only due to the
demyelination of the nerve fibers involved.213,367 The patient improves
in the following weeks (spontaneously or with the help of the
vestibular sedatives prescribed) and the start of a multiple sclerosis
sneaks past us.

THE PARALYSIS THAT CAME FROM THE TROPICS
Immunological alterations in multiple sclerosis resemble those of
certain retroviral infections. xii
Tropical spastic paraparesis is caused by the HTLV-1 xiii and occurs in
certain regions of the Carribean, Central and South America, India and
Africa.185,235,353,442,443
Women are affected more frequently, and suffer from paralysis and
sphincter problems, at times with sensitive disorders of the legs as
well.
It is achronic demyelination of the medulla353 with an altered
immunological cell response.235 In endemic areas, tropical spastic
paralysis afflicts one in every one thousand inhabitants.iii It even
resembles MS regarding prevalence. May we be looking at tropical
multiple sclerosis?
In Japan, a similar myelopathy is produced by HTLV-I. Some affirm
that multiple sclerosis, tropical spastic paralysis and HTLV
myelopathy are diverse manifestations of one single disease caused by
a retrovirus.262,442
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MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS AND AIDS
Into the doctor’s office walks a young man with symptoms of
“disseminated affectation” of the nervous system. MRI shows
hyperintense lesions with “characteristic” periventricular distribution.
The diagnosis would probably be sclerosis... because he didn’t tell us
or didn’t know that he carried the AIDS virus. So what we see is
really a secondary leukoencephalopathy.523,524
Some 10% of AIDS patients present an encephalopathy, and the
lesions detected with MRI are similar to those of multiple sclerosis,
giving way to some mistaken diagnoses.
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9. How does the disease evolve?

We do not know how a given case will evolve. Many years ago, when
one heard about multiple sclerosis a wheelchair came to mind,
because only the very serious cases were diagnosed. Yet there are
people with multiple sclerosis who never found out they had it; they
die of old age, and the disease is discoverd in the autopsy.
The first exacerbation usually clears up without leaving sequelae.
Some patients only experience two flare-ups in all their lives, and they
recover well. Among those who have frequent relapses, some improve
remarkably and others go on accumulating sequelae until they are
incapacitied. There are chronic forms, without flare-ups, in which the
patient gets worse slowly but progressively.490

THE CHRONOLOGY i OF MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
A person is born with a certain genetic combination that makes his
“immunitary temperament” special. If before age fifteen this
individual comes into contact with the noxious external factor (a virus,
a certain food or toxin, a specific climate, etc.) ii the immune system is
definitively upset and it no longer recognizes the body´s own myelin
(or certain components of it).
The immune cells (T lymphocytes, macrophages) move through the
blood to the cerebrum, cerebellum and spinal cord. At some points,
the blood-brain barrier is broken, and the cells destroy the myelin that
surrounds the axons. The result is a marble- or cream-colored acute
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plaque. After a few days, recovery begins, the lesion begins to
remylinate to a greater or lesser degree, and the symptoms improve.
Some time later (days, months or years may go by) the process repeats
itself, with new lesions (relapses or flare-ups). We do not know if this
occurs spontaneously or because the individual comes into contact
with an external factor (the same one as before or a different one?).
Generally, the blood-brain barrier breaks at the same sites, but new
acute plaques are added.
Eventually, disseminated around the brain and spinal cord there are
plaques in different evolutive states: some are acute, some chronic,
and others have undergone several processes of worsening and
recovery --the “chronic burned plaques”. In the latter, the successive
demyinations and remyelinations have produced irreversible damage
to the axons. iii

MULTIPLE MECHANISMS, MULTIPLE COURSES
As the mechanisms are multiple (hereditary, environmental) multiple
evolutions are produced.
Some patients present a single minimal episode that leaves no
sequelae, others die of old age unaware they had MS, and others,
rarely, begin with a copious display of symptoms, quickly get worse
quickly, and are soon incapacitated. The disease may take any of these
courses, or any course in between.
What is most usual is for the disease to have exacerbations and
remissions. A quick flare-up of symptoms appears in a matter of hours
or days, lasts some six to eight weeks, on the average, and then goes
away slowly, but not always completely.
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FOUR TYPES OF EVOLUTION
The many theoretical forms of evolution can be summed up, for
practical purposes, as four:
1) In the benign form (10% of cases) there are mild, intermittant
relapses, with nearly complete recovery..
2) The relapsing-remitting form is the most common (40%), with
episodes of acute or subacute neurological disorders, followed by
periods of improvement and stabilization.
3) The secondary chronic-progressive form begins like the one we
have just described (RRMS), but then it gets worse little by little,
without clear phases of remission, and a gradual accumulation of signs
and symptoms is produced.
4) The primary progressive form: from the very beginning the disease
shows a chronic evolution; iv there are no relapses or remissions, the
symptoms worsening slowly but inexorably.144

BEGINNING AT 27
Multiple sclerosis usually begins between the ages of 20 and 35 275
(the average is 27). v There are some differences between men and
women, between blacks and whites, among different latitudes and
ethnic groups.
When the disease appears in men or in a geographic region where it is
less frequent, the onset is later. As if the key factor setting off MS
were not only less frequent under these circumstances, but less
efficient as well.275
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REVERSIBLE STAGE
At first the symptoms tend to be reversible (see Chapter 2). In reality,
a process of remyelination takes place with multiple sclerosis, but it is
usually incomplete, and progressively reduced in quantity. During the
first few years of the disease we can hope that the lesions, and
therefore the symptoms, will remit after the acute phase.341

AN ATTACK EVERY YEAR AND A HALF
The flare-ups are unpredictable, but statistics tell us that they take
place every eighteen months.441 Many times the first few
exacerbations make old symptoms worse, but no new symptoms
appear. Young adults have more relapses, one or two per year, and
each lasts between four and twelve weeks.

WHY THE FLARE-UPS?
The mystery of the exacerbations lurks in all autoimmune diseases.
Vitiligo and psoriasis involve an immune problem, and as they cause
lesions on the skin surface, we should be able to relate the flare-up
with some factor, right? Yet we are not able to.
In multiple sclerosis it is even harder to attribute the relapses to
something definite, and sometimes there isn´t even a suspect.170 Other
times there is. The conditions most frequently observed in association
with relapses are respiratory infections. Often times the patient reports
having had “a cold” i one or two weeks before the relapse. This would
seem logical in that it could activate the immune system.
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Based on this reasoning, the same could happen with some vaccines.
Up until now, no one says that multiple sclerosis patients shouldn’t be
vaccinated because no clear relation has been observed after
vaccination campaigns involving large populations. vi But medical
intuition warns us to keep vaccines to a minimum.

FROM THE FLARE-UP TO CHRONIC PROGRESSION
These are the so-called secondary progressive forms. The patient is
used to having temporary exacerbations now and then. But then, after
some time, the relapses become more frequent, so frequent that it is
hard to distinguish between the relapses and the remissions. And
finally, the symptoms spread out progressively, “like an oil slick,”
with no clear intervals in between.

THE YEAR OF PROGRESS
What year did the relapsing-remitting patient turn into a chronic
progressive patient? This is a very important bit of information. It
indicates the beginning of a secondary progressive form of the
disease, and the prognosis therefore changes.
This unfortunate “year of progress” has a worse prognosis when it is
later in appearance. Another negative clue is an accumulation of many
exacerbations in the previous months. And the change in evolution is
worse for women.344 If a relapsing-remitting form is going to turn
progressive, it tends to do so in the first five years of the disease.47

BENIGN AND “SUPERBENIGN” SCLEROSIS
At times multiple sclerosis has a benign evolution. As we said before,
some MS patients never even see the doctor. And if they had just one
mild episode, there may be no sequelae whatsoever. Approximately
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10-15% of the patients have only moderate motor limitations or
limitations of another sort after 20 or 30 years.120 Cases of minimal
affectation may be classified as “superbenign” or “hyperbenign.”29

THEY NEVER EVEN KNEW
And then there are those cases when the first indications of the disease
are found in the autopsy of a person who lived a normal life to a ripe
old age. They are known as the clinically silent forms of multiple
sclerosis. They lead us to believe that the real incidence of the disease
is higher than what epidemiologists might tell us.208 Much higher,
according to one study:497 one hundred autopsies revealed that one or
two brains ?? (mean???) had cerebral plaques although symptoms had
never appeared. //mucho más frecuente: en cien autopsias, uno o dos
cerebros tienen placas de esclerosis múltiple que no habían dado
síntomas.
We are dealing, then, with a frequent adverse phenomenon that is
generally benign, but able to initiate the lesions of multiple sclerosis in
humans, some of whom will evolve poorly.172

MARBURG IS A TOUGH TYPE
The other side of the coin. There is one particularly dangerous type of
multiple sclerosis, with a serious, acute evolution, that was discovered
in 1906 by Marburg.315 Fortunately, it is rare. Besides the extensive
and intense plaques in the central nervous system, an inflammatory
primary demyelination appears on the peripheral nerves.253

SEVERAL MULTIPLE SCLEROSES
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There is not one but a number of multiple scleroses, we could say. At
least the disease has very different variants.508 The genetic base of
immunological peculiarity quite possibly varies from one patient to
the next. Also varied are the factors that trigger the autoimmune
response (virus, diets, or others). And different, as well, are the
responses of the immune system: activation of T lymphocytes or of
macrophages, humoral reaction, etc.
In the end, the lesions of a given patient are similar to each other, but
they are not at all like the lesions of other patient: vii in some there is
more demyelination, in others a loss of oligodendrocytes, or the axons
are affected more. The only conclusion we can come to is that there
are different multiple scleroses, different patients or subgroups of the
disease, with different pathogeneses. viii

BRAIN, SPINAL CORD AND MIXED PATIENTS
There are patients who have more plaques in the brain and others with
lesions predominantly in the spinal cord. In the “spinal” patients, the
physical incapacity is greater, whereas in the “brain” patients the
mental deterioration is more evident. Common sense might have told
us, but a controlled study came along to prove it, by comparing
clinical exploration, neuropsychological tests and magnetic resonance
imaging.553
As time passes, a variety of symptoms can be added up: brain, spinal
and other sorts, creating a tight collage ix of sequelae.

TEN STEPS FOR THE INCAPACITY
Each exacerbation is like a rung on a ladder, and the patient goes a bit
higher on the scale of incapacity. There are several scales used to
measure the incapacity, but the one used most in MS is the Kurtzke
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scale, which goes from 0 to 10. The average incapacity in a patient
who has suffered from the disease for many years is not the same as
the patient who has had one or two exacerbations.
For this reason a variate is applied: the incapacity progression index or
quotient. Thus, the degree of incapacity on the Kurtzke scale is
divided by the years of duration of the disease.253
Simply stated, about one third of the patients will have an acceptably
comfortable life, another third will accumulate a series of defects that
will modify their activities but not prevent them from having a normal
family and professional life.
The less fortunate third of patients will witness the progression of the
disease and need a wheelchair or special assistance at some point.441

YOU CAN´T FLOWER AT FORTY
Multiple sclerosis is a progressive disease; nevertheless, over the years
the relapses usually become more distant in time, and less intense, at
least insofar as the sequelae left. (The same is true with transverse
myelitis or isolated optic neuritis.)
On occasions, the danger passes. Some patients who felt overwhelmed
by the symptoms of the disease and things they read or heard about it
might end up having virtually no more problems.
After a few years, the multiple sclerosis has “disappeared” from their
lives. They are the patients over 40 –over the hill, as some say. They
can look back on the previous years that were free from exacerbations
and breathe a deep sigh of relief. Or repeat the famous words of
Lucrecio, later borrowed by Lord Byron: Suave mari magno. x
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THE “MARK” OF SCLEROSIS
There are persons who carry the “mark” of the disease yet never have
symptoms. A genetically predisposed individual has contact with that
unidentified factor that alters his immunological system. He thus
acquires a distinctive stamp or trait that makes him susceptible in the
future to multiple sclerosis ; that is, if other favoring factors are there,
or the protective factors are absent.
The “mark” of sclerosis is a special clinical or subclinical situation
that is systemic, meaning it is not restricted to the nervous system. It is
a general immunological disorder, but its main effect is to make the
blood-brain barrier more vulnerable to a variety of agents that can
make it more permeable.409
This modification o the BBB has been confirmed using neroimaging
techniques. It is non-specific //of unspecified origin ¿?? (it may have
to do with a virus, a vaccine or a traumatism), but it constitutes a
prerequisite for multiple sclerosis. Other factors will be determinant in
the actual appearance of symptoms. This “pre-MS” has been found in
identical twins, when only one of the two actually develops the
disease.

CHILDREN WITH MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
It is unusual for multiple sclerosis to begin in childhood (before age
15). Magnetic resonance imaging may show a child to have certain
“alterations” of the white matter that do not necessarily represent MS.
Besides using the Poser criteria, other neurometabolic and
neuroinflammatory diseases capable of causing demyelination at an
early age must be considered.
When produced, sclerosis in children has a more acute onset (tumors
or encepahalitis may have been suspected at first) and there is a
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greater inflammatory component than in adults. It is more frequent in
girls than in boys, and tends to begin with only one symptom,
generally of a sensitive or sensory type. Recovery from the
exacerbation can be rapid, but afterward evolution is slow, relapsing
and remitting,115 with a risk of becoming a more serious chronic
progressive form. In children who begin with optic neuritis, an
external triggering factor is usually identified. It may be an infection
or vaccination.xi

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS AFTER 50
One´s first reaction should be of disbelief if confronted with a case of
MS that began after age 50. If it is the real thing, most likely the onset
was earlier but went unnoticed. The differential diagnosis must look
principally for vascular diseases that produce demylinating lesions
(for example, multi-infact ¿? encephalopathy).// (encefalopatía multiinfarto y otras)22.

FROM BIRTH TO OLD AGE
Summing up the life story of multiple sclerosis: a child is born
predisposed, but disease-free; in puberty she acquires the disease, but is
symptom-free. The adolescent begins with symptoms that get worse in
adulthood to a varying degree. In old age the disease settles down and its
progression is negligible.
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10. A strategical neurologist
It was the weekend, and the young college student woke up early to
study for Tuesday´s exam because she wanted to go out that evening.
The night before she had noticed a tingling sensation on her face. Now
she felt it even stronger. And when she got up to walk, she staggered as
if drunk.
Five days later, parties and exams are far from her thoughts. She is in
the hospital, unable to move her legs, and a young doctor is asking her
for details about that “cold” she had two years back, when she lost her
eyesight temporarily. Since she had bounced right back to normal she
hadn´t believed it to be important.
But now it matters. She doesn´t know yet what is wrong, but it must be
something serious, so sudden... her life might never be the same again.
She is scared. She thinks she heard someone mention sclerosis, but she’s
afraid to ask, unsure whether she really wants the doctors to be frank
with her.

WHEN THEY TOLD ME, MY BLOOD RAN COLD
Telling someone they have multiple sclerosis causes a great impact. i It
is a point of transition that requires tact and time. Here is where the
strategic know-how of the neurologist comes into play.
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The situation must be presented with sensitivity, taking the patient’s
character and psychological standpoint into consideration. The
neurologist should be clear when giving the diagnosis and deciding what
plan they will adopt –together—to improve things.

STRATEGY ii AND TACTICS FOR TREATMENT
In different individuals, different immunopathological mechanisms
are at work. For that reason, it is not surprising that they may react
differently to treatment. Medication that is useful in one patient may
be ineffective in another.341
Depending on the type of evolution, the neurologist, like the chess
player,373 will distinguish strategy –long-term treatment-- and tactics:
specific actions taken when problems arise, for instance a flare-up, a
pregnancy, or an operation.

DESIDERATA iii
What would be best for the patient can be summed up as these four
ideals, published in 1970:59
1.
2.
3.
4.

complete recovery
prevention of relapses
keeping the incapacity from getting worse
ensuring that treatment(s) will be less harmful than the disease.

IS IT OR ISN´T IT A FLARE-UP?
A flare-up is produced by a new plaque of demyelination, or by the
reactivation of an old one. By definition, to qualify as a flare-up or
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relapse a new symptom should last more than one day, and be separated
by more than a month from the previous exacerbation..
A pseudo-exacerbation (false flare-up) has nothing to do with the
activity of the disease. It is produced by other problems that aggravate
the neurological symptoms of the already existing plaques. For example,
if the patient has a fever or has been in a hot atmosphere (a hot bath, a
very warm room, or under the sun), he or she may feel worse, yet it does
not constitute an exacerbation, because they are better as soon as the
temperature goes down. Likewise, spasticity of the legs may be more
bothersome when it coincides with a urinary infection or is associated
with other types of discomfort.496 But it is not a flare-up.

HOW OFTEN TO THE NEUROLOGIST?
That depends on the type of multiple sclerosis. In benign forms, one
visit per year is enough, and it can be a short one. In patients with
several exacerbations per year, or with a cumulus of sequelae, more
visits are logically needed, and the neurologist will take more time
with them. Also needing extra time are patients participating in
treatment trials, those requiring psychological assistence, and those
with a special treatment or complicated device (for instance, the
baclofen pump).

JUST WHAT AWAITS ME IN THE FUTURE?
All multiple sclerosis patients ask the neurologist this question, directly
or indirectly. No one can make any sure claims about how the disease
will affect a certain person over the next few years, but there are
statistical data that may serve as a general guideline.
The general prognosis is not as bad as one might think: nine out of ten
patients have long intervals with no or very few troublesome symptoms;
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one in three is still practically free from sequelae years after the onset of
the disease; and three out of four patients stay active and independent
for many years after diagnosis.290

“THE SECOND FLARE-UP” AND “THE 5-YEAR RULE”
They are two medical oracles. If the interval between the first and
second exacerbations is long, the disease will be more benign.253 Bear in
mind that the patient may not have been aware of the initial
manifestation of the disease (perhaps years earlier), and his first trip to
the doctor may be with the second flare-up.
The rule of five years is quite reliable The situation in which the patient
finds himself after five years with the disease helps us predict the
evolution of the following ten years. If there were infrequent
exacerbations and limited sequelae, the course will be benign; or the
reverse will be true.496
Incapacity at the five-year point is roughly three-fourths of what it
will be ten years thereafter (15 years after diagnosis).253 In other
words, a patient gets just about as bad as he is likely to get during the
first five years; the next ten will affect him, too, but to a lesser degree.
In the natural evolution of the disease the trend is for the relapses to
get milder and less frequent.

HOW LONG DO I HAVE TO LIVE?
The thread of the Moiras iv is ten years shorter for multiple sclerosis
patients, but this is an average figure that shows many variations. The
life expectancy after diagnosis is from 25 to 42 years (to be added to
the patient’s age at diagnosis). It is worse for the forms with a
cerebellar onset. 60,399,400,414
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Some 80% of patients are alive 25 years after diagnosis (more women
than men in this group), which is somewhat lower than the life
expectancy of equivalent populations557. If we bring statistics up to
date, it would be more than 25 years, because we are now diagnosing
patients at earlier and earlier ages, and so they live longer after the
diagnosis.
The disease in itself is not mortal; but secondary complications may
bring on death. If we avoid them, the patients will enjoy longer lives.
In particular, we must guard against bronchial pneumonia due to the
aspiration of food particles or fluids (take care at meals), decubitus
ulcers, urinary infections (pyelonephritis and uremia), and falls.311,312
Recent advances in treatment make life expectancy improve steadily.60

BAD AUGURIES v
Again we are dealing with general statistics,60,400,437,545 but, all in all,
the factors associated with a worse prognosis are:
-

-

The male gender: the disease is less frequent in men, but its
evolution is worse;
Onset with vertigo or cerebellar symptoms, with psychiatric
disorders or multiple symptoms;
When paralysis or tremor are important, or urinary problems are
persistent;
“Family” forms (more than one family member is affected) or
forms that are progressive from the start;
Late onset forms: the first manifestations come after age 40 and
gait is affected more, usually signalling a progressive course of the
disease;
A short interval between the first and second exacerbations;
Altered visual evoked potentials on both sides;
Patients who respond poorly to corticoids.
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GOOD AUGURIES vi
They are only statistics;252,400,440,545 but in general the following cases
have shown a better evolution:
-

-

Women: though more often affected than men, the disease is
usually not as serious in females;
Onset with sensitive symptoms, optic neuritis, diplopia (double
vision);
Quick recovery from the symptoms (in less than six months);
The relapsing-remitting forms that begin in young adults (but not
in childhood);
A long interval between relapses (most importantly, before the
second exacerbation; if more than a year has elapsed, it´s a very
good sign);
A good response to corticoids.

New drugs are the best of auspices. In the past there was no treatment
for multiple sclerosis, and nowadays the neurologist has to decide
between several different treatments (which we will have a look at
later). For starters, which interferon do we choose?

THE INTERFERON OF DISCORD
Discordia was the very picture of envy as she tossed an apple asking
Paris to take it and to give it to his favorite of three goddesses. vii
The neurologist has to make a similar decision regarding the
therapeutic strategy for the patient to follow.
Interferons are substances that react with antibodies.All the new drug
treatments are good, but which one will best prevent the progression
of the disease in our patient?
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-
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Interferon beta-1b was the first to come out, and more studies
attest to its efficacy. It is given subcutaneously three times a week.
Interferon beta-1a is more recent, and therefore its effectiveness is
not as well documented. It is given intramuscularly once a week
(there is also a subcutaneous version???) // (ahora sale también
subcutáneo)
Or... we wait for copolymer (available in some health centers) in
Spain.

To help make this decision, we should study Chapter 13: Interferon
and new therapies.
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11. The flare-up and other emergencies
Multiple sclerosis follows a long and winding road. It evolves in a
chronic form, or a chronic-relapsing form, but there are also
emergency situations, such as the acute flare-ups that require urgent
corticoid treatment.

“CORTICOID” COMES FROM CORTEX
The suprarenal glands, i true to their name, are situated above the
kidneys, and furnish the body with certain hormones. In their internal
zone (suprarenal medulla), adrenaline is made, while in the external
zone (suprarenal cortex), corticoids are produced.
On occasions, the brain ii secretes another hormone, ACTH
(adrenocorticotropic hormone), which stimulates the suprarenal glands
so that they will produce corticoids. If we want a patient to have more
corticoids, there are two possibilitites: giving her synthetic ones, or
injecting ACTH so that her suprarenal glands will manufacture more
natural corticoids.

ACTH AGAINST RELAPSES
In 1951 we began to use ACTH to treat the exacerbations or relapses
of multiple sclerosis.154,174 Instead of giving the body foreign
corticoids, it seemed more natural to inject ACTH so that the patient
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could increase production on her own. Significant improvement was
observed, and in 1970 a thorough study448 cleared up therapeutic
doubts: ACTH (and therefore corticoids) improved the symptoms of
acute flare-ups, including optic neuritis and other diffuse
manifestations of multiple sclerosis.

EASY-TO-USE CORTICOIDS
ACTH has two drawbacks: it must be administered by injection, and,
more importantly, we do not know exactly what dosage is needed,
because that depends on the response of the suprarenal cortex of each
patient. Corticoids (also called corticosteroids) are easier to use, and
their efficacy in treating relapses is just as good or better.392 Injectable
corticoids allow us to give high doses safely. There are also tablets
and drops, which make it easier for the patient to continue treatment at
home.

WHATEVER YOU DO, DO IT SOON iii
What is important about corticotherapy is that it be initiated as soon as
possible. Its efficacy is greater if administered just before or during
the inflammatory phase of the disease. Among other actions,
corticoids diminish the inflammation of the nervous tissue, besides
halting the activity of the immune system, which is altered.iv

GIANT DOSES WORK
Kibler255 had rabbits with “artificial” multiple sclerosis; v he gave them
corticoids in proportion to their weight,iv and they remained just as ill.
He increased dosage: double, triple, ten times, twenty times the
correct dose... and they improved. Then he dared with patients
suffering from acute flare-ups of MS. They were injected 200, 300,
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500,. and up to 1000 mg a day. The results were so positive that
“megadoses” became generalized. (we also refer to them as // ¿?? los
denominados "pulsos" de corticoides,) //as a safe, effective
treatment.219
At present, we treat acute flare-ups with large doses of
methylprednisolone (500-1000 mg) diluted in an introvenous serum
that acts slowly (one hour). Depending on the evolution, these
megadoses can be given for three to seven days. Then the dose of
corticoids is decreased progressively, orally, for three or four weeks.
In patients treated with megadoses the cognitive functions also
improve, as demonstrated using evoked potentials and adequate verbal
stimuli.146

AFTER THE BATTLE, THE WAR GOES ON
Thanks to corticoids, the relapse was shorter and left fewer sequelae.
We won the battle, but the disease is still there. What will happen
next? In the coming years, will the patients treated with corticoids do
better than those who were not given drug therapy?
An if corticoids are good for the exacerbations, why not give them
more frequently? These questions are difficult to answer, because
conclusive studies are needed, but we may put forward a few criteria.

THE OPTIC NEURITIS RINGS TWICE
If we treat an acute optic neuritis with corticoids, vision returns
quickly. It is one of the clearest indications of corticoid action. But
some believe that, in treated patients, there is a greater risk that the
optic neuritis will recur in the future.38
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CORTICOID ADDICTS
In the final analysis, corticoid abuse produces serious damage: gastric
ulcer, psychosis, septicemia (“blood poisoning”), decalcification of
the bones, and suprarenal insufficiency. And even worse, the patients
who use take corticoids for long periods of time get “addicted”: that
is, when the medication is discontinued, new exacerbations appear.256

A MEGADOSE EVERY OTHER MONTH
So what do we do when there are no flare-ups, but the disease
progresses slowly and steadily? Corticoid megadoses have been
recommendended even for these chronic forms,549 but treatment
cannot be continuous.
A new study involves therapy with short (3-5 days) megadoses of
corticoids given every one to two months, which are then discontinued
suddenly (not gradually reduced with smaller oral doses). The idea
sounds all right, but we still do not know what the long-term results
will be.

PREVENTING THE SECOND FLARE-UP
What usually happens is that the multiple sclerosis is diagnosed at the
second or third exacerbation. But let’s imagine that the neurologist
was really on the ball and after the first exacerbation we must
acknowledge the fact that we are dealing with a demyelinating
disease. Should we wait? Can we do something to avoid or delay the
second exacerbation?
Let’s have a look at statistics. Among optic neuritis patients we find
that, two years later, 16% of the untreated patients have developed
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multiple sclerosis, as compared with 14% of those who took corticoid
tablets (prednisone or similar). However, we see less than half (7%) as
many cases among those who were treated for their optic neuritis with
intravenous megadoses of corticoids.38 The conclusion is obvious:
optic neuritis should always be treated with corticosteroid
megadoses. vi

DEATH BY SUNNING
She was a 35-year-old woman with relapsing-remitting multiple
sclerosis. She went to the beach and lay in the sun for too long. Her
body temperature went up and she was overcome with fatigue.
Though she was moved to a cool place, the muscle weakness
continued to get worse, and death was imminent.
A true, fatal case that has been published.203 It is a rarity, but we tell
the story in order to insist on the risk that prolonged exposure to
sunlight entails for these patients. It is a potential emergency that is
easisly avoided. The neurologist or general physician should remind
their MS patients about it before they go off on summer holidays.
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12. Protect us from our defenders
The doctor will try to dismantle the defense mechanisms of the patient
with multiple sclerosis. It is not really such a strange prospect, in the
context of auto-immune diseases: the agents that usually protect us (T
lymphocytes, macrophages, etc.) misidentify the enemy, and instead
of fighting against foreign germs, they attack the myelin of their own
neurons. Their immunity has a masochistic tendency, we could say,
and it has to be stopped. So we intervene with immunosupressants,
drugs that are able to debilitate tha natural defenses of the organism.
As we saw earlier, exacerbations of multiple sclerosis are treated with
corticoids because these act to suppresss certain natural immune
mechanisms. We will now describe nonspecific immunosupressants,
which all too frequently give contradictory results and lead to
numerous secondary problems.

PREGNANCY AS A NATURAL IMMUNOSUPRESSANT
The fetus is strange yet well-received entity, and if the mother does
not expel it it is because her defenses are somehow diminished.
Pregnancy, then, is a natural immunosupressant state, a sort of
allotransplantation in which tha paternal antigens are provisionally
admitted by the mother. Indeed, during gestation there are fewer
exacerbations of multiples sclerosis; it is afterwards, during the
puerperium, when the disease gets worse (see Chapter 7).
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THE GOOD AND EVIL OF AZATHIOPRINE
Azathioprinei inhibits all the organism’s defenses: it blocks the
production of lymphocytes and antibodies. In the long term, it offers
some improvement of MS symptoms (the number of flare-ups and
degree of incapacity are slightly decreased). Scanty benefits that do not
compensate for the multiple drawbacks: azathioprine lowers the number
of leukocytes in the blood (leukopenia), is toxic to the liver, and may
cause nausea, fever, or skin problems.
Even so, it is used as a prolonged treatment (2-3 years) in selected cases
(young patients, secondary progressive and short evolution
forms).39,40,144

CYCLOPHOSPHAMIDE AND HAIR LOSS
In order to avoid psychosomatic problems, serious clinical trials are
“blind” (the patient doesn’t know what medication he is taking) or
“double blind” (neither the patient nor the doctor knows). ii This is
impossible to do with cyclophosphamide because persons taking it lose
their hair, vomit, and pass blood in the urine.517 The supposed benefits
do not make it worthwhile. Better to avoid it.

WHEN REMEDIES ARE WORSE THAN THE ILLNESS
In treating multiple sclerosis, many immunosupressants have been used.
It is difficult to explain to patients that statistics “seem” to show that
there is some improvement with a drug treatment that the patient has
been taking faithfully for two or three years. What they notice is that
they feel worse when they take the medication.
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- Cyclosporine does damage to the kidney, the liver, raises blood
pressure and increases the risk of cancer.
- Cladribine is a potent antilymphocyte agent used in treating leukemia
and lymphomas. Some adverse results have made researchers interrupt
the clinical trials that were underway.40,519
- Methotrexate is used in rheumatiod arthritis; it may cause fibrosis or
cirrhosis of the liver and pneumonitis.

IMMUNOSUPPRESSANTS ON THE WAITING LIST
Immunosuppression relies on drugs that are more and more specific and
less toxic than in the past. The following “newcomers” appear
promising, but conclusive studies are needed.
FK506: a powerful immunosuppressant used in organ transplants.40
Sulfasalazine: used for intestinal autoimmune diseases (such as ulcerous
colitis or Crohn’s regional enteritis).519
Mitoxantrone: it has a strong antitumoral activity, and lower myocardiac
toxicity than similar molecules.519

THE RISE AND FALL OF CHEMOTHERAPY
Chemotherapy will be with us for a number of years, still, but its use
is clearly on the decline.
The new techniques of immunosuppression, which are more specific
and less harmful, will substitute many of the drug therapies now
available.
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REMOVAL OF ANTIBODIES BY CHANGING PLASMA
Plasma is the fluid portion of the blood, which contains, among other
things, antibodies. Since we assume that multiple sclerosis patients
have antibodies that act against their own myelin, it would seem
logical to remove their plasma and exchange it for artificial plasma
(with no antibodies).
This procedure is called plasmapheresis, and it is also employed in
other autoimmune diseases such as myasthenia // (gravis??), when we
know that the patient has antibodies against the receptors of his
muscle fibers. Notwithstanding, in multiple sclerosis no specific
autoantibody has been identified yet, and the results of plasmaphersis
are not clear.
We do know that it is a complicated, costly procedure that entails
certain risks (infection, the failure of some organ).211 It is hardly ever
performed nowadays.

FLUSHING OUT THE BAD LYMPHOCYTES
This treatment is founded on the same principle. If the lymphocytes
attack the myelin, they ought to be changed.
The procedure, called lymphocytapherisis, consists of extracting a
great quantity of lymphocytes from the patient. It is even more
expensive than plasmapheresis, and the benefits are equally uncertain.

IRRADIATING THE BAD LYMPHOCYTES
A similar idea for eliminating the harmful lymphocytes, this time by
applying radiation. A total irradiation of the lymphoid zones is carried
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out. It seems to provide some benefits in chronic progressive forms of
MS.90 But other findings raise doubts, and the untoward effects are
quite serious.

ALIEN GLOBULINS VS. OWN ANTIBODIES
Normal subjects also have a certian tendency to develop autoantibodies,
but they get rid of them by attacking with some substances called antiidiotypes. They circulate in the blood within the great group of
immunoglobulins.
If we obtain nonspecific immunoglobulins by mixing the plasma of
thousands of healthy subjects, there will be a multitude of anti-idiotypes.
If we then transfuse the immunoglobulins to patients with multiple
sclerosis (or other autoimmune diseases) the anti-idiotypes should, in
theory, stop the activity of the antimyelin autoantibodies. This is the
premise that researchers are now working with, and the preliminary
results are promising.2,40,109,132,133,499

MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY “MISSILES”
This form of selective immunosuppression is based on an ideal: the
artificial development of antibodies that selectively destroy the
components of the immune system that are causing trouble –be they
cells, substances or lesser elements). Like a guided missile.
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13. Interferon and the new therapies
We can try to improve the long term evolution of multiple sclerosis
with nonspecific immunosupressors. We now have “immunemodulators,” new treatments for modifying the immune system in a
more selective manner.
Interferons and copolymers are the two best known
immunomodulators, but we will mention some other new treatments
as well.

INTERFERING WITH NEW INFECTIONS
If a virus invades a cell, something happens to prevent that cell from
being infected by other agents afterwards. It is like when Rome
invaded Greece: Athens, already subjected, was no longer afraid of the
Persians, their age-old enemy. “Romanization” was a disagreeable
new situation for the Greeks, but one that at least interfered with other
invasive attempts.
We see something similar (to put it simply) in the cell invaded by a
virus: it produces a substance that “interferes” with other viruses and
protects the cell from subsequent infections: interferon.

GOOD AND BAD INTERFERONS
Interferons are special proteins (glycoproteins) that are produced by
the cells of the organism i after they are infected by a virus. There are
more than 20 varieties: interferon alpha, beta, gamma, and others, etc.
In theory, all of them are good for the normal person, because they
will defend him from other viruses. But in multiple sclerosis and other
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autoimmue diseases, some are damaged, such as interferon type II
(gamma), which increases the number of exacerbations. ii
Type I interferons (alpha, beta, omega and tau) are the most important
for resistance to other viruses. It was discovered that they helped
improve mice wtih experimental allergic encephalitis (the animal
model for multiple sclerosis),58 and have since been given to MS
patients. We can think of them as the “good” or “useful”
interferons.454

ARTIFICIAL (RECOMBINANT) INTERFERONS
It takes great amounts of time and money to obtain natural interferons
in the laboratory. The solution came along in the 80’s, when
recombinant DNA technology became popular and it became
relatively easy to clone the genes of interferon and its products.398
It has meant a real revolution. We can now derive “artificial” varieties
of interferon, and they can be applied to other immune or viral
diseases.

MULTIPURPOSE INTERFERON ALPHA
Interferon alpha can be used successfully for a cold111,206 or for some
kinds of encephalitis.558 It provides improvement in some types of
hepatitis (non-A, non-B) but can be damaging in others (autoimmune
hepatitis).388

INTERFERON BETA-1b
It is a recombinant (artificial) interferon obtained from a bacteria
(Escherichia coli). It is unlike natural interferon beta in the
composition of two of its aminoacids and in the fact that it is not
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glycosylated . It was the first interferon on the market (Betaseron),
and it is used every other day in subcutaneous injections, which allows
any patient with a bit of training to administer it on his or her own.
The pilot study228,229 shows, without a doubt, that interferon beta 1b
reduces the number and intensity of the exacerbations in relapsingrecurring multiple sclerosis: iii patients treated with high doses had one
third fewer flare-ups.
But the most spectacular results were seen with magnetic resonance
imaging: two years later, examinations with activity data dropped to
half their former values, and the total number of active plaques was
reduced by no less than 83%.393
Interferon beta-1b also improves cognitive functions.404,405

FEWER AND MILDER FLARE-UPS
In patients treated with interferon beta-1b there are fewer
exacerbations, and they are less intense. It seems that final incapacity
is also improved, but to a scarcely significant degree if we use the
classic evaluative scales (EDSS). The reason might be392 that, in the
long run, the clinical deficit and the incapacity do not depend on the
primary inflammatory processes, but rather on secondary or
independent factors: the loss of axons and gliosis, which would be
responsible for the symptoms.

MRI TAKES THE STAND
Magnetic resonance imaging is the best witness of how the disease is
coming along, and one important research group has determined its
testimony to be unequivocal:393,230 interferon beta-1b is beneficial in
three ways:
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1) The untreated (control) patients had twice as many new lesions as
the treated patients.
2) In the patients treated with interferon beta-1b there was a reduced
thickness of the periventricular alterations (which are thought to
determine the progression of the disease).
3) Interferon beta-1b continued to be effective five years later.
No one doubts, after seeing the MRI results, that treatment with
interferon beta radically changes the pathological anatomy of multiple
sclerosis: there are fewer new lesions and they are smaller, above all
in the periventriaular areas, which are the ones associated with a
poorer prognosis.

HERMENEUTICS iv OF MRI
With magnetic resonance imaging we see fewer and smaller lesions.
We could logically assume that things are better than they were. But
has the disease really improved? Or has it only been delayed? Will it
get worse as soon as treatment is discontinued? Why hasn’t the
incapacity of the patient improved more if there are fewer lesions?
What might happen ten or twenty years from now to these patients
who seem to be responding well?
These and other questions328 depend on the results of upcoming
clinical trials. For the moment, we cannot answer them. Better we
remain cautious and keep an open mind when interpreting what is
“evident.”

WITNESS FOR THE PROSECUTION
After five years monitoring treated patients, no serious complications
were seen. But not all the evidence goes in favor of the interferon
beta. It can give rise to some minor problems: a sort of “cold”
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syndrome, local reaction at the site of injection, analytical alterations
and a worsening of depression (with the lurking possibility of suicide
attempts). In addition, neutralizing antibodies may be formed over
time.

THE NOVICES CATCH COLDS
When they start treatment with interferon, half of patients (52%) show
signs of a “common cold”: runny noses, red eyes, and some may have
fever, muscular aches or cramps. It is the rite of initiation.
Soon they get used to the treatment, and after two months only one in
ten still “has a cold,” with milder signs now. The patient may feel
some relief if we raise the dosage of interferon beta more slowly, or if
we associate ibuprofen392 or pentoxifylline.545

INJECTION SITES AND ANALYSES
The site where interferon beta was injected may appear reddened or
hardened, and at times there is even a local necrosis of the skin. Blood
analysis shows lower leukocytes or slightly higher hepatic enzymes.
In three or four months, these values spontaneously return to normal,
ant the patients haven’t noticed.

DEPRESSION AND SUICIDE
Some patients treated with interferon beta 1-b have had severe
depression, on occasions with attempted suicide. We must be very
alert to this possibility, even though the depression may be previous to
treatment, from having to face a chronic disease. Tolerance can be
improved with anti-depressants.348
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It appears that those who have more cold-like symptoms also get more
depressed.230 With interferon beta-1a depression is not found to
increase. Con el interferon beta-1a no se ha encontrado que aumente la
depresión234,364.

NEUTRALIZING AN ALLY
The interferon that we inject into a patient is her ally. But her immune
system doesn’t know that. It sees the interferon as something foreign
(actually, it is an extraneous protein) and, with time, tends to destroy it
by producing antibodies that will neutralize it. v
Some 35% of patients treated with high doses of interferon beta
produce neutralizing antibodies against the drug,231 nearly always
during the first year and a half of treatment. In these patients, the drug
gradually loses effectiveness, vi and the results are, of course, poorer –
almost the same as in the placebo group (the persons in the study who
were given an inert substance instead of the real thing). On the other
hand, the patients who did not develop neutralizing antibodies evolved
much better.

EPHEMERAL CONSENSUS
Clinical trials are one thing, and what happens in clinical practice is
another. There was a meeting of experts to discuss and come to
conclusions about how to use interferon beta in the context of
everyday doctors’ offices.305 Guidelines were established about how to
administer it, and to what type of patients. In some countries these
guidelines are follwed to the letter to keep health costs down.
But, as we gain in knowledge with the results of new studies,
continuously underway, we must modify our criteria, most often in a
more liberal direction. For example, in the past we could not prescribe
interferon beta for the progressive forms. But look what happens...
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IT WAS UNETHICAL TO GO ON WITH THE STUDY
We already knew that interferon-beta was useful in relapsingrecurring forms, but its use was not approved for progressive forms
because no one had demonstrated its effectiveness. Till one day a trial
was begun with progressive multiple sclerosis patients who were
divided into two groups at random: some were given interferon-beta
injections, and others were injected with an innocuous liquid, a
placebo.
As the study went on, the treated patients improved considerably, so
much that it was truly unfair to leave the other group at a
disadvantage. It was unethical to carry on with a study that prevented
the placebo group from reaping the benefits of interferon beta. So the
experiment came to a halt and interferon was given to all. Interferon
beta is not only good for relapsing-recurring MS, but for the
progressive forms as well.

INTERFERÓN BETA-1a
It, too, is a recombinant interferon, but it is not obtained from bacteria;
it is elaborated from genetically manipulated mammal cells (from the
ovary of the hamster). It is glycosylated//a glycosyl and is identical to
human interferon. It recently became available commercially
(Avonex??). Published studies and studies still underway point to
optimistic results.
It is the first drug that has reduced –moderately, yet with statistical
significance— the progression of MS in some patients with the
relapsing-remitting form. The reduction in annual relapses also proved
significant, and very similar to that observed with interferon beta1b.234
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It offers the advantage of being given just once a week,
intramuscularly. Among adverse effects, the initial pseudo-cold
symptoms were also reported, but the local reactions at the injection
site were lesser, and cutaneous necrosis was not observed.

DEPRESSION DID NOT GET WORSE
Unlike beta-1b, interferon beta-1a does not appear to augment
depression and suicidal tendencies. An improvement in cognitive
functions has been documented. Moreover, the production of
neutralizing antibodies is limited.339

APPEALING COMPARISONS
Soon there will be more, but for the moment there are three beta
interferons: Betaferon ¿?(beta-1b, subcutaneous, every other day),
Avonex (beta- 1a, intramuscularly, once a week), and Rebif (beta-1a,
subcutaneously, three days per week). The methodology of the
preliminary studies of each did not coincide: the degree of incapacity
of the patients, the dosage and the parameters for following treatment
were different.
Not all comparisons are ugly; some are desirable. We are awaiting the
results of the most recent experimental studies with similar designs in
order to decide which of the beta interferons is best for a given patient.

A REVOLUTIONARY CHANGE
The introduction of the three beta interferons has meant a
revolutionary change in our approach to treating multiple sclerosis, at
both a clinical and an anatomopathological level.
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Things will never be that same for multiple sclerosis patients; their
future now holds real promise. With our present knowlege, we can say
that all patients with sclerosis should be treated with interferon beta.

INTERFERON GAMMA: THE BAD GUY
We all produce interferon gamma naturally, and at first it was used as
a treatment for multiple sclerosis. But the patients got worse, not
better, vii and testing had to be stopped.387
Actually, the good results from interferon beta are due, in part, to the
fact that it blocks some interferon gamma actions. A new treatment
strategy for multiple sclerosis is oriented toward obtaining new drugs
capable of blocking the sinister interferon gamma.

GET USED TO EATING MYELIN
Multiple sclerosis patients do not tolerate their own myelin. In order to
get them “accostumed” to it, less sensitized to it, we can make them eat
a bit of myelin.
This notion is similar to the one behind antiallergic “vaccines”:
progressive doses of pollen or dust are given to allergic persons so that
they will eventually stop reacting. A touch of poison can heal, states one
homeopathic principle.
It works in lab animals: if given myelin orally, a tolerance is produced,
preventing experimental allergic encephalitis. Human tests have been
done with complete oral myelin,217 or with a portion thereof, the socalled myelin basic protein (MBP), which is administered by injection.
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COPOLYMER, A MYELIN SIMULATOR
We can take this idea a little further, and give a bit of antigen to
“desensitize” the organism, to create tolerance, but now more
selectively.
Copolymer-I (glatiramer) is a mixture of synthetic polypeptides that
resemble the myelin basic protein (Copaxone). They contain four natural
aminoacids (glycine, alanine, lysine and tyrosine), just like those in
myelin,167 and they compete with myelin when the autoantibodies come
along.
This leads to a rise in suppressor lympthocytes, and the immune
response to the myelin basic protein comes to a halt. This is a vague
description, because the precise mechanism at work is not yet fully
understood.171

TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
Copolymer I and interferon beta have additive effects, and sometimes
synergystic effects, in supressing the alterations that the myelin basic
protein produces in vitro.
Both drugs are expensive, but they may work together; some are
already proposing their combined use in a single patient.

LINOMIDE AND THE KILLER LYMPHOCYTES
Everyone’s body contains killer lymphocytes, They are natural
defense agents that are highly aggressive, and they are less plentiful in
persons with autoimmune problems.
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Linomide (Roquinimex) is a drug that, given orally, stimulates the
production of the necessary killer lympoocytes. viii
It has been tested in relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis, and in
chronic MS. Imaging shows fewer lesions, and incapacity improves.
But testing has been postponed because of the risk of cardiac
complications (pleuropericarditis).1,14,250,519

A LA RECHERCHE DE LA MIELINE PERDUE
In search of the lost myelin, if Proust422 will excuse me: that is where
some of the new therapies are directed. Is it possible to recover or
replace the myelin that was destroyed?
Research is focused on three horizons:
1) growth factors (insulin-like growth factor I)298
2) oligodendrocyte transplants, that would form new myelin, and
3) autoantibodies.

GROWTH FACTORS
Growth factors are substances similar to hormones that facilitate the
repair of the destroyed myelin. They may represent a completely new
road to treatment.82
In multiple sclerosis, the oligodendrocytes regenerate part of the
destroyed myelin, but at a slow pace in comparison with the speed at
which it is lost. It is hoped that the growth factors can accelerate and
intensify the remyelination process –enough, at least, for the symptoms
to improve.
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Some experiments with animals have given positive results: for instance,
IGF-1 (insulin-like growth factor 1), which promotes the proliferation of
the precursor cells of oligodendrocytes.ix

GLIAL CELL TRANSPLANTS
Different forms of transplanting are being tested using the cells
derived from the glia:114 are being tested: cells from the
oligodendrocyte line, “immortal” cell lines,stem cells, Schwann cells
and xenogenic transplants.
We are far from obtaining practical results.

AUTOANTIBODIES
Autoantibodies are being tested to see if they can contribute to
remyelination in one of two ways: through a direct mechanism (the
autoantibodies stimulate the oligodendrocytes or cells that favor them)
or indirectly (the autoantibodies inhibit pathogenic immunologicl
processes).342

NEW SCALES FOR NEW THERAPIES
The new therapies –interferons and copolymers—reduce by one-third
the number of relapses, and the lesions produced are shown by
magnetic resonance to be less extensive. It would be logical to
conclude that incapacity is also reduced, but that has not yet been
demonstrated.253
As we said earlier, comparisons can be positive. That is why the two
types of interferon beta are now being compared –to each other, and to
the copolymers and the classic immunosuppressors.
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The patient and his or her family are relatively less concerned about
the number of relapses, or what resonance tells us about the number of
lesions.
What matters most to them is whether the degree of their incapacity
increases or not, and the scales habitually used do not tell them
enough in this sense. The latest evaluative studies are paying more
attention to parameters that assess life quality and cognitve state; the
latter is a crucial factor in the patient’s daily social context and workrelated activities.
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14. A solution for every problem
Multiple sclerosis can be treated, though there is not yet a cure for it.
Besides treating and preventing exacerbations, we can improve many
symptoms and alleviate specific problems or discomforts. There are
everyday troubles that might seem trivial (to the docotor) but that the
patient considers very important because they affect the quality of his
or her life. They trust that we help them solve these difficulties.
Some remedies were already given in relation with psychic changes
(Chapter 6) or problems involving sex or sphincters (Chapter 7).

IMMOBILIZING SPASTICITY
When the pyramidal tract is damaged, patients have problems of
spasticity. The muscle tone augments, making the joints get stuck in
fixed postures, and hindering movement of the extremities, especially
the lower ones. The spasticity, even when mild, reduces mobility and
does damage to the joints. It is to blame for most of the troubles and
incapacities these patients face. The physiotherapist knows how to
exercise the joints and help align them correctly.
Often the spasticity is accompanied by hyperreflexia and clonus (the
tendinous reflexes are exaggerated and sometimes prolonged). Then it
truly is laborious to do something as simple as getting up from a chair:
the legs are rigid, and on attempting to rise, the excess of reflexes spoils
the movement with involuntary oscillations that increase clumsiness.
If we train the patient to execute movements in an adecuate order and
manner, very positive results can be achieved.290
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DRUGS FOR SPASTICITY
There is a fixed spasticity (which immobilizes permanently) and
episodic spasticity (appearing as painful spasms from time to time).
Baclofen (Lioresal) can be used to fight either. It is a drug with a central
action, and is usually taken orally. In complicated cases, a perfusion
pump is used.
Dantrolene acts peripherally, inhibiting muscular contraction. It is very
useful for painful cramps, but it diminishes muscle strength and is better
restricted to use in a hospital setting. Threonine is sometimes effective in
these cases.

RELAXATION WITHOUT WEAKNESS
Tizanidine (Sirdalud) reduces medullary reflexes and also acts on the
brain. It debilitates to a lesser degree than baclofen, although it may
produce nausea or dryness of the mouth. Tetrazepam, which is milder,
also has fewer side effects; it is said to have the best benefit/risk ratio.394
Gabapentin i is a recent and surprising discovery. In reality it is an
antiepileptic drug, but using it at low dosages alleviates spasticity, and it
has practically no untoward effects.362

I CAN´T WALK WITHOUT THE SPASTICITY
At times, we manage to suppress the spasticity and the patient comes
back to tell us that he has even more trouble walking. His legs are weak,
and the increased muscle tone of spasticity was precisely what helped
keep them rigid, enough to hold him upright. In such cases it is not
adviseable to reduce spasticity too much.
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KILL THE MESSENGER
The “messenger” of the spasticity is the peripheral nerve (which is
healthy). Although the lesion is located in the brain or spinal cord, it is
the nerve that carries orders to the muscle to contract excessively.
Without nerve impulses there can be no spasticity; so one possible
treatment is to block them.
Let’s use an example. Some patients have a very tiresome way of
walking, known as “scissors gait,” with the thighs close together owing
to the spasticity of the adductor muscles.
The excessive contraction is due to a lesion in the spinal cord, but the
“messenger” is the obturator nerve. By blocking the nerve with
injections of phenol,ii the spasticity is completely suppressed and gait
improves.
We may also exercise action on other nerves that transmit spasticity:
cutting the medullary roots (dorsal rhizotomy), or stimulating the
spinal cord (with electronic devices). And there is one very effective
alternative: relaxing the muscle directly, wtih injections of botulinus
toxin.545

RELAXANTS AND ANTI-INFLAMMATORY AGENTS
Relaxants have less of an antispastic capacity, and anti-inflammatory
agents none at all, but both improve the sensation of rigidity, as well as
other bothersome sensations. Diazepam (Valium) is a good muscle
relaxer, but relatively high doses are needed, causing drowsiness.
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FATIGUE AND MUSCULAR WEAKNESS
Fatigue leaves one incapable of carrying out daily chores. It is
recommended that the patients avoid heat and take intermittant rests;
exercise is needed, but the patient must know when to stop, before
getting tired. Cool showers help, and the room temperature should be
kept low, if necessary with air conditioning.
Sometimes tiredness is alleviated with amantadine or pemoline.265 The
effectiveness of 4-aminopy... is being tested for fatigue and weakness: la
4-aminopidirinaiii: it blocks the potassium channels, prolongs the
duration of the action potential and may improve conduction in
demyelinated neurons.

AGAINST TREMOR
The tremor in multiple sclerosis is usually of the “cerebellar” type; that
is, it prevails when voluntary movements are executed. We can try to
improve it with a range of drugs: clonazepam, propanolol, isoniazid,
acetazolamide, and the aforementioned gabapentin. In difficult cases,
steriotaxic surgery may be required, implanting a deep-seated stimulator
in the thalamus.551

NEURALGIAS AND OTHER PAINS
The trigeminal neuralgia and other painful disturbances are treated with
carbamazepine or gabapentin.222
Chronic neurogenic pains are more difficult to treat. Conventional or
major analgesics may be combined (orally or intrathecally), or tricyclic
antidepressants (amitriptyline) or transcutaneous nerve stimulation can
be used.
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CAN MEMORY BE IMPROVED?
Some try to improve memory and other cognitive functions through
mental exercises and compensating strategies (see Chapter 15). Others
use nootropic medication (cyticoline, pyracetam) with irregular results.
Patients with cognitive deficits improve with interferon beta-1b
(Betaseron/Betaferón)404,405 , and even more significantly so with
intramuscular interferon beta -1a (Avonex). iv

PSYCHOLOGICAL DISTURBANCES
If depression is noteworthy, it must be treated. Fluoxetine, sertraline or
paroxetine may be used. Some patients taking interferon beta-1b get
even more depressed, and special care must be taken with them. If the
low state of spirits persists, change to another treatment: interferon beta1a (Avonex) or copolymer (a totally different molecule).

CAROB FLOUR TO SWALLOW
Some patients have trouble swallowing liquids. If we thicken them
just a bit, the liquids go down much better. There are derivatives of
carob flour that are tasteless and practically calorie-free. Different
consistencies can be obtained, depending on the amount added: syrup,
gelatin, or purée.

UNDERGARMENTS FOR INCONTINENCE
Incontinence can make life very difficult for the patient, above all when
outside the home or traveling.
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When treatment has proven unable to solve the problem, the only
alternative is to cover it up: there are special undergarments designed
with additional deposits (in Spain their ancient name is “martingalas”v).
They may be particularly convenient to wear when on a trip.

FLYING WITH A WHEELCHAIR
Needing a wheelchair does not preclude air travel or other means of
transportation. There is always a mode of access for persons with
special needs; it is not a favor or preferential treatment, but simply the
acknowledgement, more and more widespread nowadays, of the rights
of people with handicaps.
It is better to plan ahead, though, and contact the travel agent or the
airlines to decide the conditions in which the passenger will travel.
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15. A good general physician

The neurologist designs the treatment strategy for his multiple
sclerosis patient. But the daily battle with the disease must be faced by
the patient with his family doctor, whom he has known for years. He
will be the patient’s mentor i or guide for the problems that come up,
or for suspecting an exacerbation and sending the patient to the
specialist.
The GP or family doctor diagnoses 5% of the cases of multiple
sclerosis, and he is consulted between 15 and 20 times per year on the
average, mostly on account of problems with sleeping, incontinence or
urinary infections.110

CLOSE CONFIDENCES
The multiple sclerosis patient goes to the neurologist from one to six
times a year, depending on the case. But he needs someone close to
confide in, a good general physician who understands her, who is well
informed about her neurological situation, who knows enough about
multiples sclerosis, and who can solve everyday problems.
When the time comes, too, this family doctor should be capable of
determining whether the patient’s complaints signal a new flare-up.
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THE TERRIBLE DOUBT OF THE APPEARANCES
The patient is overwhelmed with anxiety at the prospect of suffering
another relapse. She wonders every time she feels something that
reminds him of old symptoms, or when a new discomfort or
disturbance appears. Above all when they are subjective annoyances,
such as tingling, or when they are very transitory, such as a slight
difficulty with vision.
"Is this a new flare-up? This is the same sort of tingling I felt when
they made the diagnosis of MS." The terrible doubt of appearances ii
hangs over her. She’s not sure whether to go to the neurologist, or
perhaps start taking corticoids on his own.
In dealing with a disease with such varied and unpredictable symptoms,
any modification of well-being produces insecurity. The general
physician of an MS patient has one very important function: he must be
able to distinguish a flare-up from other complaints. This diagnosis is
fundamental. It should be done with certainty, and relaying that
confidence to the patient. In the case of an exacerbation, or of a
lingering doubt thereabouts, the patient will be referred urgently to the
neurologist. But many unnecessary visits to the specialist can be avoided
if the GP knows just how to differentiate between a real relapse and the
state of apprehension of a patient with worrisome symptoms.

THE PERIOD WAS MISTAKEN FOR A RELAPSE
Do not confuse it with a flare-up: there are women with multiple
sclerosis whose symptoms get worse before their menstrual period. It
is one more finding that points to the relation of the disease with the
endocrinal system.
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On these days of the cycle there are abrupt changes in the levels of
sexual hormones and endogenous opioid peptides, and plasmatic
melatonin fluctuates; this produces an increased neural excitability
and immune alterations.462

BLOOD, SWEAT AND FEVER
Even though it is not a relapse, a multiple sclerosis patient may get
worse for some minutes or hours.
It may be that metabolic by-products have accumulated in his blood,
owing to kidney or liver insufficiency, or he may have anemia or an
infection.
Or perhaps the patient is sweating too much and gets dehydrated
because it is too warm in the room, or he has just taken a hot bath. It
may be a fever brought on by anything from a common cold to a urinary
infection. Sometimes a patient breathes very quickly (hyperventilation)
because he is tired and nervous.290

IATROGENY AND PRECAUTION
The general physician should oversee the short term problems
associated with some medications. Tricyclic antidepressants can cause
urine retention, muscle relaxants and sedatives increase weakness, and
4-aminopyridine can cause convulsions. In the long run, the GP will
watch out for the osteoporosis that can be brought on by corticoids, and
he will do periodic urine analyses to check the number of leukocytes in
patients taking immunosuppressants.
And contrariwise. He will avoid the sudden interruption of certain drug
treatments. A brusque drop in corticoids can aggravate MS symptoms;
taking away antidepressants suddenly may lead the patient to despair,
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and discontinuing baclofen can trigger the appearance of hallucinations
or agitation.

PREVENTING THE URINARY INFECTION
It is elementary. Urinary infections are very frequent in multiple
sclerosis patients, above all in those with a great amounts of residual
urine (they have trouble with miction and the bladder tends to get too
full).
Some need a catheter from time to time, and it must be done with
adequate hygienic measures. Other times the infection is not acute, but
chronic.
The patient with a urinary infection may not notice problems with his
urine, complaining instead of general lack of well being: she is weaker
or more tired than usual, has a bit of a fever, has lost her appetitie. The
generaly physician must be one step ahead of the problem and have
urine cultures run on these patients on a regular basis, even in the
absence of complaints. When an infection is discovered, the germ
must be identified before prescribing the most appropriate antibiotic.

AN ACIDIC FLOW
The better the urine flows, the fewer chances there are of infection. If
incontinence is not a problem, the patients should be urged to drink
lots of liquids. And of course, obstacles such as bladder stones or
obstructions of the neck of the bladder must be eliminated.
Bacteria prefer alkaline environments. Therefore, we can combat them
by acidifying the urine with vitamin C, or increase fruit intake
(cranberries are very good).
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OUR DAILY BOWEL MOVEMENT
Some older persons are obsessed with having a bowel movement
every day, and the general physician should convince them that it is
not always necessary. In multiple sclerosis, constipation is a frequent
problem, but many patients are fine if they defecate every three or
four days.
Diets rich in fiber are good for all of us, but in particular for multiple
sclerosis patients. If there are no bladder problems, plenty of liquids
can be recommended as well. At times, fecal softeners or peristaltic
stimulants may be needed. Other times there may be blockage due to
compact feces that will require enemas or direct manipulation.
Not all intestinal troubles are because of the MS. Some of these
patients already had celiac disease (gluten enteropathy), colitis or
idiopathic constipation. If doubts remain, a radiological study with a
contrast medium will unveil a “lazy” intestinal transit or an anal-rectal
dysfunction.370

THE NEUROLOGIST DOESN´T UNDERSTAND ME
The general physician often hears comments from the patient about
the specialist. "The neurologist says that I´m better, but I’m not, I’m
worse.” This discrepancy in the results has been objectified iii and has
its explanation452: the specialist pays more attention to clinical and
complementary tests. After a treatment (be it with corticoids,
interferon or chemotherapy), he notes improvement in the reflexes, or
on the Romberg test or auditory evoked potentials. But the patient is
not concerned about test results: she feels nauseated, or just worse in
general, and that hampers her daily routine. The quality of life is what
matters to the patient.
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Under these circumstances, the general physician, being closer to the
patient, can help a lot; it is he who directs the general aspects of care
that call for the collaboration of nurses and other medical assistants.321

DAILY FATIGUE
We cannot repeat it often enough: one of the prime symptoms of
multiple sclerosis is fatigue. The patient gets very tired, and not
because of the paralysis or depression. We do not yet understand the
mechanism, but there is an organic factor –not an imaginary one—that
makes the patients more prone to fatigue.
The general physician, who sees the patient regularly, should give this
symptom the attention it deserves: it is one of the most incapacitating
factors. It should not be brushed off; nor, on the other hand, should it
be confused with an exacerbation. The GP can recommend rest,
staying out of the heat, and avoiding rich or large meals.

PAINFUL OSTEOPOROSIS
In chronic multiple sclerosis, both immobilization and the repeated
corticosteroids contribute to a process of osteoporosis that may prove
to be quite painful. It must be prevented, through clinical check-ups
and diagnosis with imaging techniques, together with adequate
exercise and calcium supplements.

PRESSED NERVES
If a person is immobilized, with osteoporosis and weight changes, his
peripheral nerves may be damaged, simply because the body positions
maintained keep some body parts pressed against the crutches, the
wheelchair, or the bed. The general physician should be specially
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attentive to signs of lesion of the median nerve in the wrist or of the
peroneum of the knee (from the straps of the leg braces).

ACUTE ABDOMEN FROM MS
The “acute abdomen” is one of the most frequent emergencies that the
general physician will have to attend to. If a patient with multiple
sclerosis presents abdominal pain, distension, vomiting and
constipation, the suspected cause will be in the spinal medulla (a new
flare-up or a deterioration of the neurovegetative motor regulation) 301.

MIELINA SANA IN CORPORE SANO
There is no certainty about what might speed up recovery of the
myelin after a relapse, nor what can be done to avoid or appease the
arrival of another. Common sense, however, tells us that a good
general state of health is the best defense against any disease.
The myelin will be better protected in a healthy body, and the general
physician will watch that his patients keep good, nutritional eating
habits (a balanced diet), that they stay physically and mentally active
(without overexerting themselves), that they avoid stress, and that they
promote their own personal independence as much as possible, while
staying integrated in society. And finally, he will ensure that they
themselves are knowledgeable about all potential complications, so
that they can be prevented.
Needless to say, factors that would make the symptoms worse (heat,
fever, dehydration, anemia, infections and other illnesses) must be
avoided.)290.
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ADAPTING TO LIMITATIONS
Adaptating to one’s limitations and instrumental devices, be they leg
braces, crutches, or a wheelchair, may require some psychological
support. It can be done in different manners, depending on the
neurological disease that necessitates it. In patients with multiple
sclerosis, an emotional adaptation is observed: introverted but stable.
The style of adaptation is somewhat worse than in patients with
medullary lesions who adopt an attitude of “problem solving.” But
those who are poorest at adapting are patients with cranial
traumatisms.548

SNUBBING NATURAL DISGRACES
We all undergo the trials and tribulations of aging, illness, and the
progressive loss of capabilities. To know thyself is indispensable. We
must be aware of the good and bad that can surface at particular times,
and program our activity bearing them in mind.
Some people get more wrinkles, others put on more weight than they
would like to. Many people need glasses, crutches, or wheelchairs;
and hearing aids or dentures are going to be necessary sooner or later.
We have to face the adverse circumstances of nature and life. Take the
advice of Gracián,186 “laurear el natural desaire”, coping with
negative circumstances by finding a way around them. Julius Caesar,
determined to conceal his baldness, made wearing a laurel
fashionable! iv
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THE GP-SPECIALIST SYNAPSE
The trend in modern-day medicine is to knock down hurdles between
primary and specialized attention. The patient with multiple sclerosis
will reap the benefits if, besides confiding in his general physician and
his neurologist, he helps the two keep up a frequent and cordial
relationship, promoting the interchange of data and opinions about his
clinical situation. Other specialist, in Urology, Lungs, or Digestion,
may be needed as well.
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16. Four rehabilitators
In multiple sclerosis, we need four “rehabilitators,” that is, four levels
attention and action:
•
•
•
•

Rehabilitating the body
Rehabilitating the soul
Social rehabilitation
Rehabilitation of the home.

In order to rehabilitate the body, physical therapy is needed, attending
to muscles and joints, language and mental functions. The
rehabilitation of the soul calls for acknowledging stress in order to
combat it, adapting one’s lifestyle, and keeping channels of
communication open in the family and social circles. Rehabilitation of
the home means adapting it to the needs of the patient to make his
daily activities easier (occupational therapy); simple, imaginative
resources an be used, or else the latest technological advances

REHABILITING THE BODY
Specialists agree that motor rehabilitation is fundamental, but some
don’t insist on this enough when they talk with the patient. Arthrosis
¿? and muscular atrophy ¿? lie in waiting of these patients with limited
mobility, and the only way to elude them is through active and passive
rehabilitation. Techniques used at present include novel aspects that
are, of course, adapted to this disease in particular.
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Equally necessary is muscular rehabilitation. Postural instability and
locomotor disturbances involve the atrophy of a special kind of
muscle fibers (type II) ¿?, which can recover with properly directed
physical exercise.

MUSCLES, MIND AND ENJOYMENT
Physical activity is a great means of alleviating tension. During
exercise, endorphins are produced. These are natural tranquilizers that
relax the body physiologically. Moreover, the muscles, in exercise, are
strengthened and stretched. Stretching is important for increasing
articular mobility.
Physical exercise, understood as recreation and enjoyment, is also a way
of lending some spiritual virtues to the body: energy, daring, patience. i
“Aerobic” type practices lift the spirits as well as boosting
cardiovascular and pulmonary functions. Exercise regulates appetite
and sleep, and contributes to a feeling of all-around well-being
(NMSS Living) The patient can swim, walk, or use an exercycle or
rowing device//static rowboat. Avoid getting to the point of fatigue.

BICYCLES ARE FOR AUTUMN
Bicycles are not just for kids. Even in the autumn (and winter) of our
lives, bikes or mo-peds develop neurological circuits that are wasted
in persons who won’t leave the secure confines of four-wheel
vehicles. Remember those thin, agile –physically and mentally—older
folks who rode a bike all their lives? For years they developed
muscular and nervous networks that integrated balance with visual
and spatial perception. Not to mention the physical activity.
Bikes afford a type of psycho-motor rehabilitation, with special
attention to the circuits of equilibrium. Patients with multiple sclerosis
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who can ride a bike (careful with accidents!) can improve their
coordination or help prevent future problems.

LEARNING TO WALK
The physician and the physical therapist will offer a critical analysis
of the patient’s motor capacity and possibilities. They study her
potential strength, how the spasticity is reflected in her posture, and
the situations that are more likely to produce falls. With this
information, they design a strategy for the patient to learn to walk and
move around in her daily activity. They will also recommend adequate
footwear, braces or other accessories, as needed.

ORTHESES, PROSTHESES AND TECHNOLOGY
To correct fixed postures, or to compensate for the weakness, we can
turn to splints and braces or prostheses. ii A dropped foot ¿??// pie
caído needs a common splint. Deviations//curvature ¿?? of the spinal
column call//s for an orthopedic corset, which should not be worn for
very long periods.
But even though shoes with reinforcements and canes or crutches are
still used, modern technology has provided new resources for persons
with motor sequelae.
These are tools invented to serve mankind, just like the watch,
eyeglasses, or the automobile, and the patient should not hesitate to
use them. The old-fashioned wheelchair can be fully motorized now,
or even automatized//robotized. There are numerous new devices
designed to facilitate a variety of everyday tasks or activities.

EXCHANGE THE MAGNIFYING GLASS FOR A PC
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If optic neuritis left sequelae, the visual deficit can be compensated, to
a great degree, using the wide range of possibilities offered by
computer technology. A personal computer is more versatile than a
magnifying glass. We have scanners, screens of various sizes, and all
sorts of programs that can be helpful. With minimal “computer knowhow” the patient can gain access to books or other texts, adjusting the
size and the background of the screen to optimize visibility..

OPAQUE LENS INSTEAD OF THE EYEPATCH
Diplopia (double vision)iii has nothing to do with the eye per se
(vision also depends on the optic nerve). The patient sees double when
the two eyes, poorly coordinated, give respective images that are not
properly superimposed.
We can make amends by covering up one eye. Instead of doing this
with the old “patched” glasses, which are not very esthetically
pleasing, we can use a special contact lens with an opaque center,
which blocks the vision of the altered eye. (Check it out on Internet, at
http://aspin.asu.edu/msnews/ medres.htm.)

FROM SPEECH THERAPY TO CYBERLANGUAGE
Difficulties with speech are addressed by the speech therapist. He will
prescribe specific rehabilitation exercises or techniques, with the
difficulties of the individual patient in mind. Again, computers can
come in very handy. There are programs that pick up one’s voice and
allow a person to “write” without hitting a key. Other programs can
transform the voice, making it more audible or easier to recognize for
others. Patients with disarthria (difficulty in articulating words) or
with a voice tremor can use these systems to be better comprehended.
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REHABILITATING THE SOUL
Rehabilitation of the soul, the psyche or one’s attitude toward life (call
it what you will) is crucial in any chronic patient, and especially so in
those suffering form multiple sclerosis. We must work on mental
capacity, stress factors, family relationships, and social integration
(including work or unemployment, associations, Internet, etc.).

MIND-SET AND LIFE QUALITY
No one will deny that it is necessary to rehabilitate the mental functions
damaged by a traumatism or brain hemorrhage. Well it has also got to be
done in multiple sclerosis. If these patients have a cognitive deficit, life
is not so pleasant or easy. Life quality is at stake.431
The brain has a certain degree of “plasiticity”; and with adequate
training, the areas that remained perfectly functional can take over some
of the altered functions. Though not all experts believe in their
effectiveness, mental exercises and methods of cognitive
“reinforcement” do exist. We can also resort to compensatory
strategies279 to improve overall performance. Healthy people use them
too: making task lists, sticking notes on the refrigerator, using an
agenda, mnemonic devices, etc.

STRESS AND SICKNESS
We know for a fact that stress can play a part in exacerbations of
multiple sclerosis,189,190,253,542,543 but each individual perceives stress
differently. There are situations of real danger that some face serenely,
while others get terribly upset if a dish breaks. The mode of
interiorizing or outwardly expressing stress varies from person to
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person as well. Some individuals who seem tranquil are really
distressed on the inside. How we feel about daily events can be more
important than the events themselves.

LOCATING STRESS
If we are going to attack the enemy, we will have to pinpoint his
location first. Anxiety has a very negative influence on many personal
capacities or potentials. The first step is to identify the sources of
stress in our patient, that is, the situations that produce physical or
emotional tension for him in particular.
Once the origins of stress are located, therapy will consist of
avoidance or progressive deprogramming, in learning to relax, and in
programming positive compensating activities. Self-control techniques
are an indispensable part of anti-stress rehabilitation.314

IT'S ALL OVER NOW BABY BLUE
So sang Bob Dylan when his marriage came to an end. Separations,
like other stressful situations, can trigger a relapse or affect the
progression of the disease. Divorce favors multiple sclerosis, and
multiple sclerosis favors divorces.64 But we can’t give up. We must
urge the patient to rebuild his or her life, and some good may even
come of it. After all, life is a garden of forking paths. (Jorge Luis
Borges could have told us that.56)

REDEFINING BONDS WITH ONE’S SURROUNDINGS
Psychotherapy can help improve a situation of abandonment, solitude,
and depression where these patients are led by age, illness and other
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circumstances. One’s outlook on life must be readjusted. The way a
person experiences illness often reflects his or her way of living. A
patient can learn to be more accepting, redefining connections with
her environment.
Modern rehabilitation is geared toward social integration. There are
even groups of musical therapy for persons with multiple sclerosis.294
If we manage to “get the patient involved” in her surroundings, some
improvement will be evident. Anything that represents achievement or
enjoyment will be beneficial.

IN THE BEGINNING THERE WAS ACTION
Depression can be remedied with action. According to Goethe, the
usual translation of the book of Genesis, "In the beginning there was
the Word,” is incorrect. In the first part of Faust, he inquires about the
true meaning of “Logos,” and deduces that it should not be interpreted
as “Word” but as “Action.”
Action is the foundation of life; life is action. A man is the sum total
of the things he has done. Do and act: it will keep depression at bay.

FROM THE ZOON POLITIKON TO THE CULTURAL
ANIMAL
Another tricky translation, this time of the words of Aristotele. When
he speaks of man as the "zoon politikon" and we read it as “man is a
political animal,” we run into some confusion. The philosopher did
not mean that all men should get involved in politics; he was merely
insisting on the need for men to be part of civic life, in the activities of
his city (cívic comes from city, and polis is the equivalent of city).
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Social integration is vital for our patients. For better or for worse,
“man is a social-cultural animal.” This is increasingly true as our
society advances. An individual loses part of his identity when
adapting to a new cultural structure, and this gives him a new sense of
reality. iv
His socio-cultural projection depends on the degree of satisfaction that
our patient feels. And this, in turn, depends on whether he is accepted
by family and friends, and on his possibilities of working or being an
integral part of his environment.
The poorer the psychosocial integration of a patient, the greater the
physical incapacity, and this is particularly evident among women
with multiple sclerosis.562

INTERNET AND SOCIAL CHANGE
Until not long ago, humanity had two basic systems of
communication: the press and the telephone. v Now Internet comes
along: a third system that is interactive, truly reciprocal. It is
analogous to the telephone, but not limited to two persons; it adds a
common context, a “community” that, unlike classical media, is not
generated by specialists, but by the participants themselves. Lévy, the
philosopher, describes it as a collective interchange with no control
center.296
Internet can be used to the advantage of chronic patients, especially
MS patients, because they are young and maintain a good intellectual
level . From their homes, they can keep up on scientific breakthroughs
progress. But what is most important is that they are no longer
isolated. Their opinions form part of a community of persons affected
by the disease who demand social and medical changes. This weighs
on government policies in support of the ill, can contribute to
research, and finally, may speed up the arrival of new treatments.
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MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS ASSOCIATIONS
They exist in all the more developed countries, and constitute a an
enormous aid for patients. They are a sort of union of patients who lay
claims to their rights and see that they are respected. In Spain, the
AEDEM stands out (Asociación Española de Esclerosis Múltiple),
along with the FEDEM (Federación Española de Esclerosis Múltiple).
Nearly all the industrialized nations have similar groups, with strong
organizations, independent or collaborative research projects, journals,
support groups, and newsletters on Internet. National MS Society, The
MS Foundation, The Federation of MS Therapy Centres, MS
Information Source, MS Society of Canada, The Australian State MS
Societies, Esclerosis Múltiple Argentina, MS Society of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, Polish MS Society, The Myelin Project,
International MS Support Foundation, etc.

UNEMPLOYMENT AND MS
Multiple sclerosis is the most frequent cause of neurological deficits in
young adults. This fact cannot be forgotten when we talk about
unemployment, a problem that affects 80% of these partients.
Obviously, a patient with some deree of deficit will also be hindered
in some ways (réemora vi), but he must try to overcome it to improve
as a person and be useful to his family and society.

THERE IS MORE TO LIFE THAN WORK
The race of men is condemned by nature to work. But one day the gods took
pity on men, and as a respite from their sufferings, they gave them as
joyous companions the Muses, vii Apollo and Dionysus.
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This affirmation comes from Plato,403 in his Laws: we have many
possibilities of deriving pleasure and compensation for our efforts:
arts are inspired by the Muses (from dance to music and poetry),
Apollonian beauty, or Dionysian indulgence, viii aside from other
sources of delight. This is leisure as the Greeks understood it —time
dedicated to cultivating the arts and life’s pleasures. In the patient with
multiple sclerosis, in any ill person, the search for pleasure should
continue. It is the brighter side of Il dolce far niente. ix

SERVICE DOGS
Trained dogs are very useful, from both social and psychological
standpoints, and can help keep the cost of care down.10 Every patient
should have one.

REHABILITATING THE HOME
The house also needs rehabilitating. It costs very little, when you
compare it with the huge benefits it provides for the patient, to
renovate the living space so that daily activity is easier. This is known
as occupational therapy.
There are construction guides and special improvements designed for
handicapped persons. Bars or railings in the bathroom or along the
walls, changes in lighting, no-spill tumblers to drink from, special
eating and cooking utensils. The bed, or the whole bedroom for that
matter, can be adjusted to suit the patient’s capacities. There are
telephones with special devices for dialing, and a ramp or a motorized
elevator system could replace steps. The toilet is too low for some
patients, and raising it is simple. The height of steps can be reduced
with wooden “landings” that take up half of each step. With the right
fixtures and a remote control, we can turn on and off lights, the
television, or the coffemaker. The whole idea behind technology is to
make life better and easier.

16. Four rehabilitators
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A PRESCRIPTION FOR AIR CONDITIONING
We neurologists should have special prescription pads for air
conditioners. Our multiple sclerosis patients who live in warm climates
really need them as much as any other therapeutical measure. Then, the
air technician could go to their homes, draw up a plan, and install as
many fans or vents as needed. I’m not joking: one of the most effective
treatments available for multiple sclerosis is home air conditioning.
Fatigue, such a common complaint, improves considerably.

PUBLIC RESOURCES AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE
What would be ideal is to have access to persons specializing in this
sort of workmanship, and have public funds to cover the costs, after
consultation at a patient association (whose influence is on the rise).
Many countries budget substantial economic resources for the home
assistance of persons with some sort of deficit or handicap. It is more
cost-effective than treating them at hospitals, and the patients
themselves are more satisfied. There are volunteers, or persons paid
by an institution, who can help patients in their everyday atasks
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17. Alimentum sanum in corpore sano
The health of the body is forged in the office of the stomach, said Don
Quixote74 four centuries ago. Many people still believe it, and some
say that what you eat can prevent or worsen multiple sclerosis. The
diets that we will see here are not “miraculous,” and their therapeutic
efficacy has not been demonstrated. But they ensure proper nutrition,
so they can’t hurt.

FATS: A SEVENTIES FAD
Myelin contains a special fat --phospholipids. The most popular
theory in the 70’s was that the type of fats we eat can influence the
appearance of multiple sclerosis. Fish is good, but other animal fats
increase the risk of MS; there are more affected persons in the
countries with greater fat intake.11,32,45

THE DEAD WERE FOND OF FATS
Just recently they published a study that had been done before I was
born.510 In 1949, 150 patients with multiple sclerosis were advised to
adopt a low-fat diet (less than 20 grams of fat per day). Half followed
the advice, the other half did not. Researchers waited 35 years to see
the results.
Those who had followed the diet were better off, and after all those
years, only 30% were deceased. But not too many of the “disobedient”
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patients lived to see the day of the last check-up: one in five (80%
mortality) had survived, albeit with serious incapacitaties. The
conclusion is clear: saturated animal fats aggravate multiple sclerosis,
and even moreso in women.510,511

ESSENTIAL FATS AND MYELIN
Mammals need to eat two types of essential fatty acids –linoleic and
alpha-linoleic— because without them they could not build their own
polyunsaturated fats (large-molecule fatty acids, made up of the
others).
The diet of western civilization relies heavily on margarine (with
hydrogenated fats) and previously oxidized (“bleached”) flour. This
means to a relative deficiency of linoleic and alpha-linoleic acids that
might provoke multiple sclerosis. i In these patients, the white blood
cells and platelets have less linoleic acid,152 and its blood level ii
during a flare-up is even lower.45

EATING LIKE ESKIMOS
Fish protects one from multiple sclerosis, because it is rich in
unsaturated fats.365,509,512 Our elders are not likely to forget how, as
children, they had to take cod liver oil “to stay healthy.” Despite its
awful taste, it may have, indeed, kept them safe from multiple
sclerosis.
Eskimos do not have MS, and they eat fish almost exclusively. It gives
them high levels and a wide variety of polyunsaturated fats
(timnodonic and clupanodonic fatty acids).
According to one large study carried out in Great Britain, patients who
took fish oils had fewer and less intense exacerbations, although the
statistical significance of the results was low. It may not be the tastiest
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of diets, but it is healthy, inexpensive, and possibly effective in
preventing multiple sclerosis.490

SARDINES FOR DEPRESSION
The fatty acids found in “blue” fish (tuna, mackerel, sardines, etc.)
have anti-inflammatory properties and prevent circulatory diseases. In
addition, if these fish oils are lacking, the depression sometimes
associated with multiple sclerosis, puerperium or alcoholism can
intensify.216
Treating depression with sardines is no guarantee of psychological
recovery, but it helps and is healthy.

WONDERING ABOUT COW’S MILK
Drinking lots of milk increases the risk of multiple sclerosis, say
some. Combining the studies of 27 countries, suspicions arose
surrounding cow’s milk, iii as its intake appeared to be related with the
frequency of the disease.4,313 Cream and butter have minor
correlations; cheese and other dairy products have no influence.

THE MYELINATING BREAST
Cow’s milk may be bad, but mother’s milk is not. Children who were
breast fed show a rapid cerebral myelination97 that makes them
resistant to demyelinating diseases in adulthood. iv It was recently
proposed that maternal nutrition –during gestation, that is-- might also
play a role. (The interpretation of results would depend to some extent
on a family’s socio-economic level.)44,402
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THE MEDITERRANEAN DIET: FROM MYTH TO RITE
The “Mediterranean diet” is a myth that was first narrated very far
from the sea. In an underground laboratory at the University of
Minnesota, they discovered the culinary advantages of the lands
bordering on the Mediterranean sea. And it now seems that what
matters is not (just) what we eat, but how we eat it. A piece of toast
with olive oil or a glass of wine will do more good to a Greek than to
a Swede.
On the island of Crete, in Rome or in Malaga, bear in mind that
besides the dishes, there is a distinct life philosophy in the
background: the climate, the sun, the pleasure taken in having a meal
together, savoring it slowly. We have an attitude towards eating that
surprises foreign visitors.55 The mealtime ritual is more important than
its ingredients.

RICH KIDS EAT MEAT
Upper social classes have more cases of multiple sclerosis.343,401,438,536
Some relate this finding with the patterns of social conduct, v and
others with the unique eating habits of children from wealthy
families.42 They consume more proteins (meat in particular) and many
foods with chemical additives. Moreover, their “nutritional status”
does not waver as it might among the poor.282,283,286,288

AND THE CHINESE EAT RICE
In Asia the diet revolves around rice, whereas in many warm climates
the staple is corn. Wheat and rye (which, unlike rice and corn, contain
gluten) are eatern more in colder lands, by Norse or Anglosaxon
populations. Someone eventually associated this with their
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predisposition to multiple sclerosis, and a new treatment was
established: the gluten-free diet. The only cereals vi allowed, of course,
are rice and corn.

ALLERGIC TO SUGAR OR TOBACCO
And then there are those who think that multiple sclerosis is brought
on by a kind of allergy to tobacco and to sucrose or its derivatives.
Not only is smoking forbidden; all sorts of sugars must be eliminated
from the diet (from sugar beet, cane, molasses, dates...) The strictest
proponents of this diet avoid the glycol compounds commonly used in
food products or cosmetics. They would turn down a shampoo with
glycerine.

CACTUS JUICE
Scientists call these spiny plants from dry soils “Aloe vera,” but we
also know them as agaves. Their bitter liquid portion contains high
concentrations of vitamins, aminoacids and minerals. It was tried as a
treatment for multiple sclerosis, and some say it helped. It is a good
dietary supplement, though it may cause diarrhea.

EXTRA CALCIUM, MAGNESIUM AND VITAMIN D
A group of young people with multiple sclerosis followed a diet
enriched with calcium, magnesium and vitamin D. After two years,
they had had less than half the exacerbations statistically expected.175
The authors of the study attribute the good results to the role of
calcium and magnesium in improving the development and structure
of the myelin, making it more stable.
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NITRATES, NITRITES AND ADDITIVES
In ancient times, cooks only had natural vegetable colors. Around
1700 they began to be replaced with nitrates (especially chile
saltpeter), which gave meats an appetizing look and helped conserve
them.
In the 19th century, sugar was added. This reduced the nitrates to
nitrites, chemically active agents. Some say that since then colorectal
cancer, multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis are on the rise.285

THE GEORGICS, OR NATURAL FARMING
In the Georgics, Vergil describes the traditional methods of working
the land, vii quite different from modern farming with artificial
fertilizers, chemical pesticides, and transgenic seeds.
Some think that modern agriculture is to blame for multiple sclerosis
and other diseases. We don’t know; but the fruits and vegetables that
the Latin poet ate were surely sweeter and healthier.

MEAT AND MILK FROM BUCOLIC HERDS
The pastors that Virgil describes in the Eclogues (also known as the
Bucolics) did not spoil the milk and meat of their charges with
hormones or processed feed. viii But modern breeding relies too heavily
on artificial substances that detract from the quality of their products
and the health of consumers. Some suspect that what animals eat can
play a part in multiple sclerosis or other pathologies, and recall that
“mad cow disease” did not exactly begin with green grass.
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EVERS LIKES IT RAW
Dr. Paul Evers has been treating multiple sclerosis patients in
Germany for many years. He believes that it, and other diseases, are
caused by the systems of food production and processing. Dr. Evers
insits his patient eat fresh foods, preferably raw, as natural as possible.
There are three basic rules:194 1) Eat lots of vegetables (including
sprouts and fresh and dried fruits) while avoiding animal fats. 2) The
fats that are consumed should preferably be unsaturated. 3)Keep daily
calorie intake low.

THE WRITER WHO WROTE HIMSELF A DIET
Roger MacDougal is a writer with multiple sclerosis. His symptoms
have greatly improved, and he says it’s because he eats little fat, no
gluten and takes a substantial supplement of vitamins and minerals.
The MacDougal diet helped its creator, and he shares it in the hope
that it will help others.
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18. Unusual, dubious and
unorthodox treatments
At this point in the book, we are fairly well informed about the treatment
of multiple sclerosis. We are aware, at least, of what is taught in Medical
School and what is prescribed in public health centers.
But there is also an odd array of unorthodox treatments out there, whose
value is questionable. Some are too recent to have made their way into
the mainstream; others have been proposed in the absence of a solid
scientific base, but may suggest new therapeutical lines. These are
imaginative prescriptions, not necessarily accredited ones. Perhaps one
day some of these intuitive attempts will make a real contribution to the
fight against multiple sclerosis. There is such a thing as a lucky guess.

AGAINST SPASTICITY AND AGAINST THE LAW
There are illegal drugs that can serve to reduce spasticity. Marijuana (or
cannabis) alleviates spasticity in 97% of the patients who report using it.
It also improves chronic pain, appetite, memory and mood, fatigue,
vision, gait, balance, sexual alterations, and bladder or intestinal
alterations. Patients with multiple sclerosis have good therapeutic
reasons for smoking cannabis.87
Cocaine, “crack,” morphine, or heroin can produce a sensation of wellbeing, and they may alleviate the spasticity or pain, but at the expense of
very serious side effects and the problem of addiction.
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A TOXIN RIGHT OUT OF A CAN
Cans of food that have spoiled contain an anaerobic microorganism,
Clostridium botulinum. It secretes such a potent toxin that the person
who ingests it dies of suffocation, because it paralyzes the respiratory
muscles.
But there is a silver lining: this botulinus toxin is a powerul muscle
relaxant. If we inject very tiny fractions of the toxin into one or more
specific muscles, we can get them to relax for weeks or months. This
method is very effective in suppressing certain abnormal movements
(facial muscle spasms). It has not been approved as a treatment for
multiple sclerosis, but it may solve a situation of intense local
spasticity.218

GIVEN A MEDULLA TRANSPLANT, SHE DIES
In February of 1996, a medical researcher from Wisconsin decided to
try transplanting bone marrow to treat multiple sclerosis. At the end of
that year, he applied the therapy to 49-year-old Connie Lieske. She
died on June 30, 1997.

OPERATING ON VERTEBRAL ARTERIES
There are private clinics that offer surgical treatment of multiple
sclerosis by, according to them, improving the blood flow in the
vertebral arteries. In reality, they usually perform a routine operation
of supposed stenosis of the scalene muscle pass. I find the notion
outrageous, expensive and useless, but there are still doctors who do it
and patients who have it done.
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GOD, THE ALMIGHTY APOTHECARY
Countering these risky techniques are the naturalistic doctrines,
modern versions of Paracelsus: i "God, the almighty apothecary, would
have provided in Nature specific remedies for every disease, which the
alchemist was to know and isolate.”
Treatment, then, consists of finding the plant or “natural” chemical
element that is lacking in the ill person.

COBRA VENOM AT THE PHARMACY
A person is bitten by a cobra, and from the symptoms doctors deduce
that his nervous system has undergone a very special type of
stimulation.
Later, they do tests with the cobra venom (alone or mixed with venom
from two other snake types) and appraise the results. They conclude that
the venom is an immunological stimulant, rich in nerve growth factors,
and that it has a certain antiviral, analgesic and anti-inflammatory
capacity.
Since then, the triple snake venom has been used for multiple sclerosis,
arthritis, lupus, herpes, muscular dystrophy, Parkinson’s disease,
myasthenia gravis and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.490
There is no solid scientific data to back up these claims, and the
treatment may even be dangerous, but it can be purchased in German
pharmacies (Horvi MS), and some doctors in Florida continue to
prescribe it (there they call it Proven).
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BEES AND MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
Nearly all of us have been stung by a bee at some time. Multiple
sclerosis patients, too.
Some of them say that the sting provoked a new exacerbation of the
disease, while others think that their symptoms improved afterward. The
toxin of the beesting is still under study, but there are no clear findings.

YEAST IN THE VEINS
There are preparations made with three kinds of yeast that some dare to
inject into their veins, even though it gives them a bit of fever.
They say it fortifies their defenses to infections and allergic reactions,
and that it protects them from multiple sclerosis. No one has proven
anything... yet.

MOTHERS WHO ATTACK THEIR CHILDREN
We ar not referring to the crime of Medea ii. All mothers attack their
children while they are still in the uterus, simply because their
immunological system perceives the fetus as a foreign entity.
To defend itself from the aggression, the liver of the fetus secretes a
protein (alpha-fetoprotein) that disarms the maternal army.
The idea is a good one: if this fetal protein protects it from maternal
lymphocytes and antibodies, it might work in patients with multiple
sclerosis. Studies are underway.
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PREGNANCY MAKES FOR A BETTER FUTURE
The way things change: years back, pregnant MS patients were
advised to abort, and now it so happens that pregnancy is beneficial in
the final analysis.
We already knew that there are fewer flare-ups during gestation and
more in the puerperium (see Chapter 6), but we did not have reliable
information about the long term effects.
The most thorough study yet456 analyzes the evolution of these
patients over a 25 year period. Those who did not have children were
more incapacitated, and three times as many of them had a progressive
form of the disease. Pregnancy may prove to be a therapeutic
investment in the future.224

HEALTH AND YOUTH, WITH FETUSES
It is an ancient myth: the old or sick man secures health by taking it
from the young, exuberant subject. Despite the ethical problems, human
fetuses, or fetuses from cows, sheep or pigs, are used in some
treatments.
A Swiss clinic took the time to inject a fetal extract of whatever organ
was ailing the patient: fetal liver for those with cirrhosis, fetal brain
matter for those with sclerosis.
The effect was contrary, producing an experimental allergic
encephalitis, just like when rats are injected with myelin. Any logical
mind would have foreseen it.
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INJECTING ALLERGENS
When a person has asthma or an allergy to pollen, dust, or certain foods,
he is treated with minimal amounts of those same substances so that the
body “gets accustomed” to them. It is a de-sensitization, the aim being
that the individual react less and less to whatever produces the allergy
(the allergen).
Some apply these desensitizing treatments to multiple sclerosis,
assuming that it is a type of allergy to environmental factors. It has not
proven to be useful.

A COOL SPACE SUIT
Thermal suits --like those worn by astronauts-- to keep body
temperature low have also been tried. There are complete suits, or others
that just cover the trunk and head. The premise is evident: multiple
sclerosis symptoms improve with cool temperatures, and get worse with
the heat, which would make the damaged nerve fibers conduct impulses
more slowly.
These personalized “cooling” or “microclimate” systems have been
studied under a project by the Multiple Sclerosis Association of America
(MSAA).264,395 Other associations (for example, Inside MS, of the
National Multiple Sclerosis Society) advertise them in their publications.
They claim that the suits improve coordination, fatigue and spasticity,
and that they increase overall performance. iii
There are other temperature-reducing suits or vests that are less
sophisticated than these “space suits,” and much less expensive.
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BACTERIA PROTECT US FROM VIRUSES
The enemies of my enemies are my friends. Bacteria can do us harm,
but they protect us from viruses that may be more dangerous still; this
might be the case with multiple sclerosis. We saw earlier that a similar
disease can be produced in rats (experimental allergic
encephalomyelitis).

Well, if the rats were previously infected with tuberculosis or whooping
cough, they were protected from EAE, and demyelination did not
occur.292
Some bacteria know how to “spar”: they train with our lymphocytes,
strengthen our antibodies and prevent the appearance of autoimmune
diseases. Remember, “poor” children, in precarious sanitary conditions,
have less multiple sclerosis.

TAI-CHI
Tai-chi is an ancient Chinese practice of meditated exercise. One
concentrates on executing smooth motions designed to maintain the
harmony between body and soul. Anyone can practice it, whatever their
age and physical condition.
The exercises are safe, and can be modified to be done from a sitting
posittion. They can be taught at classes, or simply followed on video.
Tai-chi diminishes stress and fatigue, favors muscle relaxation and
improves balance.158 (In Chapter 18, one of our patients tells us how
well she is doing since taking it up.)
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GULPING DOWN VITAMINS
There is also a theory that multiple sclerosis is caused by a vitamin
deficiency. Every vitamin possible, and many different minerals, are
tried in every imaginable combination and dosage. But the ones taken
most are vitamins A and C, which, in large doses, can be harmful.

CAREFUL WITH THE IRON
Iron is accumulated in the brains of patients with different
neurological diseases, and the pattern may be characterisitc of
inflammatory processes or those of another sort. o de otra índole482.
Autopsies have revealed high concentrations of iron in the brains of
subjects who had multiple sclerosis. That led to an analysis of
transferrin (the protein that binds and transports iron in the blood) in
live MS patients. It was found at high levels, particularly in the more
incapacitated patients.531

BROAD-SPECTRUM ANTIBIOTICS
There is also a theory about multiple sclerosis being related to a
bacterial infection. Terramycin, Tetracycline and other such
antibiotics with a broad spectrum of action (effective against very
different bacterial classes) have been tried.
And just in case the cause is a fungus, others treat with nystatin, a
substance that is used when these organisms infect the mouth or
vagina. All in vain.
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GYPSY BLOOD
This idea occurred to my friend Hydeiv as we were gazing at the
Alhambra of Granada, surrounded by gypsy women who tried to sell
flowers to the tourists and read their palms. “You know, this might
just be the remedy for multiple sclerosis: gypsy blood.”
And then he went on to explain the astounding hypothesis: “In your
book you state that MS patients have toxic substances in the blood
serum that attack the myelin, and that is why the exacerbations can be
treated with plamspheresis, or replacing the patient’s antibodies withr
ones from a donor.”
There was a twinkle in his eye as he got to the point, as if it were a
dark secret: “All you have to do is select the donors. If gypsies are
immune to the disease, let’s ask them to donate their blood. Maybe
that Harvard student who is hardly able to walk would get better with
two or three liters of gypsy blood.”
And at once my friend changed the subject, insisting we move on to
his favorite old-fasioned tavern, where he ordered a pitcher of beer
and a dish of olives, and he lit up a Camel. We never mentioned the
topic again.

ACUPUCTURE
The Chinese have been practicing it for four thousand years. Needles
are inserted into different sites on the body that are believed to
correspond to the functioning of certain organs.
In reality they produce a sensitve afference to diverse areas of the
nervous system, and they have been shown to relaease substances
such as endorphins (a kind of “natural” morphine) that serve to
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alleviate pains or muscle spasms. But it does not cure multiple
sclerosis.

NERVE STIMULATION
It can be considered as a variation of acupuncture. Instead of inserting
needles to excite the nearby nerve fibers, the nerve is stimulated
directly, by placing electrodes on the skin above and applying
electricity at different intensities.
No controlled studies have been published, but it is a form of
interfering with the nervous system that might have future
applications in this or other diseases..

MAGNETISM FOR DREAMING
With multiple sclerosis, dreaming is altered, as well as the capacity to
recall dreams upon awaking.
According to some,463 one dreams more and remembers his dreams
when electromagnetic fields are applied (in addition to helping
improve other symptoms of the disease). The evolution of the chronic
progressive forms is even said to improve.461,465,466.
Magnetotherapy acts more or less like repeated high-frequency
stimulations of the nerve fibers that are below the field where it is
applied.

THE PRESSURIZED OXYGEN FASHION
Fashions come and go in the medical world as well. Treating multiple
sclerosis with hyperbaric oxygen was in vogue in the 80’s.
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It consisted of giving oxygen at higher than usual pressures so that it
would penetrate into the bloodstream better.
It is a procedure used for some burns, for air embolisms (divers’
decompression chambers) or in patients with gas gangrene (produced
by germs that are killed by oxygen).
In the U.S., England, Italy and Russia, thousands of persons with
multiple sclerosis used it... until six separate, controlled double-blind
studies, with the help of magnetic resonance imaging, showed that
there were no significant results.

SURRENDERING TO PLEASURES v
Pleasure and health bear a close relation, one that was upheld ages ago
by Epicureans, and later negated by Stoics and Christians.
The notion is now coming to life again: in order to enjoy good health,
it is necessary to enjoy some of life’s pleasures.

COW HEART, PIG PANCREAS
Take a cow heart. Put it in a container with some pig pancreas extract
to digest it, and add water. That is how you obtain a protein solution
that is used for certain bacterial cultures.
Well some individuals found another use for it: they injected it into
the veins of multiple sclerosis patients, in an attempt to cure them.
Some got worse, others got a lot worse. Inexcuseable.
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MULTIPURPOSE ALCOHOL
Octacosanol is a simple, long-chain alcohol, which is believed (by
some) to favor the incorporation of fatty acids to myelin lipids. Not
only has it been tried in treating multiple sclerosis; it has also been
used for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, (a disease that has nothing to do
with MS), myesthenia gravis, muscular dystrophies, dermatomyositis,
cerebral palsy and other processes.
No objective data stands in its favor.

ELECTRONIC SPINAL CORD
Electric stimulators of the spinal cord have also been developed. They
are used to improve spasticity and incontinence. My colleague López
del Val tells us about them in Chapter 20.

THE FIRST MILK AFTER BIRTH
The first milk that the mother gives her nursing newborn is called
colostrum,70 and it is rich in antibodies. Cow’s milk has more
antibodies than human milk, because the antibodies cannot permeate
the placenta of the mother cow, and so they must be given to the baby
calf after birth.
The colostrum of a cow can be further enriched in defenses if the
animal is vaccinated against a series of viruses while pregnant. When
the animal gives birth, the foremilk is extracted, frozen, and later
given to multiple sclerosis patients. vi Studies of this treatment have
been undertaken in Japan and the United States, but with deficient
controls and uncertain conclusions.490
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SPIRULINE
Spiruline is an algae. The Ucranians of the Carpathian mountain
region eat quite a bit of it, and it appears that the periods of remission
for the multiple sclerosis patients living in this area are more
prolonged.62

UTOPIAS AND CHIMERAS
They are wild stabs at treating with no solid foundation. A utopia is
something one can dream of or hope for, but that does not exist
anywhere (u-topos: not in any place). Fanciful creations are called
chimeras. vii These terms could be applied to some of the following
treatments, which promise benefits that are never substantiated.
Proteolytic enzymes: a mixture of digestive enzymes (pancreatin,
chymotrypsin and others) is given intravenously.
Procaine: a local anesthetic that is injected when performing local
surgery, or applied in cream for sunburn. It has been used in capsule
form for multiple sclerosis and to improve mental and physical
functions.
Ultrasound: a diagnostic method used widely to study arteries, the
abdomen, or fetal development. Some apply high frequency sounds
repeatedly to the vertebral column in an attempt to improve multiple
sclerosis symptoms.

REMOVAL OF THE UTERUS
Some multiple sclerosis patients have undergone a hysterectomy in
order to modify their hormonal situation, and therfore their immune
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system as well. It entails the risks of a major surgical intervention, and
serves no purpose.

THE ANTIDOTE NAMED “CHELATE”
In children´s stories, when a person drinks poison, there is supposedly
an antidote somewhere --that is, a substance which, if taken soon
enough, can remove the toxin from the bloodstream.
In medicine there are some honest-to-goodness antidotes known as
chelates. If someone has lead poisoning, his blood is full of this metal;
he is given a chelate that combines with the metal and is later
eliminated. And so the patient is “detoxified.”
Some people are convinced that multiple sclerosis is caused by toxic
substances, and they try to get rid of them by introducing chelates
such as EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid), by itself or in
combination with others,490 as in the formula marketed in Rumania
under the name Rodilemid.
Not only are they expensive; they can be mortal if not administered
properly.

REVITALIZING WITH RABBIT ANTIBODIES
The thymus, bone marrow, the spleen and the placenta are tissues that,
in one way or another, play a role in immunological action. A Russian
scientist made a mixture of all of the above, injected it into rabbits,
and obtained “anti-immunological tissue antibodies.”
Then he gave it to humans in small, repeated doses, and said that it
stimulated their defenses.
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It was claimed to be an “immunological revitalization” that has since
been tried in patients with allergies or cancer, as an aphrodisiac, and to
prolong life. It was also used to treat multiple sclerosis (a study was
done in the late 70’s). Besides being useless, it is very costly.

INJECTING YOUR OWN BACTERIA
We’re talking about autogenic vaccines. In keeping with the old
theory that some diseases are allergic reactions to the germs within
one’s own body, bacteria could be taken from the patient, cultured,
and then reintroduced (injected) as vaccines. This treatment has a
solid basis: bacteria or their derivatives exert an influence on the
production of interferon; but since there is no way to control what is
being done (the treatment has not been commercialized or regulated),
it may be dangerous.490

PROVOKING THE ENEMY
Proneut: a combination of histamine with the measles vaccine and the
vaccine for the form of influenza Europeans know as “grippe.” It is a
“provocation/neutralizacion” treatment with these three components
that are suspected of causing multiple sclerosis.

FORTIFYING THE CONJUNTIVE TISSUE
Veterinarians use certain enzymes viii for chronic inflammations, in
order to strengthen the animal’s conjunctive tissue. Some have applied
the idea to cures for old age. In a study of 20 patients with multiple
scleroisis, there was talk of improvement, but the data were not
presented objectively. At least there were no toxic effects.490
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A CHEAP, OVER-THE-COUNTER LINIMENT
With a little bit of money, and without a prescription, we can purchase
a liniment called dimethyl sulfoxide.
It is rapidly absorbed in the skin, and rubbing it in can alleviate
cramps, muscle contractures, and pain in the joints. In animals it
exerts an immunosuppressive effect, and tests are being run to see if it
works in autoimmune diseases when used on the skin (as a liniment),
orally, or by injection. It has not been tested in humans, and we have
no idea of the risks involved.

PIG BRAIN GRAFTS
Only authentic despair or twisted information can explain something
like this. Thirty-eight Germans with multiple sclerosis paid to have a
piece of pig brain implanted in their abdomens. A graft of a foreign
animal part has unforseeable immunological consequences.
Two suffered serious complications, and one patient died. Another
transplant resulted in a case of polyradiculoneuropathy, and it was
shown that the patient was sensitized to cerebral gangliosides.260

OZONE AS A CURE-ALL
So many miracles at once are hard to believe. In Greece they use
Alfasal a product containing ozone, obtained by electrolyzing a saline
solution.
It is given orally or injected to treat multiple sclerosis, cancer and 50
other diseases. Too good to be true.

18. Unusual, dubious and unorthodox treatments
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SOME ALTERNATIVES WORK
Some alternative treatments may work, others do not, and others can
do much more harm than good.
A study evaluated their overall usefulness130 and they were shown to
be effective: patients who, in addition to orthodox medical treatment,
followed one or more alternative therapies had less severe symptoms,
better functional capacity and a higher degree of quality in daily
living.

UNMASKING THE SWINDLERS
There are costly alternative treatments that are ineffective and even
dangerous. It is very easy to raise false hopes among persons with
chronic health problems, and some take advantage of the situation. The
National Society of Multiple Sclerosis offers some tips for spotting the
swindlers.
We should suspect fraud when: a “cure” for multiple sclerosis is
advertised; treatment must be paid for in advance; it is a secret formula;
the “healer” does not want the patient to consult her regular doctor; it is
marketed by telephone; or the testimony of “satisfied customers” is
given with little or no identification.158

THE LYMPHOCYTES OF HERNÁN CORTÉS
Hernán Cortés was a man with a great deal of powerful lymphocytes
in his system, just like his soldiers. A handful of Spanish explorers
were able to conquer the Aztec empire thanks to their immunity to the
diseases they transmitted.
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"The Spanish conquerers who invaded the “New World” were
immunological supermen. They came from a natural, darwinian
selection, because the Spanish ports on the Mediterranean and the
Atlantic coasts harbored people and germs from Europe, Africa, Asia
and America, and childhood infections were devastating. The Spanish
sailors were survivors of these diseases, having developed very
powerful immune systems. That was what gave them the advantage
over the native Americans, who were immunologically defenseless.”
This paragraph was taken from a book on the history of Medicine408
given to me by my friend Hyde (the heterodox neurologist I spoke of
earlier) the last time he came to visit me in Granada. He read this
excerpt to me aloud and related it to the failures of the immune system
seen in multiple sclerosis.
Then he made up a Scandinavian tale that ends in Africa, which I will
now tell the rest of you.

SIGRID GOES TO MADAGASGAR
Sigrid was born in Stockholm, and was genetically predisposed to
suffering from multiple sclerosis, as it affected her older sister and her
grandmother.
Her father was a doctor and he decided to get a new outlook on life.
He signed up to do medical work with a non-governmental
organization, and the whole family moved to Madagascar.
Sigrid was just a year old when they arrived in the village. There she
came down with many childhood infections that had been erradicated
in Sweden.
Her new home was not as clean as the immaculate apartment back in
Stockholm. And the food she ate did not have the same hygienic and
quality controls. At an early age she was climbing trees and venturing
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into the jungle; she often got cuts and scrapes that were not always
disinfected.
Throughout her childhood, her leukocytes and antibodies had been
reinforced by dealing with situations she never would have
encountered in her country of origin. Her immune system had been
through intensive training at an early age, and Sigrid survived and will
never have multiple sclerosis.
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19. The patients speak
We doctors see them as patients, but they don’t think of themselves in
those terms. It has taken some time for the multiple sclerosis patient to
learn the name of his disease. This man or woman began losing their
eyesight or noticing several annoying problems, and finally went to
the specialist for confirmation of the diagnosis made by the family
doctor.

THE INTRUDER
And now they feel as if an intruder had burst in on their lives.
“Everything was going so well with my work, my family, my friends,”
they say to themselves. “Just what is this sickness that I’ve got to deal
with now? How long will it last? Maybe after a few months of
treatment I´ll be cured.” But the truth is, the intruder does not leave.
The disease creeps forward, into more areas of the person’s life, as he
or she tries to hide it from coworkers and acquaintances.

FROM KIRIELEISÓN TO THE CRY OF ORESTES
Resignation or desperation in the face of the disease. The patient may
affront the cruel diagnosis with one or the other extreme. Some chant
the kirieleisón i (“Lord have pity on me”) and feel sorry for
themselves. Others will not accept the blow of misfortune and they
curse fate; it is like the desperate cry of Orestes when he rebels at the
divine punishment imposed upon him. “God, if you exist, what do you
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do with your time?” Patients may blame “the gods” who decide
human destiny for this disgrace. “Why me?” they say. “Is there no
divine justice?” As we said, these attitudes represent the two extremes
of a wide range of possible reactions.

FACING THE MUSIC
The time comes when everyone knows that their friend or colleague
has multiple sclerosis. And they will begin to give him advice, some
to cheer him up, others to let him know –intentionally or
unintentionally— how terribly that same disease has affected so-andso. Every once in a while the papers carry an news item about MS that
the patient will read eagerly, but may not understand. There might
also be an advertisement or sensationalistic article about a new
treatment that will send the patient running to the phone to ask his
doctor if it might help.
Other times despair kicks in. “I’m not getting any better, only worse,
and everyone notices the way I walk. I can’t bear to go out with my
old friends, they look at me as if I were a stranger to them.” And then
there are periods when the patient is in higher spirits. “That last
treatment really seems to have helped; I haven’t had a flare-up for
over a year. Could it be that I´m cured?”

DARE TO KNOW
Should the patient know as much as possible about his disease? With
some exceptions (hypochondriacs), being knowledgeable about one’s
condition is not bad, it is beneficial. Most multiple sclerosis patients
are young, intelligent people, and they can get much more out of life if
they know just how the lesions are affecting their brain functions, how
medications work, and the possible complications that may present
themselves.
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There are some excellent guides that will inform the patient about this
disease, in Spanish or English. We will always insist that the patient,
when in doubt, consult either his general physician or the neurologist.
But we must encourage him not to be afraid of knowledge about his
condition. “Sapere aude” (“Dare to know”) was the advice of Horace.

HOW DO THE PATIENTS REALLY FEEL?
Even though we have spent many years treating cases of multiple
sclerosis, we have not really experienced the personal perception of
the disease. The interiorization of this disorder cannot be learned from
journals or medical meetings; only a sensitive, communicative patient
can help us comprehend it. With great respect for the afflictions of
others, and unwilling to silence them prudishly, I transcribe below the
tales of some patients that will help us get to know the disease from
the inside out.

BATTLES WITH MY BLADDER
Gmarc ii
Tell me if these scenarios sound familiar to you. You are driving your car to
work and feel the urge to urinate immediately. You speed up, run through a
couple of stop signs, and meanwhile you’ve got your legs crossed and
pressed together as tightly as possible. You park, your legs still pressed
tight, and stumble into the bathroom feeling like you are about to burst. You
loosen your clothing and throw it on the floor and... NOTHING. The urgent
need to urinate has disappeared.
Or... You have gone to the bathroom to urinate. Your friends are waiting for
you at the door to go see a show together, and it’s getting very late. You just
closed the bathroom door behind you when you feel the need to go again,
and you walk back in. Finally you are ready to leave, and you are walking
to the show while apologizing for the delay, and all of a sudden you feel the
urgent need for a bathroom once more. “See you later, guys; I´ll look for
you inside the theater.”
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Or... It is time to go to bed, and you are very tired. You didn´t sleep well the
night before, and that affected your gait all day long. So tonight you are
going to get a good night’s sleep. After brushing your teeth, you use the
toilet and crawl under the covers. You can guess the next part: it is three
o´clock in the morning and you have to get up to urinate. Getting back to
sleep afterwards is not so easy, and you know that in the morning you will
be in poor shape again, just like the day before.

MARITA DISCOVERED TAI-CHI
Marita was a patient of mine. For some reason, we lost track of each
other over the years. It was fifteen years later that I ran into her again,
and she was doing very well. She told me her story:
All I know is that twenty years ago –I’m 48 now— doctors told me to buy a
wheelchair. But a year and a half ago I threw out my crutches and bought
myself a light cane instead. And if this keeps up, I´ll get something sportier
than a cane.
I discovered Tai Chi Chuan by chance, thanks to the recommendation of a
nurse friend of mine who thought it might help me. I had to do the
movements while seated at the first classes because my legs wouldn´t
respond, and my teacher was watching to make sure I didn’t fall out of my
chair.
I began the classes with a group of beginners, which was great, and now, if
you don’t mind my saying so, I´m the best in my group, and sometimes my
classmates are told to watch me and follow my example. We began with the
self-massages, concentration, and energy-channeling that the Chinese call
“Chi Kung.”
The exercises, or “forms” of Tai Chi are not at all easy, and they take a lot
of concentration and dedication. It’s something you have absolutely got to
practice every day, if only for a little while. But it’s easy, too, because you
can see the results. Besides, knowing that I am taking the reins in solving
my “problem” is a very reassuring feeling. Our group meets with the
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teacher and some other pupils of hers three or four times a year to get away
from the city and practice Tai Chi together in different places, learning
things from one another.
I am convinced that my body is fighting multiple sclerosis. I might never
dance the cancan again, but I´m sure I will live a practically normal life.
And I do not plan on investing in a wheelchair.

MATERNAL INTUITION
Mothers speak right up: “I think my daughter’s (or son’s) disease
comes from this or that...” Women´s intuition --especially from a
mother-- is a road to knowledge that should not be underestimated in
unraveling secrets.
A suggestion, whether scientifically founded or not, might point us in
the right direction as we search for the key to multiple sclerosis. So
let’s listen:

GRANDFATHER’S BEEHIVE
“When she was nine, they went to see the beehives that her grandfather
kept, and she got a lot of beestings. Couldn´t it be from that?”

Well we can’t say for certain. But that mother with no medical
background had the same idea as some researchers who are now
working on an important project. ¿???? //un importante proyecto de la

GROWTH INJECTIONS
“I feel sure that it’s from those damned injections that she got to spur her
growth.”
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That is the opinion of the mother of a tiny girl who was taken to the
endocrinologist and given injections of somatotropin (growth
hormone).
One year later she developed a rare form of multiple sclerosis: a ten
year girl, with primary chronic evolution.
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20. The doctors speak
Each of them has something to do (much to do) with multiple
sclerosis. Some have chosen to dedicate themselves to basic research,
some to teaching, and others (the majority) to clinical work in
different specialties: Neurology, Ophthalmology, or Psychiatry. Each
one responds to a question from his personal viewpoint, with the
authority conferred by knowledge and first-hand experience.

WHAT IS MYELIN?
José Mª Peinado Herreros i.
In the nervous system, the classic distinction is between white matter (which
contains the “myelinated” axons and glial cells), and the gray matter
(where nerve cells and their dendritic branches predominate).
Myelin is the principal component of the so-called myelin sheaths. In the
Central Nervous System, the sheaths are made by the oligodendrocytes, and
in the Peripheral Nervous System they are formed by Schwann cells. The
sheaths are wound around the neural axons, modifying to a great extent the
nerve-signal conductivity of the membrane of these axons.
These coverings surround the axon, like the plastic that covers electrical
wires, but with an important difference: the covering is not continuous, but
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periodically interrupted, leaving myelin-free segments of the axons that are
known as Ranvier nodes. Between one node and the next, a Schwann cell or
an oligodendroglia forms a myelin sheath. The myelin sheaths increase the
thickness of the axon membrane substantially, thereby increasing its
resistance to the electrical current. This means that the nerve signal is
transmitted via the low-resistance, myelin-free intervals, the Ranvier nodes,
traveling from axon to axon in a jumping fashion, much quicker and more
effectively than would be the case in demyelinated axons.
Myelination is a fundamental factor in increasing the velocity of nerve fiber
conductivity. The other evolutive strategy used by nature to enhance
conductivity is increasing the axon diameter. A myelinated axon takes up
1/100th of the volume of a non-mylinated axon transmitting signals at the
same speed. Considering the number of axons that are in the average
human brain, its volume would have to increase by more than 10 times in
order for the demyelinated axons to conduct signals at the same rate as
myelinated ones.
The myelin sheaths are formed by the addition of oligodendrocyte
membranes or Schwann cell membranes without cytoplasm, as if the
membrane of the axon surrounded itself with many other membrane layers.
But, what is a cell membrane? A cell membrane is made up of a double
layer of lipids, in which proteins are integrated. The molecular composition
of these myelin sheaths is 30% protein and 70% lipid, of which nearly 25%
are cerebrosides, and another 25% cholesterol. The rest are other lipids,
some of them of a polar nature, among which the so-called sphingomyelins
constitute no more than 10%.

THE OPHTHALMOLOGIST SEES AN OPTIC
NEURITIS
Daniel Serrano ii
When a patient discovers that his visual acuity has suddenly diminished, he
always attributes it to the peripheral receptor organ (the eyeball), and goes
to the ophthalmologist. The patient does not know that the visual organ
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comprises not only the eye (the receptor) but also the optic pathway (which
relays the information) and the occipital cortex (which interprets what is
seen). The ophthalmologist is in charge of the eyeball, while the neurologist
takes care of the rest of the visual system.
When an ophthalmologist encounters an optic neuritis, the first problem is
in the differential diagnosis with ischemic optic neuropathy. But even
though the consequences for vision would be similar, the prognosis is
different for the two diseases. For this reason, and because a neuritis is the
expression of a more important generalized process (demyelination), these
cases must be referred to the neurologist (in addition to correcting the risk
factors of local ischemic processes, most notably high blood pressure.)
The ophthalmologist fulfills the fundamental service of indicating to the
neurologist the evolution of the neuritic process (determination and
evaluation of the visual field, visual acuity and pupillary reflexes). Through
the findings of the ophthamological examination, the neurologist can
modulate the therapy to be followed in each particular case.

ARE MY URINARY PROBLEMS BECAUSE OF MS?
Juan Andrés Burguera Hernández iii
Between 60 and 80% of the patients with multiple sclerosis present urinary
disorders at some point in their evolution. In one in ten patients, they are
present at the time of the first exacerbation, and in one in one hundred,
isolated urinary symptoms constitute the first flare-up. The progression of
the neurological affectation is associated with a greater deterioration of the
bladder-sphincter function.
This is due to the location and the extension of the demyelinating lesions,
which interrupt the connections of the brain and the spinal cord with the
bladder that regulate its voluntary control, thus disturbing the functions of
the storing and emptying of urine. The symptoms may be irritable or
obstructive. The most frequent irritable symptoms are urgency, increased
urine, urinary incontinence, bladder or urethral discomfort, or the constant
desire to urinate. The obstructive symptoms are difficulty in initiating
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miction, weak flow, postmictional leakage, interruption of flow, urinary
retention, and nicturia. In 18 to 52 (%? )of patients there is a combination
of both symptomologies.
These urinary disorders may condition the long term prognosis of the
disease due to the appearance of infectious complications or kidney trouble.
In addition, they significantly affect the quality of life and the self-esteem of
these patients, by limiting them in their daily work and social activities.
There are adequate means for correctly diagnosing these disorders, which
are nearly always treatable, and can sometimes be cured.

IS LUMBAR PUNCTURE NECESSARY?
Miguel Guerrero Fernández iv
Yes, it is necessary, because it permits us to analyze the cerebrospinal fluid,
the only way of knowing what is happening within the central nervous system
(brain and spinal cord). When we think a person has anemia, we request a
hemogram; when a person with bronchitis is in the Emergency room with
serious trouble breathing, we prick his radial artery to measure the oxygen it
carries, and when a gastric ulcer is suspected, an endoscopy is done (those
well-known “rubber tubes”) to confirm the diagnosis. Either one of the latter
two tests is more bothersome for the patient than a lumbar puncture to
examine the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF).
It is very important to diagnose multiple sclerosis and offer a prognosis of the
form in which the patient will evolve. The initial symptoms may not be typical,
or the magnetic resonance imaging may show normal (in the case of spinal
cord lesions), or else the evoked potentials might show no alterations. In these
cases the CSF study is crucial, as it reveals the alterations of the lymphocytes
or immunoglobulins, contributes to research, and, above all, serves to confirm
diagnosis.
The lumbar puncture requested and performed by an expert neurologist
entails practically no risk, and is not painful, especially when local anesthesia
is given (some patients say they “never even noticed the puncture” when it is
over). Nonetheless, why do patients dread it so? It is probably associated with
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diseases that were formerly very serious or invalidating (meningitis, syphilis),
and years ago it was done without the previous control of a scanner, for which
reason, in cases of tumors, there was a risk of piercing. At present, with the
studies of cerebral visualization we now have, that complication is highly
improbable. Some patients, after the puncture, present a headache, which
characteristically appears when they stand up or have been seated for a while,
and goes away completly when they lie down and rest, drinking plenty of
liquids for a few days. This type of headache, called a “spinal headache” ¿??
CSF hypotension headache ¿?, when it occurs, is totally benign and leaves no
sequelae. So let us destroy the black legend of the lumbar puncture: it is not so
dangerous, nor as bothersome as other tests that are done routinely in our
hospitals.

IS THERE A TYPICAL MS PERSONALITY?
José Luis Jiménez Bullejos v
Multiple sclerosis patients relate with each other in a unique way when they
coincide at the psychiatrist´s office. It´s as if there were a disassociation
between what the verbal and emotional realms, between what is expressed
and what is felt. They are close to what Liberman calls personalities that
resort to a conversive (or infantile) technique in relating to each other. // de
relación conversiva (o infantil).
For these patients, the somtic syndrome constitutes, at the same time,
pessimism, feeling, and action. They know a lot about “their disease,”
diagnosis, flare-ups, pills and injections... but little or nothing about
themselves; nor do they seem very concerned about it. They produce a
particular kind of countertransference at the Psychiatrist’s, as if the
emotional aspects of discourse had no meaning, so that a “de-affective”
encounter with the other is produced; in psychological terms, it results in a
“book dialogue.”
At some point in time, the multiple sclerosis patient presents symptoms of
depression. It is then, we believe, that we can take advantage of the
circumstance to try to get them to connect more with their internal world, to
be a bit more introspective. If we succeed, they will get to know themselves
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better; and even though at first the process may not be enjoyable, it will be
in their benefit to experience it in a more analytical and enriching manner.

IS ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF THE MEDULLA
OF ANY USE?
Luis Javier López del Val vi
It is evident that epidural electrical stimulation does not cure the disease,
but it is doubtless one more therapeutic alternative we can use in our
repertory of symptomatic treatment. Epidural electrical neurostimulation
achieves important improvement in the spasticity of lower members,
secondarily improving the patient’s gait and allowing him greater mobility;
at the same time, it improves bladder hyperreflexia, increasing residual
capacity, and decreasing the uninhibited contractions that cause
incontinence.
The technique is relatively simple: with the patient awake, lying face down,
we perform a lumbar puncture to introduce, under radioscopic control, a
wire that has four poles at its end (tetrapolar) or eight poles (octopolar)
into the epidural space, approximately at the level of the D9-D10 (above
the dorsal mictional circuit). The distal end of the wire is tunneled under the
skin to the lumbar fossa or to the iliac fossa, where it is connected to an
electric generator. Usually this is done in two sessions, leaving the patient
with an external stimulation for a few days to evaluate the response, and the
second time the tunneling is carried out with the connection to the final
generator.
It is important to underline the absence of complications attibutable to the
neurostimulator in the 40-some patients with multiple sclerosis that we have
treated. Of course, all our patients have gotten worse over time, as the
evolution of the disease does not vary with stimultion; but the quality of the
improvement obtained makes this an excellent option to be considered in the
symptomatic treatment of complications, above all in patients who show an
acceptable degree of clinical stability.
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HOW IS MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS TAUGHT AT
MEDICAL SCHOOL?
Alfonso Castro Garcíavii
The teaching of Neurology at Medical School always was and is still in the
hands of Internists, and therefore multiple sclerosis, in most of the
universities of Spain, is still explained by these professors. Suffice it to say
that at present there are very few professors of Neurology who impart this
discipline. In fact, there are only six Chairs in Neurology in this country,
and a few more tenured professors of Neurology.
Obviously then the chapter on demyelinating diseases is being explained, in
most cases, by professors who do not habitually treat or have a first-hand
knowledge of multiplie sclerosis patients.
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21. The future can only be
brighter

Technology and science are advancing so rapidly that the future can
only be brighter for those who depend on new medical breakthroughs.
In the past few years some effective treatments for multiple sclerosis
have become widespread: interferons, copolymers, growth factors, etc.
It is now a “treatable” disease; and most importantly, new doors have
opened, generating optimism about further progress, perhaps right
around the corner.341

THERE WILL BE A CURE, AND WE´LL ALL KNOW
The patient should keep informed about scientific progress and, if he
so wishes, about alternative treatments as well. But he should not be
obsessed with seeking more sources of information, because when an
effective treatment for multiple sclerosis comes out, the social
repercussions will be enormous.
There will be a cure, and we are certain to hear about it. The mass
media –newspapers, the radio, TV, Internet—will all announce the
news immediately, all over the world. May that day come soon.
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AND OTHERS WILL REAP THE BENEFITS, TOO
So much time and money is being invested in research about multiple
sclerosis that patients with other autoimmune diseases can find reason
to be hopeful as well. The discoveries surrounding the pathogeny and
treatment of multiple sclerosis are followed eagerly by persons with
rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes and other diseases.433

HOW DOES SCIENCE MOVE FORWARD?
At the moment, MS researchers are working on a number of
assumptions//premises: damage to the myelin, auto-immunity,
chromosome 6, interferon... At some point one of these scientific
foundations might offer a new interpretation, or a new aspect might
arise to explain matters that were incomprehensible until now, thereby
opening up new roads to treatment. It will be a “scientific revolution”
in the sense used by Kuhn:266
“In order to discover something, we must first perceive an anomaly;
then, see if our concepts, and the procedures based on them, can solve
the enigma; and finally, if they cannot, then we must look for others
that might.”.
This change represents the scientific revolution, and it is the nucleus
of a theory about scientific progress.

HOPING WHILE WAITING
We have come to the end of a book that should not end. Every day
there are new data, new drugs, new expectations in the face of this
disease. One day we will learn the truth about multiple sclerosis, and it
may be very surprising.

.
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In future editions of this book, it is hoped, we will offer summaries
and updates of all the biomedical advancements that have taken place
in the interim. And I would like to add more opinions and input from
patients and their family members. I have learned a lot from them,
directly or over Internet. Any contribution may prove useful; a disease
that has this many mysteries for us to solve can be approached from
unsuspected directions.
Imagination. We need to use our imagination in fighting multiple
sclerosis. I hereby request the reader’s collaboration: you may send to
the electronic address below any bit of information or hypothesis
about the disease that you find relevant. Or, if you have the urge,
suggestions for improving this book in future editions. Thank you..
info@neuroconsulta.com
www.gonzalezmaldonado.com

....

.
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FOOTNOTES BY CHAPTERS
PROLOGUE - FOOTNOTE
*Prof. Eduardo Varela de Seijas is one of Spain´s greatest neurologists, having taught innumerable
colleagues of mine at his Service at the Hospital Clínico de Madrid. His scientific knowledge, in
continuous renewal, is supported by an immense and diverse body of cultural knowledge, and his
broad conception of the world brings to mind the full extent of meaning of “the humanities.” He also
has the great defect of excessive benevolence prologuing friends. Gracias, Eduardo.

INTRO - FOOTNOTE
*A hot bath can trigger or aggravate symptoms in multiple sclerosis patients.

CHAPTER 1 - FOOTNOTES
*Eponym means “The one that gives his/her name.” In ancient times, the word eponym was used to
designate the person (normally a magistrate or priest) who gave the city its name for a year and was
mentioned in decrees. This honor came at a price, and in times of scarce resources, nobody wished to
take on the eponymy. In such a case, it was assigned to a god. For instance, during hard times in
Miletus, Apollo was designated eponym.145
*Besides being a great philosopher, Baltasar Gracián was a good Jesuit. To brainy males tempted by
the evils of the flesh, he advised discretion: “Reputation consists more of reserve than of deed, and if
one is not chaste, so should he be cautious,” he wrote (inspired by the old Latin saying, Sis castior,
dodalis, aut sis cautior).186
*“Oligodendrocytes” is a word made up of Greek terms: oligos=pequeño, dendros=prolongation,
ramification, and cytos=cell. That is, “cells with small prolongations.”
**“Open the bodies and you will see the disease,” said Morgagni (1682-1771) in his book De
sedibus et causis morborum (“Of the Locations and Causes of Disease”). It is the defining principle
of Anatomical Pathology: the causes of an illness are traced to lesions in the body.
*According to Freud,166 in hysteria there is a content of psychic representations that at some point has
grown enough to take over the somatic innervation. He distinguishes between the motor phenomena
of the hysterical crisis and the permanent symptoms. “Exacerbations” and “sequelae” are seen in
hysteria as well.
**”Protean” means varied, with many forms or facies. Proteus was a god of the sea and the symbol of
versatility, because he could alter his form at will. In the passage where he tries to escape from
Menelaus, he changed into lion, snake, panther, boar, running water and tree.191
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*Sir Francis Walshe noticed that multiple sclerosis patients were similar precisely insofar as their
differences were concerned, with varying symptoms and evolutions: they share an “air of unity in
their variety.”
*Margulis, Soloviev and Shubladze (1948), cited by Barraquer.28
**The Champs de l´Elysèes are, in Greek mythology, the equivalent of the Christian Paris, the
Muslim Eden, or the Viking Valhalla: humans believe that good souls should be awarded (as angels,
houris, or valkyries) when they die.
*Heinrich Heine is not only known for his songs to castles, witches, gnomes and Gothic temples. He
was a revolutionary burger and an incredulous Voltarian. His verse and prose reveal a mixture of
irony, sarcasm and skepticism.
*The description is offered by J.C. Morris on December 4, 1867, in his conference to the College of
Physicians of Philadelphia, titled: “The Case of the Late Dr. C.W. Pennock.”
**Profusus, in Latin, means “extensive spill.” Ecumenical means “universal” (from the Greek
oikumènè = occupied land); it is a very useful term that should not be limited to religious references.
*This is from Quevedo: 426 “With just a few good books gathered together (...), if not always
understood, always open at least, to enrich or straighten out my affairs” (Con pocos pero doctos libros
juntos (...) si no siempre entendidos, siempre abiertos, o enmiendan o fecundan mis asuntos”).

CHAPTER 2 - FOOTNOTES
*The grey matter (cerebral cortex, nuclei of nerve cells and the inner core of the spinal cord)contains
the bodies of the neurons with their dendrites (the short branches). The white substance is the area
crossed by the long axons, forming ascending (sensitive) pathways or descending (motor) pathways.
*This heading is structured after the famous phrase Delenda est Cartago (“May Carthage be
destroyed”), which was uttered by the Roman statesman Cato the Elder (234-149 B.C.) at the end of
each speech he made before the consuls of Rome. These were the times of the Punic Wars, and Cato
was determined to foment a hatred of Carthaginians.
*Galen (c.130-c.200) defined the thymus as “the gland of valor and affection.” Thymus means
“affection”; therefore, a person with “dys-thymia” is one who has trouble organizing his or her
emotions. In reality, the thymus has important immunological functions, particularly in early life.
**Other autoimmune diseases are rheumatoid arthritis and myasthenia, in which the cartilage or the
neuromuscular synapses of the organism are damaged.
*“Acerbate” (from acerb = acid) means to aggravate or exasperate), whereas “acervate” (adj) means
growing in heaps or clusters.70,96
**The blood-brain barrier (BBB)is a concept: the anatomical and physiological structures that come
between the blood and the brain act as filters. Under normal conditions, they have a “selective”
permeability, impeding the passage of certain substances and cells. When the barrier is “broken” as a
result of a traumatism or some other cause, elements normally unable to enter the brain may do so.
*The Phoenix is a symbol of what appears to be dead but may come to life again (like chronic
plaques, like some loves). In Egyptian mythology, the phoenix is a great bird, appearing gray while
buried in its ashes, then resurrecting as an eagle with gold and crimson wings.128
*There are other congenital diseases with metabolic disorders that cause myelin damage (e.g.
metachromatic leukodystrophy, adrenal leukodystrophy, leukodystrophy), but their evolution is
different, being chronic and with symptoms present since infancy.
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*Sixty drachmas per year were the wages of the Greek heralds. They were to announce the peace
settlements or the honors in dionysian feasts, and stood out in cultural ceremonies (Aristotle was a
herald of Athens for ten years).145 Herald came to mean “messenger,” the one who announces an
upcoming event such as a ceremony or the arrival of a prince.96,561
*To be more specific, one would have to reach the jungle known as “Semliki”; hence the name
“Semliki Forest virus.”

CHAPTER 3 - FOOTNOTES
*The legendary team of law enforcement agents nicknamed The Untouchables was headed by Eliot
Ness.
*Sardinia was invaded by Phoenician, Roman, Byzantine, Genoese, and Spanish ships, among others.
Its inhabitants learned to look toward the sea with fear in their hearts, and repeat the old Sardinian
saying “Chi venit da´e su mare furat (“He who comes from the sea is a plunderer.”)
**When Hercules went to hunt the lion of Citheron, he spent fifty days at the residence of King
Thespis, who was determined to have descendants of the hero. Each night Hercules was invited to
sleep with one of the fifty daughters of the King, and Hercules, at the ardent age of eighteen, left all
but one of them pregnant (she later became a virgin priestess). As the eldest and the youngest of the
daughters both had twins, the grandchildren of Thespis (The Thespidians ) numbered 51, though only
40 of them colonized Sardinia.
*The initials HLA (Human Leukocyte Antigen) designate molecules that are key to our
immunological system. There are two types (HLA I and II). MHC (Major Histocompatibility
Complex) designates another type of substance that is decisive for the normal immune response.
**Promiscuity means a mixture or tendency to mix (in excess). It comes from Latin: pro- = tendency
to, miscere = to mix. This word is often misused with sexual connotations (perhaps because persons
who spend too much time together end up getting involved?).
*The Viking language was similar to what was then spoken by Germans, Dutch and Anglo-Saxons. In
some islands of the North Atlantic the original Viking language is still spoken today, and might be
understood by someone familiar with English: for instance, Ég er víkingur frá Íslandi would be “I
am a Viking from Iceland.”
**The article412 is titled “Viking voyages: the origin of multiple sclerosis? An essay in medical
history.”
***Christopher Columbus did not discover America. Five centuries earlier, Eric the Red and his crew
went from Iceland to Greenland, which is not so surprising if we take a good look at a map or globe:
only about one thousand kilometers separate Europe and North America at that point.
*Odin is the main god of Viking mythology. Curiously enough, Norse gods were mortal, unlike their
Greek or Roman counterparts.371,386
**The Hutterites, or Hutterian Brethren, are a Mennonite sect founded by Jakob Hutter (c.1500 1536), a Tyrolean Anabaptist. The study referred to consisted of 5,601 clinical histories, and the
serum antibodies to herpes zoster-varicella of 315 Hutterites and 259 control subjects of other
religious backgrounds.449-450
*There are some exceptions to the predominance among women: some Carpathian communities62
have equal incidence in the two sexes, and among Turkocypriots there are more men than women
with multiple sclerosis.102
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*In France, more girls than boys are born each year (1.05:1 ratio). According to a broad survey (8,000
patients of both sexes), among French women with multiple sclerosis, birthrate is even higher than the
overall average. 535
*A study of 15,815 same-sex pairs of twins showed coincidence of the disease in two of the seven
monozygotic pairs, and none of the dizygotic twins.257
**The “family” risk of suffering from multiple sclerosis varies with the age at onset of symptoms: in
patients under 20, 8.9% of the siblings will be affected; between age 21 and 30, risk drops to 5.1%,
and continues to decline from 31 to 40 years of age (3.1%), 41 to 50 (1.3%) and is minimal —
reversed, in fact— after age 50 (0.6%).459

CHAPTER 4 - FOOTNOTES
*When Phaëton lost control of the horses that pulled the “golden chariot” of his father
(Helios/Apollo), the course of the Sun was changed: at some points it was distanced from the Earth,
forming the gelid poles, whereas at other points it got too close, creating desert areas. Ovid narrates
the episode in his Metamorphoses: “They approach the Earth... And such destruction is done! Trees,
fields, cities and men are charred! Every mountain is an Etna in eruption! (...) The Nile retreated to
the ends of the world. (...) From this fiery adventure, it is said, Ethiopia was left brown, and Libya,
barren.
*The Faeroe or Faröe Islands are located in the North Atlantic Ocean, northeast of Great Britain. In
the 9th century they were invaded by Norwegians, and since 1380 they belong to the Danish crown. At
the beginning of World War II they were occupied by the British before the German Naval forces
could get there.
*Mercury is also used in instruments of measurement (thermometers or barometers) because, though
a metal, it is liquid. This mobility gives it its name: Mercury had wings on his feet, and was the god of
travel and commerce.
**Licht, mehr Licht! (“Light, more light!”) were the words pronounced by Goethe just before he died
on March 22, 1832.
*I always avoid the expression “and/or” (an overused loan from Logic). Here it is used with sarcasm,
as an excuse to cite Spanish linguist Lázaro Carreter:289 “If this nonsense progresses, we must prepare
ourselves to attend teas at which the hostess asks, “Would you care for coffee and/or milk?”
**A number of viruses are under suspicion: measles, rabies, herpes simplex, parainfluenza viruses,
scrapie, Paramyxovirus, Coronavirus, monkey B virus, HTLV-1. The human herpesvirus 6 was a top
suspect for a time, but serum antibodies (IgG) in different states showed no difference with controls
in a 1997 study.372
*Neurotropic (neuro = nervous, and tropos = affinity) means having a predilection for the nervous
system.
*English readers are no doubt familiar with the Encyclopedia Britannica, yet they may not know that
Jorge Luis Borges read it from the very first to the very last page.
**”Bird on the Wire” is one of Leonard Cohen´s best known songs.
*“Chance and necessity” is the title of a well-known essay by Jacques Monod351 about the causality
and casuality of events.
*A prion is a miniscule protein particle with an infective capacity; it is distinguished from a virus in
that it does not have intrinsic nucleic acids. In “classic” prion diseases (“mad cow” disease, kuru,
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scrapie), prions affect neurons, whereas, according to this hypotheses, in multiple sclerosis, the
oligodendrocytes would be affected.
*The original metaphor refers to the disease that some call love: Tus ojos y los míos se han enredado,
como las zarzamoras en los vallados (“Your eyes and mine are tangled up, like blackberry brambles
on a fence”). From a poem by Miguel Hernández.

CHAPTER 5 – FOOTNOTES
*Avant-la lettre is a French loan that means “in advance.” Originally it was used to refer to the
printer´s proofs of a picture that was not yet accompanied by an inscription or wording of any sort.
These first copies, made with a “fresh” new plate, were the highest appraised.223
*The lesion may even affect bilaterally the medial longitudinal fasciculus producing an internuclear
ophtalmoplegia; the patient sees double when looking to the right, and when looking to the left, but
retains convergence (for example, can read well). If this occurs in a young adult, it is almost sure to
be a case of multiple sclerosis.
**Medullary (spinal cord) reflexes are autonomous, though not completely so, as they can be
controlled or interrupted by superior segments of the CNS such as the neurons of the cerebral cortex
(which has a pyramidal form); it sends its orders via axons that descend to the spinal cord, thus
constituting the pathway of the pyramidal tract.
*Papal bull is an edict of pardon. It was a document relieving an individual of a specific obligation
that the Pope sealed with his leaden stamp called the bulla.

CHAPTER 6 - FOOTNOTES
*Confirmation of Charcot´s idea came a full century later:259, 427 “At some stage in the disease there
is a noteworthy deterioration of memory, conceptualization is slow, and the intellectual and
emotional faculties are dulled overall.”76
*The capital of Laconia was war-plagued Sparta, where austerity reached such an extreme that the
oratory (that decadent Athenian fashion) was prohibited. And so, nowadays, laconic describes a
person who avoids conversation.
*Dementia is a medieval allegory representing “a bedraggled man with a truncheon, walking amid
stones probably thrown at him by children, imitating the cruel custom of stoning madmen.”434
*Depression is variable, and there are methodological difficulties involved in its evaluation,51 but
statistical meta-analysis of six separate studies shows that it is very frequent among multiple sclerosis
patients. 477
*In reactions of stress or alert, the body releases cortisol (which increases cholesterol), as well as
adrenaline and noradrenaline (two important neurotransmitters), making the pulse accelerate, the
muscles tense, and the senses more acute.
**Stress and the social setting influence the appearance and the exacerbations of a number of
neurological conditions: multiple sclerosis, epileptic crises, and cerebrovascular accidents.188
***Certain endogenous proteins253 are produced, which may act as target antigens for the T
lymphocytes.
*The personality or psychic structure of a person (just like his/her skeleton or eye color) may have a
genetic base, not just from one´s parents, but from more distant ancestors as well (even from species
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preceding man) if we agree with Jung:244 “According to the fundamental phylogenetic law, the
psychic structure should, just as the anatomic one, carry within the prints of the ancestral grades
crossed.”
*Ortega y Gasset384 deduces the psychology of an individual by the way he or she loves: “In love, the
condition and nature of the soul are reflected. If one is not very discerning, how is love to be
clairvoyant? If one is shallow, how can his love be deep? As one is, so does he love.”
*Amancio Prada is probably Spain´s greatest singer/songwriter. In one of the warm gatherings at the
home of Amalia, surrounded by friends, strawberries and nymphs, we left conversation unfinished
when the morning glasses broke.

CHAPTER 7 - FOOTNOTES
*“Sex, the scenography of the human unconscious, constitutes a space for drama and play by which
to make present those areas of the memory that are scarcely accessible. We know, since Freud, that
none of that which takes place in its display admits secular moral evaluation. Like any game, that of
sex is governed only by the previous codification of rules among adults.” (Gabriel Albiac)6
*So said Gowers: “Multiple sclerosis begins during gestation, remains stationary until the following
pregnancy, and then becomes more progressive.”
**A patient with incontinence may urinate with great frequency, though the total volume of urine
may or may not also be great.
*The Lhermitte sign: when the patient flexes at the neck, a sensation of electric-like shocks (normally
unpleasant) extends down the spine to the legs. It is observed in multiple sclerosis, and also in
traumatisms or other pathologies involving the upper spinal cord.
**A symptom or sign is pathognomonic (from the Greek pathos=disease + gnosis=knowing) when
its mere presence reveals a specific disease. For example, high glycemia is pathognomonic for
diabetes (except under very special circumstances).
***When the discriminating Romans took baths, it was either in a Caldarium (hot bath), Tepidarium
(tepid bath), or Frigidarium (cold bath). They also had a sort of swimming pool where the
temperature was not controlled, the Natatio. This distribution can be seen in the Thermal Baths of
Caracalla, in Rome.432
*Wilhelm Uthoff was a well-known neuro-ophthalmologist, possibly the first clinician to dedicate his
life to this subspecialty halfway between the fields of Neurology and Opthalmology.
*This verse is from Antonio Enrique,17 friend and poet of extraordinary sensitivity. It reminds me of
what patients with hysteria or multiple sclerosis might say using simpler words: Te nace una zarza
entre las ingles / un alacrán y espigas locas crecen en mi pecho (“Brambles take root around your
groin/ a scorpion and spikes of wild grain grow in my chest”).
*There are isolated descriptions of crises of tonic extension of all the members owing to a
contralateral lesion of the brain stem.297
*Our heart beats and our breathing comes automatically, even when we are not aware. In mythology,
Ondine was condemned to carry out all such automatic functions in a voluntary mode; that is why a
sleep disorder with associated disturbances of spontaneous breathing (and other problems with the
neurovegetative system) is known as Ondine´s curse.
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CHAPTER 8 - FOOTNOTES
*Diagnosis comes from the Greek (dia=separate + gnosis=knowing). Although some dissatisfied
patients might prefer the definition by Ambrose Bierce (The Devil´s Dictionary, 1906):53 Diagnosis:
prognosis of disease made by a doctor who takes the patient´s pulse and purse.
*The time elapsing between the first symptoms and the diagnosis is getting shorter and shorter. One
recent Italian study, for instance, estimated the interval at five years, while in the 80’s in that same
area the diagnosis took some nine years.473
**The oligoclonal bands of immunoglobulin G (IgG) are obtained by electrophoresis. They are quite
specific for multiple sclerosis, though they can be seen in other inflammatory processes such as
syphilis, menigoencephalitis, and polyradiculoneuritis.441 The IgG index has a sensitivity of 63% and
specificity of 65%, and the probability of a positive result is 1.80 (2.40 without corticoids). 299
**In half of patients the immunoglobulin G is also increased in serum, suggesting a systemic
immunological disturbance, not one limited to the nerve tissue.563
*The hot water test produces symptoms because the demylinated nerves are very sensitive to heat.
This can be objectively assessed in the visual evoked potentials: when the temperature rises more than
one degree, the amplitude of the P2 wave diminishes. 471
*Our classic poet Quevedo (1580-1645)426 describes impotence in the context of old age: La boca
despoblada por los años, las potencias, de ejercicio ajenas... (“One´s mouth left uninhabited by the
years, one´s powers exercised by a force beyond”).
*In Latin, pudendus means “which cause shame.”
**Out of 29 impotent MS patients, 26 showed alterations in the evoked potentials of the pudendal
nerve; the other three were cases of psychological etiology.258
***A well-known verse by Zorilla (1817-1893): A buen juez, mejor testigo (“For a good judge, an
even better witness”).
*It is an “off-resonance” technique of contrast by irradiation of the tisular reservoir of protons bound
to immobile macromolecules; it produces an effect of lost signals between the different tissues which
is very marked in the brain. It can be adapted to conventional resonance equipment with no need for
new hardware.
**The lesions are characterized by measuring the rate of magnetic transference, which indicates the
degree to which the macromolecular matrix of a tissue is destroyed.
*Retroviruses infect vertebrates, and share some common elements with their genome; they produce
neurological diseases with complex interactions between the viral antigen, the neurotoxic peptides
that produce the virus, and the active cellular genes they induce. 192
**HTLV-1 is the human virus of the T lymphocytes, a retrovirus associated with certain chronic
neurological diseases. There is also another variety that produces a lymphoma/leukemia of T cells.
*The rate of infection is high: 1%-2% of the total population,185 though of these, only 0.25% present
spastic paralysis. Frequency depends on the mode of contagion, whether through mother´s milk,
blood transfusion, or sexual intercourse.193

CHAPTER 9 - FOOTNOTES
*Chronology is the study of events over time. It comes from the Greek; cronos means time and also
represents Cronus, the god of time (equated with the Roman god Saturn). Among other deeds,
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Cronus castrated his father, Uranus, and tried to destroy his children by devouring them (as seen in
the famous painting by Goya).
*If one reaches adolescence without having had contact with this external factor, no harm will come
even if there is a genetic predisposition.
**Myelin is necessary for the proper conservation of axons. If it suffers much damage, the axons will
eventually undergo irreversible deterioration.
*In resonance imaging, the progressive forms have more infratentorial lesions with a greater tendency
to coalesce.261 The forms that are progressive from the onset show fewer inflammatory lesions (three
per year) than the secondary progressive forms of MS (18 lesions per year, as seen using gadolinium).
However, once progressive -whether primary or secondary- the clinical deterioration is similar.
*In over 80% of cases the first symptoms appear between the ages of 20 and 50; 7% before age 20;
and 12% after age 50.400 In Spain, the onset tends to come at around 29 years of age.16, 233
*A person from Spain with nasal congestion would say he is constipado; this is a false friend of the
English “constipated.” The two terms do share a Latin root, however: constipar means “to close or
obstruct” physiological conducts, be they nasal or intestinal.96
**Not observing any symptoms does not necessarily mean that the disease will not be reactivated. A
study now underway should throw some light on this distinction: magnetic resonance of vaccinated
patients will reveal plaques that might not have produced symptoms.
*The lesions are very heterogeneous inter-individually (different from one patient to the next), but not
intra-individually (similar within a single patient).
**There are four subgroups,508 depending on the predominating type of lesion: 1) primary
demyelination with little damage to oligodendrocytes; 2) demyelnation with a great loss of
oligodenrdrocytes; 3) primary damage to oligodendrocytes and secondary demyelination; and 4)
intense activation of macrophages that produce a non-selective destruction of myelin,
oligodendrocytes, axons and astrocytes. These may possibly represent four forms of multiple
sclerosis.
*Collage is a French word (from coller=to paste) that is most often used to designate a variety of
elements that are arranged in disorderly fashion. It became a pictorial technique in the hands of
Braque, Picasso and Max Ernst (around 1912), and is considered basic to Dada and Surrealism. It
consists of cutting natural or manufactured materials and pasting them on a surface where something
suggested by the added element might be painted.
*Suave mari magno relays the sense that it is agreeable for someone who has escaped the wide open
sea to recall the dangers experienced. Lord Byron 65 evokes Lucretius with these words in his Journal
of Kefalonia, inspired by a long overseas voyage, from Lisbon to Istanbul.
*Of 18 children with optic neuritis, ten had suffered a viral or bacterial infection in the two weeks
previous, and six were affected after vaccination. Of those vaccinated, all but one developed multiple
sclerosis later on. Of the post-infectious cases, five eventually developed multiple sclerosis.436

CHAPTER 10 - FOOTNOTES
*Cuando me lo contaron sentí el frío / de una hoja de acero en las entrañas / me apoyé contra el
muro, y un instante / la conciencia perdí de donde estaba... (“When they told me I felt the cold / of a
steel blade in my entrails / I leant against the wall, and for a moment / I lost all sense of my
surroundings...”) These verses could describe what is felt by a patient just after hearing the
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neurologist´s diagnosis. Yet in fact, they refer to the love sickness felt by Gustavo Adolfo Bécquer
(1836-70).41
*The etymology of “strategy” takes us to the military vocabulary (estrategos, in Greek, is “general).
Here is a trick question that might trip up more than one pedantic intellectual: What is the etymology
of the word “etymology”? The correct answer —with a condescending smile— is that etimos means
origin, truth.
**Desideratum (plural, desiderata) is something desired as essential.
*The Moirai (Roman Parcae) were the Fates, three old women –Clotho, Lachesis and Atropos—who
controlled human destiny. They spun, measured and cut the web of life. Atropos, in charge of cutting,
lent her name to Atropa belladonna, a plant with lethal effects from which atropine is obtained.191,434
*Augurs were highly respected diviners of ancient Rome, who reported or interpreted auguries. From
this same root we have the word inauguration, because it was customary to observe the auguries of
any new locale.70,96
*When the Romans appointed a new magistrate, indications of his future success were sought by
observing the flight and feeding of birds, known as the auspices (avis=bird, specere=to look).
*The three godesses offered either power (Hera or Juno), wisdom (Athena or Minerva) and love
(Aphrodite or Venus). The choice was a difficult one, and the apple of discord gave way to the Trojan
War. May the reader put himself in the place of Paris and choose just one –power, wisdom or love
(aware that “to choose is to leave behind”).

CHAPTER 11 - FOOTNOTES
*In the embryo, the suprarenal glands are (were) nerve tissue, a sort of ganglial group that emigrated
and became independent. In the adult, these glands no longer have visible connections with the
nervous system, yet they respond to stress by producing hormones.
**The area of the brain that produces ACTH is the hypothalamus. The hormone is released by
neurons there which are more active in persons with multiple sclerosis.126
*The words spoken to Judas by Jesus at the Last Supper (St John 13:27).243
**The corticoids and ACTH have many beneficial effects on the body´s immune response:144 they
reduce the presence of T lymphocytes, block interferon gamma, decrease IgG and prostaglandin E2
and improve the blood-brain barrier, for example.
*The rabbits had experimental allergic encephalitis, a sort of “artificial” MS, produced by injecting
myelin (see Chapter 2).
**The usual doses of corticoids are 0.25-1 mg per kilo of weight and day (therefore, some 20-80 mg
for an adult).
*It would appear that the intravenous megadose produces immuno-modulating effects that are not
observed with lower oral doses;267 for one, there is a greater efficacy as a result of the reduction of T
cells (CD4+), which are active in the demyelinating processes of both optic neuritis and multiple
sclerosis.
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CHAPTER 12 - FOOTNOTES
*Azathioprine is a derivative of mercaptopurine. It acts as a general immunosuppressant, on both a
cellular level (lymphocytes) and a humoral level (antibodies). The higher the dose (2-3 mg/kg/day),
the lower the leukocyte count (some are alarmed when there are 3,000 leukocytes/mm3, while others
risk going as low as 2,000).
**Human testing uses the “double blind” method: patients are divided at random into two groups, one
receiving the drug assumed to have therapeutic benefits, and the others getting a placebo (an
innocuous product made of sugar, starch, water, etc., with the same aspect as the real medication). In
order to avoid psychosomatic interference in the body´s response, neither the patient nor the physician
is informed as to which substance is taken.

CHAPTER 13 - FOOTNOTES
*Nearly all the cells of an organism can produce interferons, but most important are the leukocytes
(specializing in interferon alpha) and the fibroblasts (interferon beta).
**Interferon type II (gamma) is produced by the lymphocytes and the “natural killer” cells; it
increases the number of flare-ups because it amplifies the immune responses without halting the
suppressant activity.52,374,387
*Of 372 patients with recurring multiple sclerosis, three groups were established by the
administration of: subcutaneous placebo, low-dose interferon beta (1.6 MIU), and high dose (8 MIU).
Two years later, the average number of flare-ups was determined, respectively, as 1.27, 1.17 and 0.83.
*Hermeneutics consist of interpreting the keys or hidden significance of something; in this case, it
would be relating resonance images to their meaning.
*This phenomenon is also seen in diabetics with insulin injections: neutralizing antibodies are
produced, thereby reducing the initial efficacy of treatment (above all in the days when pig or cow
insulin was used).
**The patients with a more active form of the disease produce more neutralizing antibodies, and this
might be predicted by the basal secretion rate of IgG.377
*Interferon gamma is elaborated by T lymphocytes in response to some specific antigens, is thought
to be involved in the inflammatory reaction, activates the macrophages (which destroy myelin in
these patients), alters the blood-brain barrier, and in addition, has been shown to aggravate the
experimental model of MS.
*Aside from increasing the “natural killer” lymphocytes, linomide has other immuno-modulating and
antiviral properties, and it can prevent experimental allergic encephalitis.
*Other growth factors are under study as well, such as those derived from platelets (PDGF) and from
fibroblasts (FGF).

CHAPTER 14 - FOOTNOTES
*Baclofen relaxes certain mechanisms of the central nervous system. Its structure is similar to that of
GABA (gamma-aminobutyric acid), a neurotransmitter that inhibits reflexes of the spinal cord. It can
be administered with a intrathecal perfusion pump, an efficient method that shortens hospital stays.381
If it is chronic, male patients suffer reversible loss of erection and ejaculation.106
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*Gabapentin is a curious drug: it was designed as an anti-epileptic, yet at low dosage it can be used to
treat very diverse pathological processes: essential tremor, Parkinson´s disease, muscular spasms,
restless leg syndrome, and diverse neuralgias, among others.
**The injections of phenol must be repeated every three to six months; in some cases it is preferable
to sever the nerve.218
*The mechanism at work would be the opposite of anti-epileptic action, as it augments the capacity of
the neuron to “shoot off, ” and for this reason it must be used with caution to avoid the risk of
convulsions.
*In a recent study 151 the patients treated with interferon beta 1-a showed, at the end of two years, a
clear overall neuropsychological improvement in comparison with the placebo group. This was even
more evident in the categories “memory/information processing” and “visuo-spatial
capacity/execution.”
*“Martingalas” (an ancient name of Spanish origin) are special undergarments designed with additional
deposits.

CHAPTER 15 - FOOTNOTES
*Mentor was a character of the Odyssey who took care of Telemachus during the long voyage of his
father (a chap by the name of Ulysses). Now, “mentor” means spiritual or intellectual guide, yet
centuries ago it referred to one who taught grammar on a tutorial basis.
*“Of the terrible doubt of appearances” is the title of a poem by Walt Whitman, in The Leaves of
Grass.
*The “quality of life” scales, in which the patient offers subjective data, are growing in use. They tend
to give discrepant results with other tests, such as the Kurtzke Scale.
*Baltasar Gracián tells the anecdote of the emperor who overcame adverse circumstances: when
Caesar arrived in Africa, just off the ship, he tripped and fell face down on the ground. Instead of
feeling embarrassed, he made the very best of it by stating “I hereby take possession of this land!”

CHAPTER 16 - FOOTNOTES
*A phrase from Giradoux, as quoted by columnist Manuel Alcántara (“Ideal,” 09/06/1998).
*To straighten something we use an orthesis (ortho=straight). A prosthesis is a fabricated substitute,
an addition; it can also be used to denote the addition of a sound or syllable to a word (e.g., a prefix),
or the lateral apse of a basilica.145
*Occurring when the eyes do not coordinate their movement properly, either due to a lesion of the
oculomotor nerves, or to alterations in the cerebellum or brain stem.
*Computer programs can be “trained” to adapt to the phonetics of an individual (after just a few
samples of speech). Once recognized, the voice is digitalized, so that the computer can operate or
write via dictation.
*Culture is more than a grouping of customs. It is an extracorporeal world that articulates with our
biology to constitute a new reign of reality.389 Michel Foucalt160 calls it “the death of man”: the
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ultimate identity of our being is dissolved in the (cultural) framework that makes up human reality.
Thus, the individual´s loss is society´s gain.
**The foremost system of communication is that of the mass media (press and television), with a
central “sender” and many “receivers” (readers, viewers) who have no contact among themselves, no
individual reciprocity. The telephone, displacing the mail as the second communication system, has
reciprocity only between two points: from individual to individual, with no group involvement.
*“Remora” is an interesting –though little used— synonym for “hindrance” or “impediment.” Remora
are fish with suctorial discs on their fins, enabling them to adhere to ships and, allegedly, slow them
down.
**The Muses, daughters of Zeus and Mnemosyne (memory), numbered seven, representing the
liberal arts: Calliope (eloquence), Euterpe (music), Erato (love poetry), Polyhymnia (sacred poetry),
Clio (history), Melpomene (tragedy), Thalia (comedy), Terpischore (dance) and Urania (astronomy).
***Apollo is the god of beauty and Medicine, whereas Dionysus represents wine, fertility and
unbridled behavior.
****Il dolce far niente (“the sweetness of doing nothing”) is an Italian saying originating in a text by
Pliny the Younger (c.62-113).

CHAPTER 17 - FOOTNOTES
*A diet without essential fatty acids alters cell membranes, microcirculation and other mechanisms
that favor sclerosis.31 Animals with this dietary deficit produce abnormal phospholipids, have altered
myelin,492 and are more susceptible to experimental allergic encephalitis.501
**This plasmatic drop in linoleic acid has also been observed in other general acute diseases, for
which reason it might be a secondary phenomenon.80
*Other studies (of very limited size) found no differences between bottle- and breast-fed babies.50,73
**There is a sociological branch of epidemiology that pays special attention to the conduct and
relationships of different social groups.303
*Oatmeal is not beyond suspicion either. In regions where it is grown more widely, the rate of
mortality from multiple sclerosis is higher.284
*“To toil the earth” is precisely the meaning of Georgics, from the Greek georgós (gê=earth +
érgon=work).
**Bucolics comes from the Latin bucolucus (=pastoral), in turn from the Greek bukólos (=oxman). It
came to mean anything related with herds and pastures.

CHAPTER 18 - FOOTNOTES
*Paracelsus´ real name was Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim. He was a Swiss physician and
alchemist (1493-1541) who traveled widely, basically because he thrown out of so many circles. He
rejected the classical medical theories of Galen, Hippocrates and Avicenna, and held that man is a
microcosm integrating all the processes, rhythms and forces of nature.
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*There is no crime more wicked than that of a mother who harms her own children in vengeance of
the father who abandoned her. Medea killed her two children when Jason left her for Creusa.
*Anyone interested can consult Internet (http://www.2bcool.com) or contact: Life Enhancement
Technologies, Inc. Their telephone number is (1-800)779-6953, with fax (560) 568-5909.
*My dear old friend does not wish to reveal his true identity. He is a clever, unorthodox and slightly
devilish neurologist, whom we will nickname “Hyde.”
*“I will surrender my body to the pleasures, / to the enjoyments one dreams of, / to the great daring of
erotic desire, / to the lustful burning of my blood, / with no fear...” Verses by Cavafis that could
define the Epicurean doctrine, which was not as perverse as many people think.
*The antibodies in cow colostrum are assimilated by baby calves, but it is improbable that a person
would assimilate them, as they would decompose in the human stomach.
**A chimera is an illusion or fantasy. In mythology, the chimera was a creature with a lion´s head,
goat´s body and dragon´s tail. In botany, the chimera is a “monstrous” hybrid formation of different
vegetable species, for example by grafting. If you want to plant an almond tree on your lawn, where
the moisture would be detrimental for the almond trunk, graft the almond branches onto a plum tree
trunk, which resists humidity. The tiny deformed leaves at the graft union are also known as
chimeras.
*Superoxide dismutase (SOD) is a metallo-proteic enzyme that neutralizes the oxygen free radicals
(superoxides) by combining with them.

CHAPTER 19 - FOOTNOTES
*Kyrie eleison is an invocation to God´s mercy uttered near the beginning of the mass. Its origin can
be traced to the Greek kýrie eléeson (“Lord have mercy!”).
*I mentioned Gmarc back in the Chapter 1. It is the pseudonym of a multiple sclerosis patient who is
also a doctor. That double condition, together with his fine sense of irony and communicative skills,
allows him to clearly relate situations he has experienced. His Internet address is: http://aspin.asu.edu

CHAPTER 20 - FOOTNOTES
*José María Peinado is Professor of Biochemistry at the School of Medicine of the University of
Granada. He teaches and conducts research in basic fields of the nervous system. He is also a member
of the “Instituto de Neurociencias,” which he founded and formerly directed.
*Daniel Serrano is the Head of the Ophthalmology Service of the Hospital Clínico in Granada, Spain.
**Juan Andrés Burguera coordinates the Movement Disorder Unit of the Hospital La Fe in Valencia,
Spain, and has published widely on urinary problems associated with multiple sclerosis.
*Miguel Guerrero is in charge of the Multiple Sclerosis Unit of the Neurology Service of the Hospital
Clínico of Granada.
*José Luis Jiménez Bullejos (Psychiatry teaching unit, CS Virgen de las Nieves) is well-experienced
in the psychological monitoring of multiple sclerosis patients.
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*Luis Javier López del Val (Neurology Service, Hospital Clínico Universitario of Zaragoza, Spain) is
familiar with the use of nerve stimulators in the central nervous system.
*Alfonso Castro (Neurology Service, Hospital Clínico of Santiago de Compostela) is Tenured Professor
of Neurology at that city's University. He is one of the neurologists with the most direct, extensive and
intensive experience in the undergraduate teaching of our specialty
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